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Abstract

For the last 10 years universities and colleges in the UK have generated significant investment in designing innovative learning spaces. These spaces have been created to accommodate a student-centered pedagogical approach that is intended to promote formal and informal learning activities, collaboration and socializing by means of flexible technological infrastructure and architectural design.

Various assessments have already been realized to investigate the outcomes of this investment and the impact of those spaces on learning. Yet, there is a persevering need to better understand the role of the technological infrastructure and the architectural design in innovative learning spaces as a lived experience by those who use and inhabit them; and to establish whether they are used as anticipated. This work takes up on this challenge and investigates three innovative learning spaces through an ethnographic approach that, following the analytic orientation of Suchman’s situated action, considers and juxtaposes anticipated versus actual use. More specifically, this work addresses the following research questions:

• How do people interact with the architectural and technological infrastructure and with each other in innovative learning spaces on an everyday basis?

• How do everyday interactions compare with those envisioned by the designers and managers of these spaces?

• How do we account for the differences between actual and anticipated use of the spaces?

• How can spaces be designed or recover from breakdowns so that actual and anticipated use (re) align?
By addressing those questions, the present work contributes to an empirically-grounded understanding of how innovative learning spaces are being used and appropriated compared to the envisioned usage. The analysis reveals tensions between actual and anticipated use, the situated nature of flexible design, as well as the complex and contested processes through which interactions in innovative learning spaces are accomplished, adapted or superseded.

The findings suggest a set of critical factors that account for the tensions between desired and actual use of such spaces. Issues of legibility, legitimacy and sense of ownership and appropriation supersede the existing views and guidelines of adaptable design as presented in the current literature and can be used to inform the design and evaluation of innovative learning spaces.
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1.1 Background

In September 2010, a new library building was inaugurated in a university in Los Angeles. The new library was different from most conventional libraries; insofar as it included a café-restaurant area, a lounge with television monitors, a fireplace and comfortable armchairs - but no books. All the book collections were placed two floors underground; they could be ordered online and collected at any time. This university library is one among many spaces undergoing similar changes in Higher Education (HE).

1.1.1 Defining innovative learning spaces

In the last 10 years, universities and colleges have invested in creating and designing what has been coined as innovative learning spaces. The creation of these spaces represents a shift away from a tutor-centered towards a student-centered model of learning. The multi-purpose agendas of innovative learning spaces envision a combination of:

- A variety of learning activities (formal and informal) taking place seamlessly,
- Collaboration among users and
- Socialising

Innovative learning spaces aim to accommodate for the above by incorporating the following characteristics: a variety of networked technological devices and comfortable and flexible furniture in newly furbished or refurbished rooms and buildings. While the design of innovative learning spaces aims to support formal and informal learning activities, collaboration, and socializing seamlessly, within
the same space and often at the same time, how their designs are realised varies. Some examples can be seen in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1.1** On the top left, the Learning Lab at the University of Melbourne’s School of Chemistry; on the top right, the Teaching Grid in the University of Warwick, UK; and on the bottom, the InfoCommons Space in Northwestern University, USA

In the UK, one of the first universities that embraced this agenda – even though at the time it was confronted with a lot of scepticism – was Glasgow Caledonian University. In 2001, the Learning Café was built, an area that combined refreshments, social activities, learning and technology. The Learning Café – that demonstrated the concept of innovative learning spaces – was described as a huge success by the university administration (Watson, 2007; Watson, 2007a). Since then, innovative learning spaces began appearing more widely in the UK following this initial success. In 2007-8, a total of 74 new spaces had been built, funded through the Centres for Excellence in Teaching and Learning (CETL) initiative
(HEFCE, 2008) and many others funded by other means (e.g. Scottish Funding Council).

1.1.2 A vision for the future of education

The creation of such spaces has been talked about as long overdue and necessary in keeping with the technological advances and as an investment for future education. For example, in an article in the Times Higher Education, Davidson (2011) commented on how US Higher Education is still driven by the industrialisation model – now 150 years old: “My students live an extracurricular digital life that is as rich, varied and ever-changing as is the world of work that lies ahead of them. Sadly, in between their digital personal lives and the digital work life ahead stands the institution of education as stern and unyielding as Taylor with his stopwatch (...).” There has been much written about the visions, aspirations and expected benefits of such spaces. Several authors and researchers describe the phenomenon as a “revolution” for education (Davidson, 2011), discuss the challenges involved, and share their enthusiasm as to what these learning spaces of the future can bring.

The impact of such innovative spaces on learning, however, is open to question. Recently, in the UK Guardian newspaper, Baker (2011) argued that higher education needs to stay in tune and continue adopting current information and communication technologies, despite the current funding cuts. He continued by arguing that the benefit of innovative learning spaces is that they attract prospective students, enhance their experiences and prepare them for their future jobs. In contrast, Day (Shepherd, 2007) questions whether having such spaces can be beneficial for the students: “I am not convinced that students will learn any more about what's expected of them academically in such an environment.”
Similarly, the Secretary of Education in the UK just enforced a policy of “simplified architectural design” for educational buildings - as opposed to “a decade of wasteful extravagance” - which has supporters of these spaces (educators and architects) up in arms (Booth, 2012).

### 1.1.3 Current studies of innovative learning spaces

So far there have been a number of studies that look into managerial and ergonomic aspects of these spaces (e.g. light, ventilation, colour) with respect to metrics of learning performance (e.g. grades, TA levels). These consist of surveys, performance tests, interviews, focus groups and literature-based research approaches, commissioned, mostly, by funding bodies in an attempt to evaluate existing spaces and establish guidelines for the design of future ones. What these studies were not able to capture is what this thesis aims to address: a deeper understanding of the everyday lived experience as this unfolds through the minute-by-minute interactions of people with each other and with the architectural and technological infrastructure. Taking an ethnographic approach can provide detailed descriptions of what actually takes place in these spaces, how interactions are realised, and offer insights as to how multi-purposeness is achieved and how expected and actual use are balanced – if they are.

### 1.1.4 Innovative learning spaces and HCI

Understanding how technology is used in situ has been the main focus of investigations for a significant body of research in HCI. From approaches that look into the social order and organisation of everyday life (Crabtree et al., 2000; Crabtree et al., 2011; Luff et al., 2000; Luff and Heath, 2001) to more recent in the wild ones that take prototyping and usability studies out of the lab and into the real world (Marshall et al., 2011; Rogers, 2012; van der Linden et al., 2011), a big part
of HCI shares an analytical and methodological commitment that is oriented towards understanding interactions within their current context. Further, the areas of application are numerous. There have been studies that look into technologies for the home (Bly et al., 2006; Crabtree and Rodden, 2004; Grinter et al., 2009; Tolmie et al. 2010), workplaces and other organisational settings (Heath and Luff 1992; Heath, 2006; Luff and Heath, 2001; Luff et al., 2000; Suchman 2007), public spaces (Fischer and Hornecker, 2012; Marshall et al. 2011; O’Hara, 2008; Peltonen, 2008) museums and interactive performances (Hornecker, 2008, Flintham et al., 2011; Reeves et al. 2005) and of course learning (Horn, et al., 2012; Rogers et al, 2007; Adams et al, 2011). A number of technologies have been developed and evaluated to support the broad range of learning activities: from online teaching and virtual learning environments (such as Minocha and Reeves, 2010) to more open-ended, informal learning activities such as visiting museums (Horn et al., 2012; Clarke and Hornecker, 2013; Hinrichs and Carpendale, 2011) and outdoors geo-caching (Adams, et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2013). Yet so far, research in HCI has not had the chance to look into various off-the shelf technological devices being integrated in one single space with the purpose of supporting a range of learning activities, collaboration and socialising and into how users appropriate them. Innovative learning spaces provide this opportunity.

The focus of the work in this thesis takes on a similar in situ approach to explore how such spaces are experienced and used by the people they were designed for. One particular challenge lies on their multi-purpose agenda. Their overarching goal is to support technologically diverse expressions and learning activities simultaneously. At the same time, each of them was designed to address particular purposes that are important within the educational context of their institution; for instance, one of the settings studied in this thesis was developed to
support collaboration between students while another one to support creativity in learning.
1.2 Research questions

The innovative nature of the spaces described above lies at the interface of learning activities, flexible architecture and technological infrastructure. Managers have the role to facilitate while users are expected, envisioned or assumed to socialize, collaborate and engage in formal and informal learning activities while in these spaces.

This thesis investigates three innovative learning spaces through an ethnographic approach that, following the analytic orientation of Lucy Suchman’s situated action (2007), considers the situated interactions and juxtaposes anticipated versus actual use. We base our investigations in these spaces on activities that involve people interacting with each other and with the architectural and technological infrastructure within the spaces. More specifically this work addresses the following research questions:

• How do people interact with the architectural and technological infrastructure and each other in innovative learning spaces on an everyday basis?

• How do actual everyday interactions compare with those envisioned by the designers and managers of these spaces?

• How do we account for the differences between actual and anticipated use of the spaces?

• How can spaces be designed or recover from breakdowns so that actual and anticipated use (re) align?

By addressing those questions, the present work contributes to an empirically-grounded understanding of how innovative learning spaces are being used and appropriated on an everyday basis, which has implications for the (re)design of current and future innovative learning spaces.
1.3 Thesis contribution

This thesis has the following key contributions:

1. The detailed descriptions of the written ethnographies in chapters 4-6 are the first known sustained academic investigations into describing and explaining the everyday use and interactions in innovative learning spaces.

2. The analyses in chapters 4-6 reveal tensions between actual and anticipated use, the situated nature of adaptable design, as well as the complex and contested processes through which interactions in innovative learning spaces are accomplished, adapted or superseded.

3. The framework presented in chapter 7 accounts for these differences between actual and anticipated use and proposes three factors for mediating fluid transitions in innovative learning spaces: legibility (infrastructural and social), legitimacy and sense of ownership and customization and appropriation. The aim of this framework is to sensitise and inform the design of innovative learning spaces.

In addition a set of broader suggestions for design have been developed through reflecting on the different perspectives for the use and design of innovative learning spaces. These can be found in Chapter 7.
1.4 Thesis Outline

The thesis comprises 8 chapters. Chapter 1 frames the research problem and states the contribution of this work.

Chapter 2 begins with a review of the literature of innovative learning spaces with regard to their characteristics, existing studies, guidelines and frameworks for their design and assessment. In section 2.3, we consider the relation between HCI and innovative learning spaces and present HCI studies conducted in-the-wild to showcase the particular relevance of this approach to providing insights for the understanding of innovative learning spaces.

Chapter 3 presents the methodological approach and the analytic orientation of this work with respect to the research questions and the literature review. A description of how data were collected, analysed and written for the purposes of this work follows along with a discussion of the challenges involved, the role of the researcher and other ethical considerations.

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 present the ethnographic studies, the analysis of the collected data and a discussion of these. Chapter 4 reports on the first study, Dspace, was an innovative learning space in a library building designed to be a space where people would come to explore new ideas and knowledge regarding teaching and learning in an informal playful manner; try out new technologies; and serendipitously meet others with common interests and consider new collaborations. Chapter 5 presents the second study, Qspace. Qspace was designed with a particular focus to support creativity in teaching and learning; its spatial layout was unconventional with elaborate technological infrastructure embedded in the physical layout. Chapter 6 presents the fieldwork for the third study, Cspace. Cspace was an innovative learning space designed to support collaborative work
between students as well as various other activities (individual study, practical sessions, programming etc).

Chapter 7 begins with a summarised review of the differences between actual and anticipated use of the three settings and proposes a framework that accounts for these differences. Three factors (legibility, legitimacy and sense of ownership and customization and appropriation) aim to sensitise and inform the design of innovative learning spaces. A reflection on the different perspectives regarding the use and design of innovative learning spaces is presented along with a set of broader suggestions for the design of innovative learning spaces.

Chapter 8 presents the concluding remarks, reports on the limitations of this work and plans for future work.
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2.1 Introduction

Innovative learning spaces are higher education’ spaces that have been designed to support a variety of formal and informal activities, collaboration and socialising by means of technological infrastructure and flexible architectural design. Over the last decade, there has been a growing body of discussion examples of such spaces (JISC, 2009; Oblinger, 2006,) yet there is still no consensus about their impact or what should drive their design (Davidson, 2011; Shepherd, 2007; Temple, 2008, Radcliffe, 2009). So far various approaches have been taken including quantitative and qualitative methods with a primary focus on surveys, interviews and desk-based approaches. What seems to be lacking though is qualitative research that focuses on how such spaces are being used at an everyday level. We address this problem by taking an approach common in HCI, that of studies in the wild and carry out ethnographic observational studies on three innovative learning spaces aiming to understand what takes places in these spaces at an everyday context and how does that compare to their design and anticipated use. With this research we aim to contribute to current knowledge and research in the field of innovative learning spaces as well as that of HCI.

Innovative learning spaces pose an interesting challenge for the world of HCI. They offer a unique opportunity for a number of technologies to be developed, used and evaluated within the broader context of learning activities. To some extent, innovative learning spaces represent Mark Weiser’s vision (1991) of ubiquitous computing but for learning. They are equipped with a technological infrastructure that aims to seamlessly support a variety of activities and allows for “learning to take place everywhere in campus” (Oblinger, 2006). Already there are a
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1 For this thesis we focus on higher education ones but in practice they exist in all levels of education (primary, secondary and higher education)
number of technologies being developed to address the challenges of ubiquitous learning but these are not yet part of the innovative learning spaces and further need to be trialled and considered in situ. Hence, it is within the interest of HCI to support the design process of such spaces and gain more insights as to the kinds of technologies that are relevant to their users.

In this chapter, we review visions and challenges of innovative learning spaces, existing studies, guidelines and frameworks for their design and assessment. In section 2.3, we consider the relation between HCI and innovative learning spaces and present HCI studies conducted in-the-wild to showcase the particular relevance of this approach to providing insights for the understanding of innovative learning spaces.
2.2 Innovative learning spaces

2.2.1 Motivation and Characteristics

Innovative learning spaces are higher education spaces that have been designed to support a variety of learning activities, by means of technological infrastructure and flexible architectural design. The creation of innovative learning spaces has been motivated by a shift away from traditional approaches of learning – where learning is seen as knowledge that can be delivered only by the tutor in the auditorium – and towards student-centred approaches that emphasise on learning taking place anywhere and anytime, students being active participants in their learning, socialising, peer communication and collaboration. As Oblinger describes in the e-book Learning Spaces (2006): “The key, therefore, is to provide a physical space that supports multidisciplinary, team-taught, highly interactive learning unbound by traditional time constraints within a social setting that engages students and faculty and enables rich learning experiences.”

To support this range of formal and informal activities taking place, innovative learning spaces were designed with an emphasis on flexible, comfortable architectural design (variety of furniture including armchairs and couches and portable, adaptable artefacts such as chairs, tables on wheels and partitions) and technological infrastructure (wifi, interactive whiteboards, laptops, desktops etc).

Architectural layout and furniture

In terms of the architecture, a main concern voiced in the literature is overcoming the traditional design that has been prevailing since the 19th century (McGregor, 2004; Schratzenstaller, 2010; Long and Holeton, 2009; Van Note Chism, 2006). Long and Holeton (2009) refer to an “industrial model of education” as the elephant in the room and contrast that with the needs of the 21st century learner. Van Note
Chism (2002; 2006) further notes how the standards in for most universities are directed towards "old paradigm ways of thinking".

What is meant by those, and traditional architectural design in general, is the uniformity design where all spaces in a campus look the same and the tutor/teacher-based design where the whole learning experience is oriented towards passively attending to whoever is lecturing (auditoriums and lecture theatres). Attention to the architectural design of educational buildings has become an important concern and overcoming such design principles is a main feature for the design of innovative learning spaces. To address this, a flexible layout that can support a variety of learning activities has been proposed (Oblinger, 2006; Fischer, 2005; Strange and Banning, 2001). A variety of comfortable furnishing in combination with an architectural layout that can be transformed are suggested as one way of enabling the new pedagogical approach that embraces informal collaborative learning, creativity and socializing. Flexibility is presented as the desired state for innovative learning spaces and some more specific spatial arrangements are suggested occasionally in the literature by means of case studies (Oblinger, 2006; Dudek, 2000; JELS, 2009) yet such relations are described in a rather simplistic manner: as if they would work for everyone.

This is recognised by several authors (Jamieson, 2008; Boys, 2011; Radcliffe, 2009), for the most part architects that comment on the vagueness and naivety that flexibility is often mentioned by in the context of innovative learning spaces. As Jamieson puts it (2008: 58):

“What is meant by flexibility? Does it refer to the capacity to move and re-arrange furniture at the discretion of the user, allowing the use to change according to need? Does it refer to the range of activity that can be supported in a single space simultaneously?”
Boys (2011) equally stresses how often a number of metaphors (such as street, hubs, learning cafes) and taken-for-granted notions are used to describe or imply architectural features with relation to learning activities; yet what is unclear is whether these metaphors are understood and shared across the different stakeholders. To better understand these and most importantly the complex interrelationships between features of architectural design and use (and afterwards learning) different approaches are necessary. Potentially approaches that examine the lived everyday experience of users of such spaces and can account for subtle situated differences are more appropriate; and as Boys (2011) and Temple (2009; 2008) note more qualitative work in the space of innovative learning spaces is needed.

**Technological infrastructure**

Together with the architectural design, technological infrastructure is a main feature of innovative learning space. The emphasis is for a technological infrastructure that will support existing mechanisms of learning that take place anywhere, anytime (ubiquitous learning).

A number of technologies are already being developed that aim and/or aspire to assist the vision and practice of innovative learning spaces more appropriately than the existing ones. For example, Kaplan et al. (2009) propose using technology to enhance active and collaborative learning, through providing students with various kinds of *interpersonal computers*, that is technologies where several people can interact with at the same time, in the same place. Such technologies should enable “*fluid but lively exchanges including, in particular argumentation episodes*”, and are “*sufficiently discreet to not act as obstacles during natural interactions but engaging enough to enrich people’s awareness and*”
possibility of actions”. They have developed novel prototypes (see (1) and (2) in Figure 2.1), including the DOCKLAMP, a portable smart lamp that augments people’s interactions on tables by projecting images and documents (Kaplan et al. 2007; Kaplan and Dillenbourg, 2010) and the REFLECT table that shows who is talking the most in group meetings, by representing how much each participant is speaking as a line of LEDs in front of them on the table (Bachour, 2008). Another example of such technologies is developed by the SynergyNet Project (see Figure 2.1) and involves an ecology of interactive multi-touch surfaces to support a variety of learning activities e.g. tabletops could support collaboration and the vertical displays awareness and reflection for the whole classroom (AlAgha et al., 2010).
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Figure 2.1 (1). the DOCKLAMP, (2) the REFLECT table; (3) a sketch of how SynergyNet is envisioned for the whole classroom; and (4) a photo of it implemented in a lab setup of the classroom

However, until now these technologies have only been tested in lab settings and not in the real world so their shown benefits remain limited in this
Currently, innovative learning spaces consist of commercial, off-the-shelf technologies (laptops, desktops, interactive whiteboards) and students are reportedly using such technologies rarely (Margaryan et al., 2011). It is unclear whether this will change with more customized technologies as the ones mentioned earlier. Both with new kinds of technologies as the ones just described and with more commonplace ones such as the ones currently existing in innovative learning spaces (e.g. laptops and desktops), a main challenge seems to be where and when should technology be used and in what form. A number of studies and frameworks, reviewed later in this chapter, attempt to address this challenge mainly by having the learning goals lead the technological design. Looking into what people currently do with the technology in these spaces can be another useful starting point.

2.2.2 Visions and challenges

Many authors (such as Watson, 2007; Davidson, 2011; McGregor, 2004; Oblinger, 2006; Schratzenstaller, 2010) expect significant benefits from such learning spaces as they see them fit to address more adequately the pedagogical needs of our time, providing students with the necessary tools for personal growth and professional competitiveness. Davidson (2011) describes the need of such spaces as the next “revolution for education” and shares her enthusiasm as to what these learning spaces of the future can bring.

Apart from the benefits, a number of challenges are also identified. Those span across various levels, from funding, building and maintenance concerns and to issues of community and adoption of the new ways of learning. For example, Kollar (2010) identifies three broader challenges for such spaces. The first challenge
concerns the learning goals that the new approaches are addressing and whether they can achieve them in a more efficient way than the existing practices. The second challenge is whether the impacts observed in learning can be attributed to a technological innovation or it is caused by a change in the learning approach. The third challenge is about barriers that need to be overcome at political, research and practitioner level.

What such challenges come to show is that innovative learning spaces are places of interest – or should be – among various stakeholders such as policy makers, educators, technologists and researchers. Their agenda is to some extent linked with socio-economic realities as well as educational developments and agendas and the same for technological advances. As a result, the design of innovative learning spaces and their benefits need to be considered within this multidisciplinary context.

2.2.3 Guidelines, Studies and Frameworks

In terms of what consists a good example of an innovative learning space or articulating the criteria or concepts towards successful innovative learning spaces, several studies have been carried out, guidelines provided and frameworks developed (JISC, 2009; Jamieson, 2005; Oblinger, 2006; Temple, 2007; Siddall, 2006, JELS, 2009; Pearhouse et al., 2009, Radcliffe, 2009). The evaluation of innovative learning spaces is necessary not only to provide evidence of the return of the investment – e.g. the cost of the CETL initiative in the UK was 315 million pounds – but mostly, because assessing those spaces will provide a better understanding of the benefits, the learning needs, the values (individual, institutional), the impact of the technological and architectural infrastructure and feed back to future planning and design. Many authors that have been assigned
with reporting or evaluating on the design and use of innovative learning spaces have carried out surveys, literature reviews, phone based interviews with stakeholders or short visits to the settings and proposed a number of guidelines.

**Guidelines**

In addition to the lack of consensus as to how such spaces are meant to be designed, that was mentioned earlier, the guidelines that are produced are for the most part vague or aspirational. Further, when those guidelines are presented, the empirical evidence based on which they were produced are not evident or easy to track. Most of the times, tracking the specifics of the methodology undertaken is a difficult task too. Some examples that show the vagueness of such guidelines follow.

Oblinger (2006) focuses on taking a learner centered approach as to the design of such spaces:

- Design spaces around people
- Support multiple types of learning activities
- Design for comfort, safety and functionality
- Reflect institutional values
- Accommodate information technology

Siddal et al. (2006) present the following guidelines:

- Learning spaces should support a diversity of learning styles
- Learning spaces must be versatile
- Learning spaces must be comfortable and attractive
- Learning spaces are information rich and technologically reliable

- Learning spaces should be used effectively

There are more examples of similar guidelines but it is believed that the above make the point regarding the existing vagueness. What is important to note is that such lists are difficult to apply in practice as they are rather formalistic. A step closer towards informing design in a practical way is offered by a few frameworks that have been developed.

**Studies and Frameworks**

As presented earlier one of the prevailing challenges and concerns when it comes to innovative learning spaces has been establishing a consensus as to their assessment and design principles. A further challenge relates to the kinds of studies undertaken. A report from the Scottish Funding Council (2006) on spaces for learning suggests that despite the plethora of reviews of learning, very few empirical studies link that body of research to the actual environment where learning takes place. In the same report, it is argued that the relationship between the environment and learning is not a straightforward one and hence a more complex form of assessment is needed. Similarly, a review of the literature on Learning Spaces for the 21st Century commissioned by the Higher Education Academy (Temple, 2007) found that the role space plays in supporting academic pedagogical practices is not well understood, and that a methodological study on evaluation – including financial or other costs and learning benefits – should be conducted. Likewise, Fischer (2005) argues that there is “insufficient qualitative/deep research” in the learning spaces’ literature and stresses the need to involve teachers in the research/evaluating process to assist in understanding how the design can or does relate to the pedagogical practices.
More recently, systematic reviews on the existing tools and methodologies have produced frameworks to guide future evaluation. For example, the JISC 'Study of Effective Evaluation Models and Practices for Technology Supported Physical Learning Spaces' project (JELS project, Pearhouse et al., 2009) aimed to identify and review the existing tools and method used to evaluate innovative learning spaces. They carried out desk-based research, stakeholders workshops, telephone interviews and a web based survey to collect their data. The final report identified a need for higher education sector to reconsider the evaluation of such spaces and clarify design intentions and learning needs and proposed a typology to help with the categorization of such evaluations namely the Framework for Evaluating Learning Spaces (FELS). The typology suggested by Pearhouse et al. (2009) is based on the values of the reviewers/evaluators of such places and offers insights into their assumptions. Based on this, they identify seven models that each reflects a different lens that the evaluation takes. These are:

- the Demand model where evaluation is based on space metrics and finances,
- the Outcomes model focuses on learning outcomes,
- the Satisfaction model focuses on data about the self-reported experiences of users,
- the Scenario Provision model (scenarios are made that hypothesize on the use of innovative learning spaces before they are built),
- the Activity Support model focuses on evaluating activities in practice – often using observations,
- the Spatial Ecology model focuses on the relations between various
spaces in one building and

- the Brand model focuses on the institutional image and relating metrics.

The above typology is a reflection and a useful tool on categorising the existing evaluation work and metrics on the design of innovative learning spaces and shows the wide range of approaches that exist as well as the ambiguity that might emerge in terms of the results of such evaluations if the lens is not clearly stated. Apart from providing this typology, the authors further stress their view that more studies of observational nature are needed as currently there are very few (one mentioned – see next section) that exist.

Another framework is that of Radcliffe et al. (2009) known as the Pedagogy-Space-Technology. This framework identifies three areas (Pedagogy, Space and Technology) that influence each other and provides a set of questions for each of the three areas that aim to help stakeholders conceptualise the design of such spaces in shared ways. Radcliffe et al. point out how the framework was intentionally kept simple and the questions open ended across the three categories for all stakeholders as their idea for it is to allow for the different perspectives to be revealed and brought together through the line of questioning.
Finally another framework is that of Social Infrastructure (SIF) (Bielaczyc, 2006). Bielaczyc's framework has a distinct emphasis on the processes of learning that underlie and inform the design of the learning spaces and even more the design of technological applications. Four dimensions are suggested that need to be considered for the success of socio-technological innovations: i) cultural beliefs; ii) specific practices, iii) socio-techno-spatial relations, and iv) interaction with the “outside world.” All these are driven by learning and the specific curricula of each learning space and it is mostly up to the educator (teacher or tutor) to assess them and inform the design.

**Initiatives and post occupancy studies**

In addition to the studies, a number of initiatives on the design of innovative learning spaces have emerged. Some of them are technology-driven and some of them are pedagogically driven and some focus on the architecture and the built environment. In all cases there is a common census that all three are intertwined and significant. The difference lies on what is considered the force that will drive design.

These initiatives also seek to bring together the stakeholders involved in the design of innovative learning spaces (as mentioned above involving the
stakeholders in important). For instance, the Learning Landscapes Project (2010) explores the effect the built environment of university campuses has on the dynamic between teachers, students and researchers and aims to promote the collaboration between all parties involved in order to create better learning spaces for present and future generations. The Spaces for Learning initiative (2010) investigates the relationships between conceptual, personal, social, physical and virtual spaces and creativity.

Existing literature in innovative learning spaces has articulated some of the challenges involved in their design both in terms of the pedagogical agenda and their architectural and technological layout. However, less consideration has been given to understanding their lived use and experience.

When a design is put in place, it is uncertain, as to how the social context surrounding any designed artefacts will materialize; it is unclear in what ways people will adapt to what they are being offered and how learning may take place. Studies that consider innovative learning spaces in the context of their everyday use and lived experience can provide useful insights regarding design.

An example of such insights is provided by Sutherland and Sutherland in the book Classroom of the future (Mäkitalo-Siegl et al., 2010) that discusses a number of challenges for innovative learning spaces in all levels of education. Sutherland and Sutherland visited two newly built secondary schools and reconsidered their design based on how they are currently occupied and used. Their remarks come from a dual perspective: that of an architect and that of an educationalist. They compared the effect of various architectural features, such as corridors, of the two schools on the interactions that took place in them. They found that there were a number of physical transient spaces where “semi-informal”
learning was taking place such as corridors - traditionally considered as places to get from one point to another and for waiting in. In school A, the corridors were wide, lit with natural light and as a result “street-like and casual conversations (between teachers, between students and between students and teachers) were possible and visible”. In school B, the corridors had only artificial light, were leading off the atrium and were very narrow; also, due to some design issues (some of these corridors were functioning as fire escape routes) the students couldn’t decorate the corridor walls and piles of rubbish accumulated, as waste bins could not be placed. This example shows how design aspects change through occupancy. It also shows the effect they can have, either constraining conversations or facilitating spontaneous gatherings of students taking place in the corridors (and the atrium).

Very much related to this work in terms of how occupancy shapes architectural design, is the work of Christopher Alexander on patterns of architecture (Alexander, 1979). Alexander stressed the connection between spatial/structural patterns and events as in people’s interactions and lived experiences. He was also interested in theorising this relation; understanding how spatial structures can support such events and consequently how/whether changes in those structures could predict events. For Alexander, ‘properly formed’ space prompts for everyday use, thus making it familiar and alive, while unfamiliar stays unused. Yet, a sensible (architecturally) pattern is not necessarily a successful pattern in terms of how the space is used; as Alexander puts it: “A pattern only works, fully, when it deals with all the forces that are actually present in the situation” and in practice before a structure is complete “we have no reliable way of knowing exactly what the forces in a situation are” (p. 285). Similarly to Sutherland and Sutherland earlier, Alexander’s work points to the importance of re-visiting
architectural and design choices after they have been deployed. Further, both works suggest that designing spaces in terms of basic architectural principles, such as proper ventilation and lighting is important for people’s interactions – in this case for learning. But also they suggest other aspects of a building can promote “visibility and potential of the in-between spaces for interactions” (Sutherland and Sutherland in Mäkitalo-Siegl et al., 2010). Unfortunately, while Alexander's work is well known among architects and computer scientists, no mention of it was found in the literature of innovative learning spaces with respect to their design or evaluation.

Sutherland and Sutherland view the architectural design as a priority in this chapter but briefly consider technology as part of it. It is suggested that it should be an invisible infrastructure harmonious with the spatial layout: “tools - digital and non-digital artefacts - should be taken into account and blend in with the overall architectural design”.

Associated to one of the initiatives mentioned earlier (Spaces for learning) is an ethnographic report that was produced as a means of evaluation of the post occupancy of three interrelated innovative learning spaces (Melhuish, 2011). The investigation had a phenomenological analytic orientation and was carried out in three different innovative settings across two neighbouring universities that were built to support creativity. The study focused on issues of architectural space and the perceptions of managers and users. Among other findings, the students reported not using or considering the technology in the space as a crucial part of their learning. The innovation was acknowledged but not incorporated in practice. Similar were the reactions and comments for the innovation of the architectural
space. Not everyone found it to be particularly useful or contributing to the learning.

Further, in terms of the architectural space, the researcher stresses how issues of accessibility (physical dislocation, lack of public frontage) and managerial choices often interfered with potential learning benefits from these innovative spaces. The spaces were located in other buildings and were often hidden which made it hard for people to find them in the first place. Also, the managers had enforced a strict pre-planning approach which made it hard for students or tutors to use the space spontaneously as activities had to be booked. The author reports a significant fault in current assumptions of innovation for innovative learning spaces and criticises how innovation is perceived or realised in these three settings. Further, Melhuish suggests that the emphasis should be in understanding the role of the physical space itself and the social and cultural practices that are embedded in it.

2.2.4 Synopsis

This section presents the main motivation regarding the design of innovative learning spaces, their main characteristics as well as the challenges involved in their design and evaluation. Innovative learning spaces have been designed as a way to address more adequately the pedagogical needs of our time and support a student-centred learning approach. They aim to support a variety of formal and informal activities, collaboration and socialising by means of technological infrastructure and flexible architectural design. While many examples of such spaces exist currently in the UK, there is still no consensus about their impact or what should drive their design (Davidson, 2011; Shepherd, 2007; Temple, 2008, Radcliffe, 2009). Various approaches have been taken study-wise including
quantitative and qualitative methods with a primary focus on surveys, interviews and desk-based approaches. The few frameworks derived from those though do not take into account any observed everyday use of such spaces. Design guidelines have also been suggested but their content lacks specificity that can allow for meaningful design. We suggest that qualitative post-occupancy studies that investigate the everyday lived interactions of innovative learning spaces can address the above challenges and shortcomings. In the next section, we review examples of such studies from the field of HCI that illustrate the kinds of insights that such investigations might produce.
2.3 HCI and innovative learning spaces

As suggested earlier in the introduction, adopting an in situ methodological approach to investigate actual use in innovative learning spaces can help understand the complex interdependencies between technology, architecture and people - their co-configurations - and contribute towards informing their design. The field of HCI offers examples of the kinds of insights that such investigations might produce. Such examples will be reviewed in this section.

At the same time, it is important to stress that HCI can equally benefit from such investigations. Innovative learning spaces offer a unique opportunity for a number of technologies to be developed, used and evaluated within the broader context of learning activities. They are equipped with a technological infrastructure that aims to seamlessly support a variety of activities and allows for “learning to take place everywhere in campus” (Oblinger, 2006). Hence, it is within the interest of HCI to support the design process of such spaces and gain more insights as to the kinds of technologies that are relevant to their users.

There is a large body of work in HCI that looks at how technologies are used in situ in a variety of settings and applications. There are various methodological traditions that examine for example infrastructure from a social perspective and stress its relational nature with respect to organisational forms, practices, institutions that accompany it and make it possible (Star, 1999; Bowker et al. 2010). The purpose of this review, however, is not to provide an extensive list of all the available studies, but rather point out the benefits of studying technology in the real world and how such studies are relevant to informing the design of innovative learning spaces. In this respect, we focus on specific studies carried out in the real world that share some characteristics or offer useful insights for the
design of innovative learning spaces. One group of such studies looks at technologies that were designed to support communities (of students or academics) and enhance socialising and discusses issues that have arisen when these were used in situ. The next one looks at studies of technologies in public spaces, given that many innovative learning spaces are public. The last one considers studies where technology is placed in museums and galleries. Museums’ digital interactive installations are often designed to support informal learning similarly to the ones in innovative learning spaces.

2.3.1 Supporting academic communities

One example of technologies that were designed to support communities of students is the Dynamo system (Brignull et al., 2004), a large publicly accessible interactive surface that was designed to support occasional meetings through sharing, displaying and exchanging media among students. Observations of the space where Dynamo was deployed showed that previous communal use and social conventions of the use of the space were transferred in the use of Dynamo. Users appropriated the functionality of the display in a way that was consistent with the space's previous use and their existing practices and did not extend its functionality to other uses as the researchers expected. For instance, the students used features of the system to exchange photos, music and videos and leave personal messages and jokes to each other while the researchers expected them to leave comments and exchange files relevant to the teaching material.

In another example of a system designed to support serendipitous meetings and socialising between academics in a conference, its implementation showcased
the power of social etiquette in established institutions of practice. McDonald et al. (2008) describe how people appropriated three proactive displays that were situated in an academic conference to augment the participants’ interactions; specifically to enhance the feeling of community, facilitate social networking and future collaborations. Participants extended the use of one of the displays in an innovative and fun way, which conflicted with the common practices and social conventions already in place and led to negative comments about the application. It seems that the established views and understandings of the social affordances of the conference setting that people shared were breached and as a result tensions emerged. It is possible that, if taken out of the conference context and the etiquette attached to it, the playfulness and creativity people exhibited would have been considered a positive outcome.

Another study shows the significance of the role of others in encouraging (or not) interaction with the technology. Brignull and Rogers (2003) note how a large interactive display placed in two different public settings, intended to entice people to contribute with their comments, made people feel like they were being watched. This made them feel vulnerable and more self-conscious of possible mistakes. These feelings also propagated to onlookers of the interaction and deterred them from participating simply because they were worried of potentially feeling uncomfortable. At the same time though, a critical mass of people – the honey pot effect – was found to encourage people to engage with the display. Brignull and Rogers (2003) suggest positioning the display along the thoroughfares of traffic (e.g. near a bar) to improve the ways in which the possible interactions
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2 By institutions of practice we refer to locations such as churches, schools, hospitals, theatres where the social etiquette and expected behaviours have been communicated throughout many years of practice and for that they are well established.
with a display are communicated implicitly to bystanders.

In another study, Hoppe (2009) describes a classroom intervention where PDAs were given to students and touch screens were embedded in their desks as a means to support and enrich the everyday social interactions already in place. Findings indicated that social interactions improved. A main reason for this was that the PDAs allowed students to move around and interact with others. Similarly, Liu (2007; 2008) suggested that handheld devices such as mobile phones, PDAs and tablet PCs provide students with autonomy, mobility and a sense of ownership that can “cultivate the ubiquitous learning minds and enable learners to learn and live with the ubiquitous learning mind anywhere anytime”.

Findings from the above studies already showcase that, while there can be significant benefits from integrating new technologies in academic and learning environments, issues may arise when these are used in situ. More specifically, the issues that emerged in the above related to social etiquette, pre-existing use and appropriation and facilitation.

2.3.2 Interacting with displays in public spaces

Many of the existing innovative learning spaces are public spaces and their technological infrastructure includes a variety of displays (laptops, interactive whiteboards, LCD screens). A number of studies in HCI have been concerned with studying how people interact with displays in public. While most of these studies refer to public urban spaces, we believe that there are still significant insights as to the interactional patterns and phenomena that occur.

The first study, similar to the last one mentioned in the previous section, reports on the social embarrassment experienced by the people. Also, it is
presented how activities that pre-existed in the space shaped its appropriation. In O’Hara et al.’s (2008) study, people appropriated the technology (a collaborative game) as part of the social identity of the space and the activity itself. The game was played in an open public space – a shopping and leisure area – and supported by large displays. It came to be used as a social resource for waiting activities, for accompanying eating, drinking, shopping and even for keeping children occupied while parents socialised. All these activities existed in the space prior to the technology being introduced and the game and its ‘technology’ were appropriated in the existing context.

Social embarrassment has been reported to hinder people's interactions with technology especially in public or unfamiliar situations. More specifically, O’Hara et al.’s (2008) participants were particularly apprehensive about being judged. The visibility of potential mistakes magnified by the large displays and the fact that it took place in a public uncontrolled setting added to the wariness of the participants. In one of the locations where the study took place, it was found difficult to convince people to participate: “No one wanted to be the first person to start the game and be the lone participant playing the game”.

Similar hesitation in using an interactive interface as to that reported in O’Hara et al. (2008) was reported by Briones et al. (2007). In their study, an urban installation presented as a game projecting on the ground and using people’s body as input was placed in different public locations within the city of Bath, UK, to investigate levels of social engagement. They discuss how users tended to watch others play before they tried themselves, so that they could learn the rules of the interaction and avoid social embarrassment. Also, they tentatively stepped over the perimeter of the installation until they were familiarised with the interface.
Moreover, while playing with the installation people who were unacquainted tended to define their territory and stay on one side while at the same time being careful not to cross the area of the other user, “leaving a kind of mutual acceptance distance between users”. After interacting with the installation, people commented on their experience or explained the rules to others, mostly their friends, but occasionally strangers as well. This sharing indicated how an interactive display in an urban environment can enrich social engagement and awareness.

Yet, it did not depend only on the interface itself but also on the physical surroundings and, most importantly, the social surroundings such as the atmosphere created by the audience, which can significantly deter or encourage potential interaction. Briones et al. (2007) also note that when members of the public encountered an unfamiliar artefact, they used prior experience and/or knowledge to describe the new artefact or to decide on their expectations from/about it. For example, people described the installation as a dancing carpet before they even interacted with it. Using perceptual cues, similarities and dissimilarities with familiar objects and drawing on previous experience and common sense are common strategies that people use to deal with uncertainty, especially when confronted with unfamiliar technologies.

As a final example of a study reporting on how the use of technology in public spaces relates to social norms, we note Humphreys’ (2005) ethnographic work on the use of mobile phones in public spaces. Humphrey discusses how people’s common understanding of the social norms concerning face-to-face interactions created dilemmas as to whether they would pick up the phone, affected how long they spoke on the phone and their posture while doing so. At the same time, he argues that the technology itself shaped the existing social
context. Broad adoption and use of mobile phones has transformed to some extent the social norms of what is accepted and what is not; interruptions of face-to-face interactions are considered more acceptable and the “asymmetry of the traditional caller-answerer relationship” is moderated.

Similar to the previous section, the studies of people interacting with urban public displays here illustrated a number of issues arising from their in-situ use. Mainly various forms of social context were shown to shape how and whether people interacted with the technology (e.g. social embarrassment, the role of an audience, pre-existing social norms and expectations). While innovative learning spaces are not urban spaces, many of them share a public status similar to that of urban spaces where unacquainted people co-exist and potentially collaborate briefly or over a period of time with technologies that may or may not be familiar to them.

2.3.3 Supporting informal learning in museums

Informal learning in museums enables the general public of all ages to participate and understand important debates and knowledge about science, design, art and technology. Hence, designing technologies and interactive installations for museums and galleries that can engage people into activities that promote informal learning has been a growing interest for HCI.

Heath and vom Lehn (2008) investigate how a number of such interactive installations are used in situ. The authors report on the significance of social interaction between visitors for discovering the qualities and the functionality of the installation. The visitors’ collaboration shapes “their own and each other’s experience in and through the installation”. The way the installation is designed together with its location in the museum space are important factors in achieving
such collaborations. The installation has to be located in a place that is visible to those who visit the museum and the actions that are available to the visitors need to be visible too.

In another study, Horn et al. (2012) report on how people (mostly families) interacted with a tabletop exhibit featuring a game intending to teach people about evolution and was designed for and deployed in a natural history museum. Horn et al. discuss the benefits of such interactive games for museums based on their motivational and social nature that can facilitate collaboration. The way people organise and coordinate themselves with relation to others when they play a game, including coaching and peripheral awareness are in practice valuable learning arrangements that can improve collaboration; and a variety of those were observed to take place around the tabletop surface during the study.

Another interesting finding from this work is how many visitors (especially adults/parents) were averse to the idea of playing video games in a museum. Many parents were overheard making comments on how it is inappropriate and that the purpose of this visit is not to play games but to learn, which the authors state as a potential pitfall of such interactive installations in museums. Similarly to the study reported by McDonald et al. (2008) earlier in this section, it seems that for some institutions there are strong pre-conceptions and assumptions regarding social etiquette and how people are expected to behave or what they expected to do and often technologies disrupt or interfere with these pre-conceptions. Assumptions and preconceptions equally inform and shape the design of such installations. As Heath and vom Lehn’s (2008) in their extensive review of technologies in museums and galleries point out: “the institutional environment in which ‘interactive’ exhibits and exhibitions are produced, the presuppositions that inform their design, the
fragmentation of knowledge and experience they engender, the methods and criteria that inform their assessment, and, most profoundly, the difficulties their design engenders for co-participation in public domains, undermine the ability to predict and produce exhibits that support interaction and collaboration.”

The in situ studies of interactive technologies in museums reviewed in this section have illustrated issues of spatial as well as interactional visibility that can shape use; aspects of collaboration such as coaching and peripheral awareness; and, as previously, issues of social etiquette with respect to museums as ‘institutions’. What is equally stressed is the difficulty in predicting beforehand interactions, issues or tensions that might occur after the technologies have been deployed which points to the necessity of qualitative in situ studies.

2.3.4 Synopsis

The second part of this literature review presented studies of interactive technologies in the wild and aimed to show how such studies are or can be relevant to informing the design of innovative learning spaces. Similarly to how studying interactive technologies in situ is essential to uncovering their use and informing their design, in situ studies can be valuable to innovative learning spaces as their design shares similar characteristics and limitations.

The studies reviewed here show how to a great extent different aspects of social context shape people’s everyday interactions with technologies such as interactive and urban displays. They consider how interactions with technologies and each other are situated within the social life of people, spaces and objects. Issues of social etiquette, appropriation, facilitation and visibility have emerged as valuable insights. Our shared understandings and social conventions regarding institutions and etiquette shape our use of technology. The presence of others
affects the way we behave and interact; we change our behaviour/actions on purpose or unintentionally. The significance of social context for initiating engagement and establishing participation has further being recounted by the use and/or presence of facilitators. The comperes or the helpers contributed in the use and appropriation by helping understand its use, overcoming initial social embarrassment or difficulties in the manipulation of the interface, keeping the participants and the audience excited and engaged (Brignull and Rogers, 2003; Churchill et al., 2003; O’ Hara et al. 2008). In terms of visibility, using perceptual cues already available in physical spaces, people’s interactions with technological devices can be improved. It has shown how placing technology in areas where people meet or hang out socially, can potentially improve the chances of interacting with it. These points also resonate with the work on architectural patterns and technological infrastructure mentioned earlier (Alexander, 1979; Star, 1999; Bowker et al., 2010; Sutherland and Sutherland, 2010) regarding design and its lived situatedness. We believe that these and similar insights arising from in situ investigations can be valuable for the design and evaluation of innovative learning spaces.
2.4 Chapter Synopsis

This chapter presented the motivations, characteristics and challenges involved in the design and evaluation of innovative learning spaces. Across the innovative learning spaces literature, there is still no consensus about their impact or what should drive their design. Various approaches have been taken in studies of innovative learning spaces, but the outcomes derived from existing studies do not focus on or take into account the everyday use of such spaces and lack specific guidelines for meaningful design.

Citing existing studies of interactive technologies in the wild, the second part of this literature review demonstrated how such studies are relevant to investigating innovative learning spaces. The studies reviewed here show how people's interactions with technologies and each other are situated within the social life of people, spaces and objects. Our shared understandings and social conventions shape our use of technology.

In this thesis similarly to the above HCI studies, we adopt an in situ methodological approach to investigate actual use in innovative learning spaces that can help understand the complex interdependencies between technology, architecture and people - their co-configurations - and contribute towards informing their design. The field of HCI (and the specific studies referred to in this chapter) offers examples of the kinds of insights that such investigations might produce. It is important to stress that HCI can equally benefit from such investigations. Innovative learning spaces offer a unique opportunity for a number of technologies to be developed, used and evaluated within the broader context of learning activities. Hence, it is within the interest of HCI to support the design process of such spaces and gain more insights into the kinds of technologies that
are relevant to their users. In the next chapters we present our methodological approach and the qualitative post-occupancy studies that address the above challenges and shortcomings.
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3.1 Introduction

The research in this thesis aims to answer:

- How do people interact with the architectural and technological infrastructure and each other in innovative learning spaces on an everyday basis?
- How do actual everyday interactions compare with those envisioned by the designers and managers of these spaces?
- How do we account for the differences between actual and anticipated use of the spaces?
- How can spaces be designed or recover from breakdowns so that actual and anticipated use (re)align?

In this chapter, we present a description of the methodological approach and analytical orientation that allow us to answer the first two research questions. Three ethnographic studies following the analytic orientation of situated action have provided detailed descriptions of how people in innovative learning spaces interact with the architectural and technological infrastructure and each other; and examined those in contrast to the use that was planned and envisioned by their managers and designers.

Further, this chapter presents how the data from the three studies was collected, analysed and written for the purposes of this thesis and discusses the challenges involved, the role of the researcher and other ethical considerations.
3.2 Methodological approach and analytic orientation

This work asks what is the everyday use of innovative learning spaces; how people interact with each other, use the technology and other physical artefacts in the space. Further, this work is interested in how does actual use compare with what was envisioned by the managers and designers of those spaces. In the case where differences should be found between actual and anticipated use, we seek to account for those differences. To address these research aims, a qualitative methodological approach is appropriate, as the nature of the investigation focuses on issues of quality that need to be understood in context. Neither an interview based approach (such as that applied by Clemmensen 2004, for example) nor a focus group (as described by Preece et al. 2011; p. 365) of users of such spaces would be appropriate as both these methods can only provide reports on what people think they do, which often has been found to be different to what people actually do (Agar, 1980; p. 107). Similarly, an approach based on participatory diaries (as described by Preece et al. 2011; p. 258) suffers from the self-reporting limitation and cannot account for the root of potential differences between actual and anticipated use. The methodological approach that provides the researcher direct access to the everyday life of innovative learning spaces, and hence, can provide answers to our research questions, is the ethnographic approach.

3.2.1 Ethnography

Ethnography as a methodological approach is combinative, immersive, detailed and contextual. It considers how people's practices and interactions become immersed in their everyday routine to the extent that they are often not recognized consciously by the actors themselves. The ethnographic approach provides the benefit of combining data collected from in-situ observations and
semi-structured interviews to understand those practices and interactions. For example, interviews can inform the observations and help participants reflect on their actions, which, in turn, helps the researcher understand the ways people interact in those spaces.

Ethnography has been widely used by anthropologists and sociologists. Since the 80s, it has become a popular approach for HCI. As presented earlier in the introduction and literature chapters, the ubiquitousness of technology in all facets of everyday life has motivated a shift towards many of these technologies being evaluated in the wild (Chamberlain et al. 2012; Dourish et al., 2004; Intille et al., 2005; Marshall et al., 2011; Rogers, 2011) using qualitative methodologies such as ethnography for long-term and/or in-depth investigations.

Simply, Hammersley and Atkinson (2007) suggest that ethnography is what ethnographers do with the following characteristics:

- A strong emphasis on exploring the nature of a particular social phenomenon, rather than setting out to test hypotheses about them.
- Research takes place in the field
- Data are gathered from a range of sources but, participant observation and informal conversations are usually the main ones
- A tendency to work primarily with unstructured data; that is, data that have not been coded during the data collection process and do not follow a fixed, a priori research design
- Investigation of a small number of cases, sometimes just one case in detail
- Analysis of data involves explicit interpretation of the meanings and functions of human actions, the product of which mainly takes the form of verbal descriptions and explanations, quantification and statistical analysis playing a subordinate role at most.
Ethnography is directed towards the production of a rich and concrete description of the situation, rather than an abstract and general one. Studies from different fields of practice, using ethnography as their methodological approach, stress the significance of such rich descriptions (e.g. O'Brien et al. 1999; Ormerod et al., 2004; Pattillo-McCoy, 1999; Robinson, et al., 2007). Ethnography cites items, incidents, activities or practices within their context, to emphasise that their meaning is properly comprehended within the appropriate social context. Further, participant observation allows for observing the setting, interviewing the participants and also experiencing what takes place first hand by participating (Taylor, 1994).

The use of ethnography in this work focused on producing detailed accounts of the situated interactions that took place in three innovative learning spaces and contrast those with their anticipated use. The activities observed were considered and treated as ‘strange’. No preliminary hypotheses were formed beforehand and no particular feature of use or interaction was given a priori significance. The collected data consisted of fieldnotes originated from observations and casual conversations, semi-structured interviews, photos, audio and video recordings, and physical and digital documents. Data collected from the settings were analysed considering Suchman’s work on situated action in terms of tensions between situated actual use and anticipated use. Analysis further allowed for other themes that emerged as central in terms of how the space was used to be considered. Given this particular interest on anticipated use and expectations, the rapport with the managers and designers of such spaces as obvious gatekeepers provided the researcher with a unique opportunity to gain insight into the managers’/designers’ ideas, feelings, aspirations and concerns about the space and its use.
Ethnographies in HCI vary in duration and the kind of ethnography that is appropriate at any given time relates to the specifics of the research question and what is expected to be understood. On the one hand, there is ethnography that requires a long period of fieldwork, where the ethnographer is fully immersed in the environment observed; on the other, there is ‘quick and dirty’ ethnography (Hughes et al., 1994; Millen, 2000) in which brief but focused ethnographic studies are undertaken to provide a general but informed sense of the setting. For example, research that is engaged with understanding work cultures and practices traditionally tends to be long-term. The ethnographic approach is often used as a way to understand people’s fleeting or short-term experiences, such as interactive museum installations that often are only available for a small period of time (Hornecker, 2008; Reeves, 2005a; Ciolfi, et. al, 2007). The duration of the ethnographic studies for this thesis lasted as long as what was considered a sufficient time for gaining an understanding of the anticipated use, and the everyday use of each setting. This is further discussed in section 3.3.1.
3.2.2 Situated action

The analytic orientation of this ethnographic work is located in the theory of situated action and the work of Lucy Suchman (2007). Suchman critiqued the mismatch between developers’ assumptions on how people use technology and how this work is actually accomplished in the real world (Suchman, 2007; Suchman, 2011). In particular, she analysed how people used a photocopy machine. Her work showed how people do not follow a specific procedure, even for the ‘simple’ task of photocopying. Rather their plans and actions adapt, depending on the specifics of the situation: “the resources and constraints afforded by material and social circumstances” (Suchman, 2007, p. 177). Human interaction and knowledge are inextricably bound to the world: what people do, how they get to know about things is a result of their being or interacting within the physical world. Instead of formal models of knowledge and action, Suchman suggests exploring the relationship of knowledge and action to the particular circumstances in which interaction occurs. In this sense, action is organised as the result of the moment-by-moment interaction between people, artefacts and their environment.

The design of technological artefacts can benefit from studying interactions where they actually take place: in the real world. Our work applies this to the context of innovative learning spaces.

Suchman’s work was placed in a different context than the work presented here. It was oriented very much towards the – at the time contemporary – debate of whether and how machine intelligence or some form of it can be accounted for; still though there are common threads. To some extent the same way part of the AI community assumed that by adding for example natural language instructions to a photocopier, its intentionality will become more legible and thus the interaction and communication with humans more natural; managers and designers of
innovative learning spaces assumed that adding specific adaptable design features (mobile technologies, movable furniture) that have worked for some spaces, will work anytime for all spaces in supporting the activities in the space. Essentially, the design of innovative learning spaces is presented and treated in the relevant literature as a rather straightforward one-size-fits-all, in the same way that a set of plans was attempted to be created for machines before considering or evaluating them in the locality of their environments and perspective users.

Following from Suchman’s work, this thesis takes a critical stance and suggests that the interactions taking place in innovative learning spaces are not as straightforward; instead there are co-constructions of complex interdependences between people and artefacts situated in context. We suggest that the design of innovative learning spaces can benefit from a change in perspective. Grounding the design in empirical evidence from qualitative, in depth investigations can help with building generalisations (such as design guidelines) while maintaining the locality of the situation. As Suchman says, situated action is neither pre-determined nor random and therefore it can be used to “explicate the relationship between structures of action and the resources and constraints afforded by material and social circumstances”. Plans, rather than determining action, make more sense as a resource for action. Understanding interactions in situ involves considering them as dynamic co-constructions, configurations: all parts working together to create something interesting and intelligible. Context provides a point of reference: a frame where associations can be generated and a means that allows distinctions to be made. But context also indicates what distinctions are useful to be made. It is possible that some distinctions are only useful in some settings.

In our case what this means is that situated action might be able to provide insight to the resources for the interpretation of innovative learning spaces, a way
to refine the availability of design choices or their appropriateness. Potentially a good starting point for this would be to focus and learn from the tensions, from breakdowns, things that did not go as anticipated in those spaces and then consider what these tensions reveal for the implicit assumptions that designers and users make within their everyday interactions.
3.3 Collecting, analysing and accounting

The ethnographic approach adopted in this thesis focused on investigating and providing detailed accounts of the everyday interactions that took place in three innovative learning spaces. The circumstances of each setting varied and as a result there were different methodological issues to address, different data available to collect and hurdles to overcome. In the following sections, we present how and what data were collected for each of the three settings, a description of how data was analysed, a reflection on the role of the researcher, the ethical considerations, as well as a section on the methodological challenges involved when undertaking real-world research. The particulars of the methodological approach undertaken are also presented separately in each of the study chapters.

3.3.1 Collecting the data

Each of the settings studied was different – in terms of their spatial layout, but also in terms of their running and managing circumstances. That meant that the way data was collected also differed, as it had to be decided and negotiated with respect to its individual circumstances.

The settings

The three settings studied were Dspace, Qspace, Cspace. Dspace, was an innovative learning space in a library building designed to be a space where people would come to explore new ideas and knowledge regarding teaching and learning in an informal playful manner; try out new technologies; and serendipitously meet others with common interests and consider new collaborations. Dspace, apart from being an innovative learning space, was also located in the researcher's university
campus\(^3\), which made it available for purposes of study by means of opportunity. For this first study, the initial questions considered were how this innovative space was appropriated by its users, how were the diverse activities realised within Dspace and what was the role of the technology.

The second setting studied was Qspace. Qspace was an innovative learning space primarily designed to support creativity in teaching and learning. Again there was some serendipity involved but mainly Qspace was chosen as the next setting to study due to its highly reconfigurable layout and the fact that it was facilitated. The initial outcomes from the analysis of the previous setting were indicating that the Dspace was used differently to what it was anticipated, that the technology in the space was rarely used and that users were confused as to the purposes of the space. Issues with the location/layout of the space and the kind of facilitation provided seemed associated to the above findings. Based on this, the researcher chose the next setting to be different in those two perspectives (facilitation, location/layout).

The third setting was Cspace. Cspace was an innovative learning space designed to support collaborative work between students as well as various other activities (individual study, practical sessions, programming etc). Cspace was chosen as its design was less unconventional to Qspace’s: the initial analysis of Qspace’s data had shown that the unconventional design was relating to the users’ not being able to use the technology and the managers’ having to continuously provide facilitation. Also, Cspace’s spatial layout was rigid which was a significant difference to the previous two settings. Again a central focus for this study was to examine whether and how multi-purposeness was negotiated and realised in an

\(^3\) Actually Dspace was the space that introduced the researcher to the notion of innovative learning spaces. Similar to other students, the researcher was shown Dspace during her induction tour and explained its agenda which sparked an interest for the investigation of such spaces.
everyday context. This included examining the use of the technology and people’s interactions with the space and each other.

**Duration of the fieldwork**

The duration of the fieldwork for each setting varied from periods of continuous observation and recurring short-term visits for a number of times, depending on the specifics of the setting’s operation and use and what was considered a sufficient time for gaining an understanding of the setting. The study in Dspace was carried out two to three days a week over a period of two months (February - April 2008). Dspace was open all day (library working hours) during the whole year with the exception of national holidays. The whole spectrum of daily activity was covered. Each day was divided into time zones and observations were made for one time zone per day. The three time zones were: morning (9-12), noon and early afternoon (12-3) and late afternoon (3-7). The majority of the data was gathered from the noon-early afternoon sessions, since the researcher found that there was little occupancy or activity in the other two sessions.

Qspace was only open when an event took place. As a result, it could not be studied in the same way as Dspace. Two events were studied taking place in Qspace. The researcher visited the space before each event to case the setting for the purposes of the study. The first event was a workshop that took place in September 2008 (11-12th) and the second a public event, called ‘The Scrapbook’, in December 2008 (16-18th). For the workshop, two visits were carried out to observe the planning sessions for the event.

Cspace was open every day from 9am until 9pm during the whole year with the exception of national holidays. Data collection in Cspace was completed in three phases. This provided the opportunity to observe a broad diversity of its everyday practices. The first observational phase took place in May 2009 for a
three-day period. This coincided with the beginning of the Easter term exam period; as a result examination sessions, individual and group study sessions for exam purposes were taking place. The second phase took place in October 2009; a week of observational sessions was carried out. The second phase took place at the beginning of the academic year so that newcomers’ interaction could be observed. The interest in newcomers arose out of findings from the Dspace study, where newcomers' assumptions and use of the space were found to be influenced by the activities already taking place in the space. The third phase of the study was conducted in February 2010 for a period of two days. During this period, issues that emerged from the analysis of the previous two phases were followed up. In particular, a focus was on findings emerging from the observations in October relating to collaboration, seating and use of the technology.

**Data collection techniques**

Data was collected through a variety of techniques: participant observation (primarily), semi-structured interviews, sociograms, and questionnaires. The data collected consisted of fieldnotes, photos, audio recordings, video recordings, printed and digital documents. The tables below summarise (see Table 1) what techniques were used and data collected in each of the settings. Decisions regarding what to record and how best to record the data were based on the researcher's initial visits. Reasoning for the data sources and the techniques used in each setting can be found in each of the study chapters A more detailed description of what was collected follows.

---

4 The term *newcomers* is chosen on purpose instead of first-year students as our study established (from casual conversations and the results from the questionnaires) that the great majority of newcomers were second-year students.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dspace</th>
<th>Qspace</th>
<th>Cspace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Workshop</td>
<td>Scrapbook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant Observation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi Structured Interviews</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociograms</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questionnaires</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 On the top table, the techniques used for the data collection and on the bottom one, the types of data collected for each of the settings.

Fieldnotes and the sociogram

Fieldnotes were taken in all three settings and they were the main source of collected data. Fieldnotes were hand-written in a notebook, while in the setting without interfering with the activity taking place at the time. When this was not possible, key words were noted regarding what was taking place and were later expanded at the first given chance (when the researcher was alone or after the observational session). The fieldnotes comprised descriptions of the interactions observed as well as quotes (whenever possible) or reconstructed text of the casual conversations that took place in the setting between users of the space and between the researcher and users of the space.

After considering different techniques of note-taking, it was decided that for Dspace it would be useful to capture the interaction in the room with a sociogram (Sanger, 1996). Sociograms have the benefit of allowing the quick and fluid recording of simultaneous people interacting with artefacts and each other, capturing their multiple trajectories and the duration. The sociogram developed for Dspace comprised a simple schematic diagram of the space; showing paths that people take around the room and any technology that they interacted with (see
Figure 3.1. In the end though, the traffic from people’s interactions in Dspace was low and as a result the use of the sociogram was not as central as it had been expected.

In conjunction with the sociogram, an observation form\(^5\) was designed to track the date/time, start/end of each activity and also key words that would be used for on the spot note-taking. It also provided a memory-triggering mechanism for extending the fieldnotes after the observational session was over (see Schatzman and Strauss, 1973, p. 95 on the use of key words). On the bottom of the form, a blank space was provided with the heading ‘General comments’ so that anything else that stood out during the observations could be added (as advised by Hammersley and Atkinson, 2007, p. 143).

\(^5\) Refer to appendix 1 for the observation form
Semi-structured interviews

Semi-structured interviews were conducted in all three settings. This particular type of interviews was chosen as it provides structure while still being open-ended, which allows for new topics to arise. In Dspace, one semi-structured interview was conducted with the manager of the space, one with a core user of the space and six with first-time users of the space. In Qspace and Cspace, semi-structured interviews were conducted with one of the managers of each space. The interviews with the managers aimed to inform the researcher’s understanding of the design and anticipated use of each space while the ones with the users aimed to provide information about the specifics of the use. Figure 3.2 shows as an example the script of the semi-structured interview with the manager of Dspace and the remaining of the scripts used can be found in Appendix 5. The questions are formed in an open-ended way and aim to establish an understanding of the space’s vision, design and anticipated use as well as how its current use is viewed by its managers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview script – Dspace manager</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• How did you first come up with the idea of making &lt;name_of_space&gt;?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What exactly is &lt;name_of_space&gt;?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Did you hear about other similar spaces that helped or inspired you into designing &lt;name_of_space&gt;?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Who can use &lt;name_of_space&gt;?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What can somebody do in &lt;name_of_space&gt;?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What would be the ideal use scenario of &lt;name_of_space&gt; for you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What feedback or comments do you get from the university staff or visitors who use it?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Do they suggest changes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Do you know any similar spaces that were created after &lt;name_of_space&gt; in other universities?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Any future plans?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.2 Interview script for the manager of Dspace
Questionnaires

As part of Cspace’s data collection, questionnaires were used (see Appendix for samples of the actual questionnaires). Questionnaires were handed out to the student population of the practical sessions. The reason behind the questionnaires was to gather some collective information about when the students started using Cspace, whether they used other spaces in campus to study and also what they thought about Cspace. The questionnaires mainly served as a way for the researcher to corroborate some of the themes already emerging from the observations.

Printed and digital documents

Printed and digital documents were collected in all three settings. For the most part, these documents included information that was used to gain an understanding of the aims for which each setting was designed and establish its expected use. For example, digital documents consisted of text from the settings’ website or other electronic sources such as publications and advertising material of the setting. For the first study in Dspace, printed (advertising leaflets and postcards, internal newspaper) and digital (information from the official website, PowerPoint presentation) documentation was collected. For Qspace, information from the official website and email communication were collected as well as some of the printed informational material that was being distributed in the Scrapbook event. For the Cspace, information from the official website and email communication and printed advertising leaflets were collected.

Video footage

Video recordings were collected only as part of the Cspace study. Video feed of Cspace was being recorded on a daily basis through the space’s infrastructure. Before the third visit to the setting the researcher had asked for permission to
acquire a copy of the recordings kept during the time of the study to be used as supportive material to the fieldnotes collected. Permission was granted and video recordings were collected for each booth, enabling the researcher to examine the interactions during the practical sessions. However, due to some technical issues with the software, recordings were only stored for one of the two days of the observation and they were without sound.

Audio recordings

Two of the managers’ semi-structured interviews were voice recorded (Dspace and Qspace). In addition, the planning meetings of the workshop event in Qspace were audio recorded for practical reasons.

3.3.2 Analysing the data

The collected data was analysed based on the thematic analysis method (Braun and Clarke, 2006) with the particular orientation of situated action (Suchman, 2007). We based our investigations on activities – the actual, situated use – that involved people interacting with each other and with the architectural and technological infrastructure within the spaces. A main focus was on potential tensions between actual and anticipated use and accounting for those. Thematic analysis is “a method for identifying, analysing and reporting patterns within data”. In this work, thematic analysis was used for its “contextualist” nature – it can report the way individuals make meaning of the world and in turn how the world (social, physical) shapes those meanings.

Fieldnotes from the participant observation were the primary source of data informing actual use for each of the settings, with the rest (photos, 

---

6 The semi-structured interview with the manager of Cspace was not audio-recorded but notes were kept.
sociograms, video recordings, questionnaires, documents) being supportive material. Data collected from the semi-structured interviews and documentation (printed and digital) were used to inform the anticipated use for each space.

Themes emerged by scrutinising and organising the data in a number of ways. First, instances from the data were grouped through a process of physical sorting: multiple paper copies of the fieldnotes were physically arranged and re-arranged in groups. Often one instance from the fieldnotes could be associated with a number of different groups. During this process, concept maps representing the interrelations between the different groups were drawn or created using post-it notes until abstract themes were formed (see Figure 3.3).

![Concept Maps](image)

**Figure 3.3. Examples of the concept maps sketched for the analysis**

The data was revisited several times to confirm – or disconfirm – the initial themes that were then refined through that process. For example, during the first data collection phase at Cspace, students were observed to bring their own laptops and plug them in the existing infrastructure. No instance of the students using the existing laptops and tablet pcs was noted. In the second phase of the data collection, this finding was ‘disconfirmed’ to a great extent as students were observed using the devices in the space and only rarely their own. This led to a reconsideration and refining of the data, by focusing on the activities that were
supported each time – in the first phase, it was exam period so students were either using Cspace to study or were being examined on projects via slide presentations so they were using more their devices. In the second phase, it was the beginning of the semester and the students were using Cspace either between their lectures (for lunch, browsing etc) or for the practical sessions where they had to access the course material in the departmental server and this was easier through the university’s infrastructure. These distinctions were further refined in the third phase and informed the ‘Use of technology’ section in Chapter 6. Written reports of the analytic themes and descriptions were also discussed with others.

An example of the data analysis process follows: fieldnotes of what people were observed to do were organised in groups: <reading>, <browsing the web>, <showing slides>, <chatting informally>, <being interviewed>, etc. What people reported doing (data from interviews and casual conversations) informed additionally the existing groups. Then these groups were further organised in broader categories such as <people interacting with technology> and <non-technology-related interactions> or <group activities> and <individual activities>. Those thematic groups were then considered in terms of what a space was designed for – as established by the manager’s interview and other documentation such as advertising material (leaflets, website). This consideration revealed for the above example tensions between actual and anticipated use and these were further presented in the written ethnography as part of the discussion section of that study chapter (see chapter 4 ‘Actual use’ and ‘Actual versus Anticipated Use’). The process of the analysis as discussed previously was not linear; multiple iterations of synthesising and analysing data took place until the themes that addressed the research questions settled. Further, as explained earlier in section 3.3.1, the analysis of the findings from one setting informed to some extent the choice of the next
setting and issues that were a priority for the researcher to confirm and disconfirm. For instance, the role of facilitators was initially hinted in one study and then pursued for further exploration in subsequent ones. Another level of analysis took place during the writing of the ethnography: considering all the themes from the different settings, these were refined further into a coherent and detailed account of the interactional work observed.

### 3.3.3 Accounting for the findings

Confining and unpacking the richness and messiness of the social world in one piece of writing is impossible. As a result, the writing of the ethnography is closely interrelated with the analysis. Themes arising from the analysis, were synthesised and organised into a coherent account that “does justice to the complexities of everyday life” (as Hammersley and Atkinson put it, 2007, p. 193), shaping the analytic narratives further.

In the chapters describing the three studies, detailed descriptions are provided. The analytic themes described in this work are supported with examples that are grounded in the data. The examples were chosen based for their representativeness in depicting accurately and comprehensibly what took place in the settings. Further, each of the study chapters includes a discussion of how actual use compared to anticipated use of each space drawing on implications and reflections that were developed from the analysis. A broader discussion is provided in Chapter 7 that ties together the analyses from all three settings and shows how the analyses answer the research questions. An explanatory and sensitising framework is proposed that describes three factors that need to be taken into account when considering the design of innovative learning spaces.
3.3.4 Challenges in collecting, analysing and accounting

As all research done in the real world outside of the safe-heaven of a lab setting, the work presented in this thesis encountered a number of challenges while being carried out. Some of the challenges were similar to those potentially encountered in any qualitative investigation in the wild: establishing contact with participants and gatekeepers, sampling and choosing settings, negotiating and acquiring access – not just to the setting, but also to other identified sources of data that can inform the research and provide answers to the research questions (multiple gatekeepers) – and maintaining contact with participants over a period of time. Part of dealing with these challenges means that the researcher has to be operationally flexible at all times. Also, he/she has to embrace the fact that these challenges are shaping substantially how and what is being studied, and consequently they are part of the context (the setting) and should be treated as such. Flexibility towards the real world research challenges is an important part of the ethnographic approach and it is being addressed through the researcher’s responsiveness and reflection, and through the variety of collection and analysis tools and techniques that support adaptation to the best extent possible.

In this research, a main challenge has been adjusting the data collection to the setting at hand. In Cspace for example, the booth design of the space meant that only one or two of the booths could be observed at the same time. That made it impossible to observe the activity in all the occupied booths without the help of the video. At the time of the first and second study phase, the researcher addressed this issue by observing one booth for a short period of time and then moving to another one. In the third phase, the video feed from the booths was used to complement the analysis of the fieldnotes.
Another challenge was with Qspace being open only when an event took place. This meant that in contrast to the other two settings, Qspace’s usage could not be observed continuously over a long period of time and further it meant that the anticipated use of the space had to be considered with respect to the separate goals of each event taking place in it. To address this, the researcher observed the individual events that were hosted in Qspace from September until December 2008. Another event was arranged to be observed in March 2009 but it was cancelled so the observation was not carried out. Apart from the challenges with data collection, data analysis presented its own challenges as it involved considering and synthesising a significant volume of data from diverse sources into one comprehensive account of how those three innovative learning spaces were used in the everyday context of people’s interactions with each other, the technological and architectural infrastructure.

While such challenges are not unfamiliar to those who pursue ethnographic or qualitative research in the wild, what is important to note at this point is that studies of similar nature have not been undertaken before for innovative learning spaces. In this respect it is important to stress their existence as future reference for those who wish to undertake similar research. In addition to the challenges presented in this section, an equally useful remark concerns the role of the researcher as a participant observer in those settings, which is reported in the following section.

### 3.3.5 The researcher’s role

Traditionally in sociology and anthropology, participant observer refers to the researcher being immersed in the community under investigation and being identified as a member of that community (Taylor, 1995).
Regarding this work, the researcher was not a participant observer in the traditional sense (of being immersed or a long term member of the community) for all the three studies. Various degrees of participation were assumed for each of the settings. Using Spradley’s (1980) participant observation classification, for Dspace, the researcher was a complete participant observer, while for the other two settings participation varied between active (Qspace workshop event and Cspace practical sessions) and moderate (Qspace Scrapbook event and Cspace). The specifics of these various participations are elaborated next.

In Dspace, I was indeed a fully-fledged participant, as I was a member of the university where the setting was located and, similar to other students and academic staff, had access and frequented the space. For Qspace, I was an active but also informed participant of the workshop, in the sense that I had knowledge of the whole planning process that had taken place before the workshop and also I was a participant to the event. For the Scrapbook event in Qspace I was a participant of the same nature as all the other visitors of the event. In Cspace, I used the space same as other students did for formal and informal activities (mostly the latter), but it was acknowledged (both by students and tutors) that my status was different to the rest of the students that frequented the space. I was a student in Computer Science but I was also carrying out a study. For Cspace I was also part of one of the groups in the practical sessions during the second phase of the study and together with three other students, I started drafting software engineering requirements for the project of our client.

The advantages of such a participation involved gaining a unique insight to the spaces from the users’ point of view. In Dspace for example, similar to other users of Dspace, I experienced first-hand having trouble using the projector or the
LCD screen to play with the Wii or feeling awkward being co-present when others were having meetings. In Qspace, I was faced with the same hesitation and embarrassment when starting to write on the walls, or the same frustration when needing a surface to work with others or simply to put my cup of coffee. For Cspace, the first thing that crossed my mind when sitting in one of the booths and using the space facilities was how I felt being monitored. Until the end of the study, I never managed to get over this feeling that there were records of myself and someone could access what I have been doing for the last few hours in the space. As a result of this feeling of surveillance, I found myself positioning in the booth in a way that my screen was not visible, nor my notes. The other thing I realised in Cspace was how the booth design prevented or obstructed to some extent my awareness of others. Often I had to go and check the adjacent booths to see whether someone was occupying them. Equally, my presence in the booths startled people who have been in the space for a while chatting without realising that someone else was there too.

3.3.6 Ethical considerations

The study design for each of the three settings and accordingly all ethical considerations surrounding it, followed the ethical guidelines and code of conduct of the British Psychological Society (BPS, 2009).

The varying circumstances of each setting meant that there were different ethical considerations to be addressed. In each setting the ethical decisions were based on the researcher's sensitivity to the needs of the managers, the users and the needs of the study. Dspace was a public space in a university library building of which the researcher was a member and therefore had access to. The managers of the space were informed about the study; regarding the users of the space, it was
not feasible to acquire informed consent of each one individually as there was no predefined group and the researcher had no control over who entered the space\textsuperscript{7}. Hence, ethical concerns were addressed during the observations in the following way:

1. the researcher ensured that there were no circumstances that could harm the participants,

2. the observation protocol followed was the same as it would be in any public setting i.e. in a street, a square, or public event, and

3. users’ interactions were only recorded via hand-written fieldnotes. No photos\textsuperscript{8} or any other recording were taken while people were using the space.

Where semi-structured interviews were conducted, participants were informed about the purpose of the study and were given the option to withdraw at any point. On withdrawal any data related to them would be deleted and would not be included in the analysis.

For Qspace, similarly to Dspace, the managers of the space as well as the organisers of each event were informed both verbally and in written form about the study taking place, including the purposes of the study. They were free to ask questions or withdraw their consent at any given time, in which case the study would not continue. Regarding the participants of the workshop, they were also informed about the study taking place both in the form of an announcement

\textsuperscript{7} In retrospect, the same approach that was later followed for Cspace – that of posting the information sheet of the study on the walls and entrance of the space – could have been applied in Dspace too. Given Dspace was the first setting observed, the researcher was not fully aware of such alternatives.

\textsuperscript{8} Any photos of people provided in Chapter 4 are reconstructions.
before the workshop began and also through individual information sheet and consent forms that were distributed as part of their workshop folders (see Appendix). The consent forms were signed by the participants and collected by the researcher on the first day of the workshop. For the Scrapbook event, the circumstances were similar to that of Dspace: the researcher had no control over who would enter the space and it was not possible to disseminate informed consent forms to everyone in the space. To address this, the researcher recorded hand-written fieldnotes of what took place in the space and sought the approval of individuals appearing in photos. Verbal permission was granted after they had been briefed on the purposes of the study.

Finally for Cspace, the manager of the space was informed about the scope of this study (research questions, methodological approach) and the reasons why Cspace was chosen among the settings under investigation. Following, she granted access to the space and introduced the researcher to all tutors that might be using the space. Accordingly, the tutors using the space were informed in advance about the details of the study (research agenda, methodological approach) and agreed to the researcher’s presence in Cspace as well as to data being collected in the form of fieldnotes. Further, in the later phase of the study all official gatekeepers (managers, tutors) verbally agreed for the researcher to have access to the booth video footage that was being recorded daily by the university for their own purposes. The university informed students in the space that they were being recorded via signage around and outside Cspace.

Upon the manager’s and tutors’ recommendation, students were informed about the study taking place i) verbally by the researcher; ii) verbally by the tutors and iii) in written form – both via individual hand-outs and in the form of posters put up by the researcher on the walls of Cspace. At any point, participants
(students and tutors) were given the choice to opt out, at which point their data would be deleted and not included in the analysis.
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4.1 Introduction

Dspace, was an innovative learning space in a library building designed to be a space where people would come to explore new ideas and knowledge regarding teaching and learning in an informal playful manner; try out new technologies; and serendipitously meet others with common interests and consider new collaborations. Dspace, apart from being an innovative learning space, was also located in the researcher’s university campus, which made it available for purposes of study by means of opportunity. For this first study, the initial questions considered were how this innovative space was used by its users, how were diverse activities realised within Dspace and how its use matched the expectations of the managers.
4.2 The study

Dspace was the first setting observed for the purposes of our investigation. In the following sections we describe the reasoning for choosing Dspace as our first setting, as well as the specifics of the methodological approach for this setting (data collection, data analysis).

4.2.1 Choice of setting

Dspace was an innovative learning space situated in the campus of the researcher chosen for our initial study for three main reasons:

a) It was designed to support a variety of learning activities

b) it was accessible

c) it was public

First, Dspace was characteristic of an innovative learning space: it was designed to be a comfortable space, embedded with technological artefacts and flexible furniture, both chosen to accommodate a variety of exploratory and social activities. Second, Dspace was located on a university campus, which made it accessible to those who were members. Third, Dspace was public, allowing entry and the ability to observe without needing special authorisation.

4.2.2 Data collection

To tackle the question of how the envisioned use of Dspace compared with the actual lived experiences and interactions taking place, an ethnographic approach that combined a variety of data collection tools was considered appropriate. As discussed earlier (Chapter 3) in detail, the ethnographic approach allows for data collection tools to be chosen depending on the specifics of the setting. For Dspace, it was decided for the participant observation an observation form that included
the use of a sociogram (Sanger, 1996) would be used and in addition semi-structured interviews would be conducted to provide supportive data information. The process for this decision making is described below.

To decide upon the specifics of the data collection, a trial observation week was first conducted. For the first three days, a couple of hours per day were spent in Dspace observing what took place in general; identifying possible key areas and exploring ways to optimize data collection (such as strategic positioning with a panoramic view of the room, efficient note-taking etc). Moreover, after trialling different techniques of note-taking, it was decided that for this study it would be useful to capture the interaction in the room with a sociogram, as it allowed for the quick and fluid recording of simultaneous people interacting with artefacts and each other (for details see section 3.3.1).

The observations were carried out two to three days a week over a period of two months. The whole spectrum of daily activity was covered, with observing sessions in the morning, noon-early afternoon and late afternoon. Activity and use were recorded via fieldnotes mainly by using the observation form described earlier. To address the issue of representativeness, each day was divided into time zones and observations were made for one time zone each day, so that the whole daily spectrum could be covered by the end of the study. The three time zones were: morning (9-12), noon and early afternoon (12-3) and late afternoon (3-7). However, the majority of the data was gathered from the noon-early afternoon sessions, since the researcher found there to be little occupancy or activity in the other two sessions. For more than half of all the observational sessions Dspace had no visitors.
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with one of the managers of the space, a regular user and six first-time users i.e. individuals who had either never been in the space before or had never used it. The interview with the Dspace manager was audio recorded. The other interviews were not audio recorded as it was felt it might affect the casual flow of the conversation that was struck up with visitors when they walked into the space. The semi-structured design was chosen as it allowed for new questions emerging during the interview to be added.

4.2.3 Data analysis

The collected data was considered and analysed based on Suchman’s situated action, which was previously presented in Chapter 3. What actually was observed taking place in Dspace was considered in relation –and often in contrast– with the plans for its anticipated use as this was reported or envisioned by managers and designers of the space. However, the analytic approach allowed also for potential other themes that emerged to be considered as expressions of the situated action that took place independently of the desired or planned action. The outcomes of the analysis are presented as themes of actual use in section 4.4. and later on discussed with regards to the envisioned usage of the space, issues of situated action and related literature (section 4.5).

4.2.4 Participants

For the observation there was no predefined group of participants; since the space was public and located within the university library building, anyone that entered the space automatically became an observee. However it was more often that the people who entered Dspace were members of the university (students, academic staff) rather than general public as a keycard was required to enter the space. It was also observed that the majority among them consisted of members of the
library staff. Overall, at any given time no more than four people were observed using Dspace.

For the semi-structured interviews, three groups were identified and interviewed for their capacity to shed light to the research questions at hand. Those were the managers of the space, the core users and first-time users. In total, 8 people were interviewed: one manager, one core user and six time first users.

4.2.5 Ethical considerations

Dspace was a public space in a university library building of which the researcher was a member and therefore had access to. The managers of the space were informed about the study; regarding the users of the space, it was not feasible to acquire informed consent of each one individually as there was no predefined group and the researcher had no control over who entered the space. Hence, ethical concerns were addressed during the observations in the following way:

1. the researcher ensured that there were no circumstances that could harm the participants,

2. the observation protocol followed was the same as it would be in any public setting i.e. in a street, a square, or public event, and

3. users’ interactions were only recorded via hand-written fieldnotes. No photos or any other recording were taken while people were using the space.

---

9 In retrospect, the same approach that was later followed for Cspace – that of posting the information sheet of the study on the walls and entrance of the space – could have been applied in Dspace too. Given Dspace was the first setting observed, the researcher was not fully aware of such alternatives.

10 Any photos of people provided in Chapter 4 are reconstructions.
Where semi-structured interviews were conducted, participants were informed about the purpose of the study and were given the option to withdraw at any point. On withdrawal any data related to them would be deleted and would not be included in the analysis.
4.3 The setting

4.3.1 Setting description

A detailed description of Dspace as observed during the period of the study is provided in this section. Further reasoning for some of the choices behind its design is provided in the next section along with the statements for its anticipated use.

Dspace was an innovative learning space situated on the ground floor of a university’s library building. It was a public, non-bookable space, situated at the far end from the main library entrance. Its door was the first in a line of office doors and required a key card in order to gain access. In terms of size, it was a medium size room. From the outside, the view into the space was obscured by walls and a one-way window. There were, however, a few small port-hole windows that allowed partial view inside Dspace. At the time of the study, Dspace had been open for approximately 15 months. Its presence and availability was strongly promoted around the university.

In the interior, the room comprised of a variety of seating arrangement: a big U-shaped couch with movable sections, bean bags, desk chairs, armchairs and coffee tables with wheels (see Figure 4.1). State of the art technology was also added to the space, including a large collection of current video games and their consoles (Nintendo Wii, Xbox360, Sony PS3, PSP, Nintendo Ds). Other technological equipment chosen to support or enhance the gaming experience included a LCD screen, a digital home theatre speaker system, a projector and a large projector screen mounted next to the game consoles. All of the above were controlled (as input and output sources) via a small touch screen (see Figure 4.2).
positioned near the window and far from the actual devices. The actual controls of the devices were either disabled on the device or integrated via their cabling into the touch screen interface. As the manager explained the reason behind this integration of all the controls was decided due to a number of incidents were people fiddled with the actual cables of the devices in an effort to add their own devices or appropriate features of the existing infrastructure. Re-instating what had been tampered every time took time and it was dangerous for health and safety reasons if anyone had access to the cabling. As a result all the cables ran through a cupboard – locked for additional safety – and straight from there were connected with the touch screen interface.

A selection of portable smartphones, PDAs, iPods and Nabaztag rabbits were also placed in the area. Most of the technology was positioned and displayed on shelves – and in some occasions labelled (see Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.1. Two views of Dspace, showing the placement of technology and furniture against the walls and the small porthole windows that provided the only view into Dspace
Figure 4.2. On the left and middle, smartphones, games, handheld game consoles and books displayed on the shelves in Dspace; and on the right the touch screen that controlled the LCD screen and projector screen as well as input sources to those (laptop, game consoles etc).

Three workstations were also placed in Dspace. Two of the workstations were Macs and were the only ones on campus at the time where access to the online virtual world Second Life was available\(^{11}\). The other workstation was a PC and was set up to be used as a podcasting station. A coffee machine that served free\(^{12}\) coffee and other hot beverages – users could contribute at their discretion – was also available in Dspace. An assortment of books and magazines on education and technology were spread around the room. A number of low-tech artefacts, intended to be used for brainstorming and prototyping, were placed in Dspace e.g. Lego, plasticine, colour crayons and bendy sticks.

---

\(^{11}\) According to the managers access to Second life was blocked everywhere else in campus due to the university’s firewall.

\(^{12}\) In the Library building there was another area where coffee could be acquired. It consisted of tables and served as a place where people could have their lunch or coffee breaks since food and beverage consumption was not allowed in most other parts of the library. However, the coffee in that area was from an automated vending machine –whether in Dspace it was a barrista coffee machine – and people had to pay for it.
At a closer look it was also noticeable that Dspace had been split into zones, the Games Zone, the Mobile Zone, the Mac Zone, the Podcasting Zone to make different types of educational technology easier to find in the room. On the walls, and adjacent to each of the zones, there were labels and print-outs with brief introductions to each technology, instructions and links to further resources about the technology at hand (see Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3. Affordances and resources provided with technology: (1) printouts that indicated the zones in the room; (2) manuals and printouts with instructions next to the game consoles and; (3) instructions posted on the wall

4.3.2 Anticipated use

Dspace, similarly to other innovative learning spaces, was designed with the purpose to support various activities taking place often simultaneously. Quoting the managers of Dspace and the relevant documentation collected during the
study, those various activities can be arranged in three broad aims that Dspace was designed for. Dspace aimed to:

i) “be a creative play area to experiment with and explore new ideas and share knowledge”;

ii) “bring together new technologies and ideas on how they could be used for learning and teaching now or in the future”;

iii) “bring together academics with common interests and ignite future work opportunities and collaborations”.

Regarding the first aim, further commentary from the managers clarified how it was envisioned that Dspace was a drop-in space where all visitors of the library can have access; that would allow for brainstorming by means of low and high tech material. In this respect, Dspace was strictly a non-bookable, public space and a number of low tech props could be found scattered around the space such as Lego, plasticine, colour crayons and bendy sticks. The benefit of this was seen as supporting both the second and third aim as well as the development of pedagogically innovative and effective learning materials.

Regarding the second aim, the designers and managers of Dspace wished to provide users of Dspace – and in particular the technophobic academics13 – with the

---

13 As the manager explained in her interview, the main target user group of Dspace was identified as the technophobic academic: “when we started doing some user consultation, before we started building Dspace, we went and spoke to quite a few people around the campus and found that our core audience were likely to be people who don’t ordinarily use these technologies in their everyday life. The early adopters – people who can play with these things anyway – they weren’t really interested, they couldn’t see the point, coming out of their offices to another place to play. So we realised very early on that really our core audience are the people who are perhaps a little bit technophobic or who simply haven’t had the opportunity to try out some of these things even though they have seen their kids using them or heard their colleagues talking about them (...).
opportunity to trial emerging commercial technologies such as gaming consoles, smart phones and e-book readers. It was considered that potentially such technologies would not be readily available for everyone to use in their everyday life and Dspace would provide the chance for people to get acquainted with them and further inspire further incorporation of those technologies into the development of educational material and activities. For this purpose, state of the art technology was introduced and regularly updated in Dspace, including a large collection of current video games and their consoles (Nintendo Wii, Xbox360, Sony PS3, PSP, Nintendo Ds), a selection of portable smartphones, PDAs, iPods and Nabaztag rabbits. Other technological equipment chosen to support or enhance the gaming experience included a LCD screen, a digital home theatre speaker system, a projector and a large projector screen mounted next to the game consoles.

Apart from being a space where academic staff could familiarise themselves with new technologies, it was also hoped that Dspace’s comfortable layout and informal atmosphere would bring together academics with common interests and ignite future work opportunities and collaborations. The library was chosen for that purpose as common ground between all the departments and disciplines. As the manager pointed out, they had put a lot of thought and effort to make Dspace approachable to everyone on campus: “(...)There is also the CETL (another technology-rich space in the campus) but the idea was to have a space that can be approached and owned by people from all the departments. Library was neutral that is why it was chosen. If Dspace happened in a department people would feel strange, like invading in others’ offices.”

Comfortable and flexible furniture was chosen for Dspace to help visitors relax and also to allow for a variety of seating arrangements; comprising a big U-
shaped couch with movable parts, bean bags, desk chairs, armchairs and coffee tables with wheels (see Figure 4.1). A coffee machine that served free coffee and other hot beverages – users could contribute at their discretion – was also available in Dspace to accommodate for a relaxed atmosphere.

14 In the Library building there was another area where coffee could be acquired. It consisted of tables and served as a place where people could have their lunch or coffee breaks since food and beverage consumption was not allowed in most other parts of the library. However, the coffee in that area was from an automated vending machine – whether in Dspace it was a barrista coffee machine – and people had to pay for it.
4.4 Actual use

The data was analysed in terms of comparing expectations and actual use. The interviews and observations showed that Dspace was used differently from how it had been anticipated by the managers. A main finding was that Dspace was very often empty. Second, its purpose of use/identity was confusing to the users, which mainly translated to them appropriating the space according to their needs and assumptions. In this respect, Dspace, was used primarily as a meeting space and secondarily as a break room. Play and waiting room were less frequent uses of Dspace.

Further, it was rare that more than one group used the space at any given time. What is more, it was implicitly or explicitly treated as a private space rather than a public one. Third, very little of the available technology was played with.

4.4.1 A confusing space

For the most part, people were confused as to what Dspace was or what they could do in it. Conversations between first-time visitors of the space illustrate their puzzlement. For example, two people opened Dspace’s door and peeked into the room. One asked the other: “What is this place?” When the other person said he didn’t know, the first one turned to the researcher who was sitting next to the door and asked the same. After a short description was provided, she replied: “Oh cool! I wasn’t sure... thought maybe a fancy study room or something”. The same confusion was also apparent in the responses of the first time users when asked to give a one-word description for Dspace. Three of them responded “meeting room”, two of them “play space” and one of them “mixed lounge room”. A more careful look at the data suggests that their answers were guided from what was happening in the space when they first visited it. The newcomers that happened to enter Dspace
when there was an informal meeting in progress responded with “meeting room”. Those who visited Dspace when it was empty found it harder to provide a characterisation for the space – the first response for two out of three was “I don’t know” – and after having a look around decided on the “play space” or “mixed lounge room” and one insisted that he didn’t know.

During the time of the study, a primary use of the space turned out to be as a meeting room for formal or informal gatherings. Below we describe how this occurred.

In more than half of the observed cases, the space was used as a cosy meeting room. Small groups of people sat on the couch or the comfortable chairs, discussing personal and/or work related subjects while having coffee. In fewer occasions, individuals were using the workstations in Dspace for teleconferencing with work partners. Further, in two occasions, an interview took place in Dspace; in the first, two people were interviewing a candidate for a library job vacancy and in the second a member of the library staff was being interviewed about the services and facilities available. Similarly, regular users of Dspace used it to hold various meetings, such as supervisions, project and planning meetings. Although the regular users knew that the space was meant to be for experimenting with new technology and considering relations with educational contexts they chose not to use it in this way. They reported using it differently. For example, one of Dspace’s regular users described her everyday activity in the space: “Usually I am chatting at lunch breaks; mainly informal meetings with co-workers to talk about running projects and planning papers. Recently, I used the projector to do a dry run of a presentation in one of my supervision meetings (...) I have never used any of the game consoles... I am not interested [long pause] I guess I was never a gamer”. 
Casual conversations with other regular users revealed a similar pattern of use; they usually used Dspace for their informal meetings and hadn’t played with any of the ‘games’ in the room although “they liked having them around”.

Apart from people having formal or informal meetings, a variety of other uses were observed. People were often seen reading books or magazines while enjoying a cup of coffee. Others were seen using the workstations either to check emails, browse websites or podcast. Others visited Dspace to have lunch. On a few occasions, especially later in the afternoon, people came to Dspace to ‘kill’ time while their bus or other transportation arrived. On these occasions, people sat next to the window or paced around the room while looking through the window to see if the bus had arrived.

In the two cases that Dspace was observed as being used as a play space, the play was not experimental e.g. when two or three students were playing with the Wii console during or after their lunch break, they were familiar with the Wii. In a few occasions that some form of play (e.g. gaming consoles) was attempted, it was observed that there were deterrents. For instance, people came into Dspace with the intention of playing but were deterred by an informal meeting or some other activity that was already in progress or they couldn’t figure out how to use the technology involved. Section 4.4.3 provides a lengthier description of this instance.

4.4.2 A private space

During the time of the study, Dspace was rarely used by more than one group or two individuals at any given time. Once one person or a group was using it, others either were not comfortable using it or chose not to use it.
A common everyday activity in Dspace was either of individuals having their break or small groups of people using the space for their informal meetings. There were very few occasions where people who did not know each other co-existed in the room; in most cases it involved the space being shared between two individuals or one person and one small group of people. In these situations, one of the two parties was engaged in a quiet task such as reading or browsing online and the other was either doing something similar or discussing with each other.

In general, people were observed avoiding co-existence with other people, whenever possible. There were several occasions when people left the space because someone else was already there. For example, on one occasion two people were in Dspace having a rather formal meeting. Fifteen minutes into the meeting, the door opened and two more people entered Dspace chatting loudly. The group already sitting there turned and looked at the newcomers; automatically they lowered their voices, whispered something to each other, turned and left Dspace. On a similar occasion, a group of three people entered Dspace. In the room there were already two more people, one reading and one browsing at one of the workstations. The group whispered to one another for a couple of minutes, as if they were deciding what to do, and left Dspace.

There were also several occasions when people left and returned to Dspace after the first group had gone. Such an occasion has already been illustrated in the previous example about creating corners and whispering; C. and D. returned back to Dspace after the other group had left. In another very similar example, C. (one of Dspace’s regular users) was in Dspace podcasting from one of the Mac

---

15 The nature of the meeting is characterised as formal based on the demeanour of the two participants; their tone, verbal exchange, posture and physical distance between them all indicated that it was a rather formal work-related meeting.
workstations. While fifteen minutes into the podcasting D. and E. entered the room. They glanced at C. and sat on the far edge of the couch chatting. C. (who was still podcasting) coughed and stared at them. D. and E. immediately lowered their voices but continued chatting in a whispering voice. At that point C. talked to his podcast audience (it was his turn) and D. and E. realised that C. was in the middle of a podcast. They whispered something to each other and left the room. C. continued podcasting for another 1.5 hours and then left. Five minutes after C. had left Dspace D. and E. returned and continued with their chat.

Even when people co-existed in Dspace their demeanour revealed it was not preferred. Facial expressions, annoyed looks, stares and body language were indicators that users often were disturbed by the presence of others. In most of the occasions where two groups of people (it was also the same for the case of one individual and one group) were coexisting in the space at the same time, two behavioural patterns that suggested an uncomfortable coexistence were observed: whispering and creating corners. Creating corners (see Figure 4.4) describes the tendency of each group to be physically isolated in a corner of the room; and also, when this was not possible, the tendency of groups to create corners where they did not exist (e.g., the couch) with their posture or the movable furniture. Further, when individuals/groups co-existed in Dspace, they spoke in a low voice or whispered. One example from the fieldnotes showcases both these patterns: “Am and Bf are having a meeting in Dspace; they are sitting on the left corner of the room, next to the window and adjacent to one of the Mac workstations. They are discussing at normal voice, occasionally loud. Cf and Df (Df is library staff) enter the room. They sit on the right edge of the couch. They seem to be starting an informal meeting. Am and Bf briefly interrupt their discussion until Cf and Df are settled. Am
glances at Cf and Df; he looks annoyed. Bf continues talking to Am but this time in a much lower voice.

Cf and Df are whispering too and have cornered up in the very far edge of the couch. Am looks at Cf and Df again more persistently this time.

After ten minutes Df whispers something to Cf [inaudible] while glancing at the other group and then suggests they leave Dspace. Df and Cf gather their things and leave. After their leaving Dspace, Am and Bf continue their discussion in normal voice. They leave twenty minutes later. Two minutes after they left Cf and Df return to the space and get on with their meeting”.

The excerpts above illustrate how people who used Dspace both for work-related and non-work activities were often displeased by the presence of others.

Figure 4.4. ‘Creating corners’ in Dspace

The manager in her interview explained how they had expected such conflicts to occur when deciding upon a non-booking, publicly available policy for Dspace, but happily reported that, in her opinion, they hadn’t occurred: “it seems to be working really well and people don’t mind sharing the space with others”. Nevertheless, the manager also mentioned how “often” they get requests from people to book the room and “I always go back to them and explain that we do have a non-booking policy, (...) and they are usually fine with that and they will either
come back and say we understand and still come and use the room or they will find a meeting space that they can book”.

Regular users of the space knew that Dspace is public and non-bookable and one of them also claimed that she enjoyed that: “No, I find it stimulating; I don’t mind if there are other people there or them overhearing. I overhear sometimes (laughing)! When I want to talk about something really private I go to other places e.g. meeting rooms. But most of our meetings are not that formal, they are more casual”. Still very rarely, regular users co-existed with others in Dspace. On most occasions, they left and returned in the room when it was not occupied.

For first-time users, it was different. All of them in their interviews – with the exception of one – identified Dspace as a private space. One of their main explanations for this characterisation was the key-card locked door. To their understanding “a room that requires key-card access is not public, even if it is in the library”. In addition, when told that Dspace was a public room, all of them were confused and sceptical: “(...) doesn’t feel as a public space”, “(...) it feels like a controlled room”, “(...) it feels like a room that you have to book”, “(...) it feels like a space designated for specific groups of people and activities”. Two of them also pointed out how if they entered Dspace and another group was already there, they would leave because it felt like they were interrupting and conversely, they would feel interrupted in a similar occasion.

4.4.3 Minimal use of familiar technological devices

Regular use of any of the technology in Dspace was minimal. Further, on the occasions when it was used, it involved people using technological devices they were already familiar with to accomplish everyday routine tasks, such as emailing, web browsing, etc.
As described previously, people mainly used Dspace for informal meetings. During these meetings, they were either discussing with each other or using paper artefacts to support their meeting. Only on two occasions was it observed that people used the technology in the room instead of pen and paper to support their informal meetings. In these, one person in the group used one of the Mac workstations to present a slideshow presentation to the rest of the group. The group (three people) formed a half circle in front of the monitor to watch the presentation and kept the same formation while making comments on it/until the end of the meeting.

Other uses of the technology were initiated by individual users and not in a group context. In these instances, individuals used the workstations (either PC or Macs) to check their emails or browse websites. For example, A. visited Dspace during her lunch break; she scanned the room, then sat at the PC workstation and turned the computer on. While waiting for the computer to turn on she began to eat her lunch and when the computer was on, she logged in and then started checking her emails and responding to them. She continued with this activity until her lunch was finished, then made herself a coffee and left the room. In a similar example, D. was sitting in front of one of the Mac workstations; he was browsing some news websites as well as some popular technology blogs. After 10 minutes D. walked towards the coffee machine, made coffee and returned back to his browsing activity. After finishing his coffee, D. turned off the machine and left the room.

Less frequently (five occasions among the overall observed usage of Dspace) people entered Dspace with the intention to play with the technology provided. In the majority of these occasions, people while enthusiastic about trying out new games and technologies, did not manage to interact with the technology
successfully. They tried but couldn’t get it working and left; or after trying for some time ended up asking for help. For example, on one occasion a group of three students\(^\text{16}\) people entered Dspace. They were cheerful and sounded excited about being in Dspace. One student said to the other “I can’t believe there is such a place on campus (big smile)!” The other responded “I wouldn’t know about it either (inaudible but possibly was: I found out about it at) the induction”.

They moved around Dspace, checking out what consoles and games were available. One of them walked towards the Mac workstations and grabbed an iPod. Another member of the group joined her as she tried to get the iPod working: “Let me see maybe I can help, I have an older model at home... (continues fiddling with it) nah it is dead! Sorry...Do you think we can access Second Life here (points to the Mac)? I’ll give it a try”. He turned on the Mac and the third member of the group joined them. They all fiddled and tried different solutions to access Second Life; after five minutes of trying, two of the group gave up. Their attention shifted to the Nabaztag rabbit and they both got very excited: “Wow! I love this! Isn’t it the cutest? (the other smiles and agrees). You know, you can program it to do almost anything, notify about emails, weather, news (...)” They chatted for a few minutes on the usages of the Nabaztag and what other trivia they knew about it while trying to get it to work. They pushed every possible button, checked the instructions but the only thing they managed to do was to make the rabbit flash. In the meantime, the student that was trying to access Second Life gave up trying and suggested they try playing some game: “Let’s try and play PS2!” One of the other two replies: “No let’s play the Wii, they have more games for the Wii”. They turned the Wii console on, chose a game, put the game in and were excited but they still

\(^{16}\) The student status was assumed by the content of the individuals’ conversations while in the space.
had to figure out how to turn the projector on. They looked around but there was no obvious control for the projector. One of them suggested they used the LCD screen; they turned on the LCD only to realise that the Wii was not connected to that screen. All the cables of the Wii were tied together and connected to the projector. Two of them kept reading the manuals while the other one inspected the infrastructure. After a while they managed to find the controls for the projector camouflaged in a tiny interactive screen on the wall. They went back to the instructions but they still couldn’t make it work: “it doesn’t make sense...I am doing as it says yet nothing happens (sigh)”.

“Let’s call the manager for help!” The other two were sceptical about calling the manager. One of them said it might take long for the manager to get there. The other one expressed disbelief about the manager being able to help. Ten minutes later, they all agree it was time to call for help. While waiting for the manager, one said to the other two: “This is too much effort, I don’t feel like playing anymore...” and another agreed: “I know...I hope they fix it soon otherwise we should go. I have to leave soon anyway”.

The controls for the projector were in the form of a touch screen, as explained earlier that was not positioned near the vicinity of the screen (see Figure 4.5). Therefore, a first obstacle to overcome was finding the control panel and quite a few visitors did not manage to go further than that.
Figure 4.5. On the left picture, the control panel for the projector and on the right, it is shown the position of the panel within Dspace; the white arrow points at the control panel and the black shows where the projector screen is.

During casual conversations with other users of Dspace, similar examples were reported; visitors had difficulties in making simple things work, such as getting the projector running, and reported feeling incompetent using the technology in Dspace even when it was for applications that they had used before at home or elsewhere (e.g. Wii console or the iPods). Despite their previous experience, they were not able to work out how to use the same technology in Dspace. Furthermore, it was noticed that the people who had entered enthusiastically, to play with the technology, such as the gaming consoles, were mostly students who wanted to spend some recreational time during their break or after hours.

Observations and conversations with several of them also revealed that a number of them were intimidated and afraid of engaging with the technology inside Dspace. This was more frequent with visitors who were recently introduced to the space. For example, the following conversation was overheard between two people looking at the technology in Dspace. While this conversation took place, A. and B. were just browsing the space. None of them tried or touched any of the technology around Dspace:

A: “They have very interesting things around here. Look at these phones... they look so fancy and bulky...”
B: “Yes, they are almost like computers these days...”

A: “Do you think we can try them?”

B: “I am not sure...I am worried I will break them or something...”

A: “(nods like she agrees) I guess you are right...they look quite delicate”

B: “If you want to try, you can. They said so when they showed us around the other day...”

A: “Maybe another time.”

One of the managers of Dspace corroborated these remarks: “(...) after a couple of events where we invited people to come and have a look around, we realised that there were a lot of users who were really scared of touching anything unless there was someone there to explain it to them, so we started offering facilitator staff sessions.”
4.5 Discussion

In the previous three sections that describe Dspace’s actual use during the study, it has been evident that its current use was somewhat distinct/different from what it was envisaged (in its inception) by the managers and designers of the space. In the following sections, we elaborate more on this tension between actual and anticipated use and suggest some potential reasons for this. Two notions are further considered in relation to our findings that of appropriation and of facilitation. Links are made both with the main theoretical approach of this work (situated action) as well as with other relevant literature from studies of ubiquitous computing in the wild. In the last section of the discussion (4.5.3) the findings of this work are considered in relation to the research questions.

4.5.1 Actual versus anticipated use

Dspace was created and accordingly designed\(^{17}\) in such a way in order to support three main aims. It was intended to be a space where people would come to:

i) explore new ideas and knowledge regarding teaching and learning in an informal playful manner;

ii) try out new technologies;

iii) and serendipitously meet others with common interests and consider new collaborations.

Yet the findings from this study revealed that Dspace’s everyday reality and usage was different to what it was envisioned. Dspace was shown to be used primarily as a meeting space or a breakout room where no playful exploration of

\(^{17}\) By ‘designed’ we refer to the choices of spatial layout, furniture and technological equipment/infrastructure made by its designers and managers.
ideas with low tech artefacts (Lego, bendy sticks) nor any obvious experimentation with new digital technologies (gaming consoles, smart phones) took place. This was a disappointment to the managers who had hoped for more people to try out the technologies to see what possibilities they might offer for them to use in their teaching and research. Some of the technology in the space was used, even though rarely, but its usage reflected the repurposing of the space as a meeting room or a break room. Digital technologies such as PC desktops, the projector, the LCD screen were used to discuss work, to present slide presentations, or contact partners through teleconferencing, to check emails, to browse online content while having lunch.

Further, as far as accommodating for serendipitous acquaintances and collaborations were concerned, to achieve those, other issues needed to be tackled first. The space being perceived as not publicly accessible, the way people created corners even in round and open-ended spots within the space suggested an uncomfortable coexistence of two or more parties. Such awkwardness did not lend itself to spontaneous acquaintances and collaboration. Before supporting work-related serendipity, Dspace had to accommodate for comfortable social co-existence. So why was Dspace appropriated as a private space? Why were people uncomfortable sharing Dspace?

In many ways it occurred that Dspace was being used accordingly to its very initial conception: as a space where people went to comfortably read journals and have coffee. It was that initial wish or potentially requirement from part of academic and library staff of having a comfortable place to read books or journals
that had sparked Dspace being conceived in the first place. As one of Dspace’s managers had explained in the interview: “because a lot of the graphic design journals are very image heavy, we couldn’t get a hold of them electronically like we do with most of our journals, so C. said it would be really nice if there was a comfortable space in the library, where they could come to read these articles”. The idea of having such a space soon evolved into creating an innovative learning space: “the idea kind of ballooned from there...from having a few comfy chairs and the current periodicals collection to having this creative play space with examples of technologies that could have educational application so that people could come and get hands on with them and have a play and just get familiar with them ...”.

It could be that the misalignment between actual and desired use was in reality the reflection of a misplaced/misread need. Potentially, a space for creative brainstorming and experimenting with technologies was not recognised by perspective users as something that was required, at least not immediately.

Other reasons that can potentially account for the tensions found between actual and anticipated use include issues around its location and physical layout. From the outside, the locked door, the walls, the portholes, the one-way window, all can be claimed that they contributed to assigning a private effect to Dspace. As shown the majority of the first time users perceived Dspace as private and attributed that to the above features. Similarly, most of the technology was positioned and displayed on shelves (see Figure 4.2) which might account for why people were intimidated or occasionally unsure as to whether they could use the
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18 As much as it sounds strange that a library was lacking a space for people to read, the space that regulars had in mind was different to the study/reading spaces available at the time. The library was full of desks and chairs where people could sit and read or work but the new space would offer the alternative of having something like a living room, a place where you could sit on an armchair or a couch and enjoy your coffee and/or food while reading.
technology in Dspace. It is quite possible that visitors to the space thought that these items were only on display and not available for use and interaction. In particular, if one considers that Dspace was located in the library building it is even more likely that people’s assumptions regarding the use of these technologies included having to borrow them through the front desk. Architectural space can constrain or enhance intended use and/or social interaction via its merely spatial features (open/closed areas, windows, doors etc) but mostly via the social assumptions that it bears. These can often be ignored or neglected because we habitually take space arrangements for granted. As Strange and Banning (2002) asserted “although features of the physical environment lend themselves theoretically to all possibilities, the layout, location, and arrangement of space and facilities render some behaviours more likely and thus more probable than others”. In the case of Dspace though, more constraints seemed to be in place. A conversation with one of the managers revealed that she also was not happy with the technology being placed on the shelves. She had actually initially (when Dspace first opened) placed them next to the couch and around the space within reach. This placing though was not approved by one of her superiors who asked for the shelves to be created so that the devices can be placed there “neatly”.

The location of Dspace within the library building might have made it awkward for people to feel at ease playing computer games altogether due the etiquette assigned to the library institution. People are not used to playing games in a library. On the contrary, the social institution of a library is most often associated with endeavours of long-term silence and behaviours of hard work, e.g. reading either individually or in groups. This perception of what a library is for has been changing slowly in the last few years and innovative learning spaces are very much a part of this transformation. It is quite possible that the new paradigm for
younger generations would be that of a high tech library with virtual books and interactive playful devices. For now though this transformation is undergoing and people's associations seem to be still deeply rooted in the old library paradigm.

A major issue for Dspace was found to be the confusion concerning its identity and use in particular when existing activity and appropriation was absent. First time users were unsure both as to what Dspace was and also as to their role in it; what they were allowed to do or not. As suggested the location of Dspace might have been to some extent contributing to this confusion.

Yet another consideration regarding this might be found relating to the variety of activities Dspace was expected to host. On the one hand, it provided many visual cues of what was on offer that could be tempting to have a look at. On the other hand, it may not have offered enough clues or a clear direction about its usage, making it difficult to know how to behave. Dspace was full of cues and clues but which appeared to be counter-productive; as astutely observed by one the interviewees: “it is schizophrenic, not sure what it is”. It might be the case that technology-rich learning spaces that are designed with one specific purpose in mind are more successful than those that are designed to be multi-purpose, providing many ways of using them but in underspecified ways – another example of the paradox of choice where less may be more (Schwartz, 2004). Moreover, the confusing or unfamiliar setting might have led to people using more familiar –less experimental – technological devices. Being in a space that was unfamiliar – in the sense that it wasn’t their office or home – the use of technology that was new\(^{19}\) to them was probably not their first choice.

\(^{19}\)It might be argued that a projector or an LCD screen is not new technology. However, how these were setup and controlled within Dspace was unknown to visitors, as shown earlier in this chapter, and required new knowledge for them to use them.
Further, being a relatively small space, the coexistence of more than one group engaging with a certain activity became quite challenging. For example, it was difficult to have a group of three-four people playing a game on the Wii console while at the same time another group had a meeting. Both the seating was not adequate for such a co-existence but also the noise levels of one or the other group made it hard for any of the two interactions to be experienced – or enjoyed – in the way intended. In addition, the way regular visitors used the space might also have set an example to others, suggesting how it should be used. People establish behavioural routines, according to the space they are in and depending on the existence/absence of other people. Once Dspace was perceived and used as a meeting room or a rather private space, it became very hard to reverse.

4.5.2 Appropriation and facilitation

Considering the tensions revealed between Dspace’s actual and anticipated use, two broader issues appear relevant, that of appropriation and that of facilitation. In Dspace, people used the space differently that what it was intended, or as we have said earlier in this chapter they appropriated its use for their own needs and purposes. Appropriation was found to be significant in this study as it reflected to some extent the tension between actual and anticipated use. Seen strictly from the perspective of those tensions, appropriation was not a positive outcome for the use of Dspace. It meant that experimentation with technology that could have benefit students and members of staff did not take place; or it meant that potentially some people did not use Dspace as they thought that wasn’t an option (private). Appropriation though can have a positive meaning and in the literature of Design and HCI it often does. For example, lately it is more common for appropriation to refer to the ways people extend the original use of the technology in an innovative
and playful way. Appropriation indicates creativity from the users' part and also suggests a sense of ownership. For users to reshape and/or adjust the original use of a technological artefact, it indicates that they were comfortable and/or familiar with the technology and also implies that they felt they had the right to do so (Dix, 2007).

In that sense, appropriation is considered a positive – occasionally even a desirable – outcome both by designers and researchers in HCI. As a result, there have been a number of studies that are interested in understanding how people appropriate. Some of these studies are concerned with identifying why people appropriate in the first place and what are the individual factors that affect these decisions (Carroll et al., 2002). Several investigate social aspects and organizational aspects of appropriation such as how work groups adopt and negotiate technologies through appropriation (Bansler et al., 2006, Dourish, 2003). A number of frameworks and guidelines have also been suggested in order to promote the ‘design for appropriation’ (Carroll et al., 2002; Dix, 2007). Seen from this perspective, Dspace’s tensions reflect a number of underlying features that can encourage formal and informal learning which is a main aim of innovative learning spaces in general. Dspace’s appropriation suggests a community of regular users that were comfortable enough to do what they wanted in the space regardless of what it as intended for. This sense of comfort together with the sense of community could provide the basis for a re-alignment between actual and anticipated use provided some extra or different kind of facilitation.

As reviewed earlier in the literature (O’Hara, 2008; Brignull and Rogers, 2003), facilitators have often being found useful in supporting or directing users towards desired use of a technology. Facilitation can take many forms, and to some
degree versions of facilitation were attempted in Dspace. Its anticipated use was advertised through the university’s paper as well as through the official website, postcards and leaflets. Further there were leaflets and instructions next to each of the technology as well as clear instruction that people could refer to the main desk or call a specific number if they required help. However, as shown those did not prove very helpful in indicating or supporting Dspace’s aims. A different kind of facilitation is necessary in order to regulate the exhibited appropriation and balance the multiple stakeholders (administration, managers, users). Considering the comperes in O’Hara et al. (2008) or in Brignull and Rogers (2003), it might be that a more hands on approach could have benefit Dspace. This particular consideration of how some different, potentially more active, facilitation might be required was discussed between the researcher and the manager of the space as part of the feedback provided after the study. The manager confirmed this concern, and as a later follow up a number of mini-workshops were organised regularly where the managers would show small groups of people around Dspace or help them familiarise with specific technologies that they might wish to try.

4.5.3 Summary of outcomes

The study presented in this chapter reports on the everyday use of Dspace, an innovative learning environment located in the library building of a university campus, as this was observed and experienced by the researcher and talked about by its users. The descriptions of Dspace's everyday use answer the question of what takes place in this innovative learning space at an everyday context. Together with the descriptions from the other two studies, they provide an answer to the first research question (How do people interact with the architectural and
technological infrastructure and each other in innovative learning spaces on an everyday basis?).

Further, the discussion of this chapter contrasts the everyday use of Dspace with what was envisioned and anticipated by its managers and answers in part the second research question (How do actual everyday interactions compare with those envisioned by the designers and managers of these spaces?). Dspace’s actual use was different to what it was anticipated by its designers and managers. Instead of being used as a space of serendipity and experimentation with novel technologies, Dspace was shown to be used primarily as a meeting space or a breakout room where playfulness was very rare. The discussion in this chapter also begins to account for the potential reasons of this tension between actual and anticipated use, as part of a framework that will satisfy research question 3 (How do we account for the differences between actual and anticipated use of the spaces?). More specifically, issues relating to the location of Dspace (library) and its social etiquette seemed relevant to the confusion and difference in use. Equally, how technological devices in the space were laid out and the available guidance for their use were found to contribute to the above.

Two broader issues also emerged in the discussion of the findings: appropriation and facilitation. Considering how users appropriated Dspace and potential reasons behind these appropriations can account for the tensions observed and set the foundations for re-aligning actual and anticipated use. With respect to facilitation, it is suggested that Dspace needed a different kind of facilitation model similar to the ones suggested in earlier literature (O’Hara, 2008; Brignull and Rogers, 2003). Both these key concepts (facilitation and appropriation) are elaborated later in the Discussion Chapter.
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5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, the analysis revealed a set of tensions between anticipated and actual use. Dspace – potentially due to its location and the social norms relating to it – was appropriated more as a private meeting room rather than an experimental play space. Although a drop in space, Dspace ended up being *privatised* by the everyday practices that took place in it. In some ways, Dspace’s multi-purposeness made it too open and this was found to create confusion that inhibited its intended use.

In this chapter we report on the investigation of our second setting, Qspace. Qspace’s spatial layout was minimalist with white surfaces, sparse furnishing and the technological infrastructure embedded in the physical layout. Qspace’s managers had purposefully designed it this way to support and inspire creativity in teaching and learning. Their rationale was that this kind of design would facilitate creativity for a wide variety of activities and events.

Unlike Dspace, Qspace was open only when an event took place. Due to this, observations did not take place continuously over time, instead they were limited to the times an event was taking place. Two events were studied, an academic workshop and a community exhibition event called the Scrapbook event. Three parties were identified as being involved in the setup and use of Qspace: the managers of Qspace, the event owners and the event participants.

Due to the two separate events observed, Chapter 5 is structured slightly different to the previous study chapter. As in Chapter 4, we present the specifics of the two studies in section 5.2. Section 5.3 presents a description of the setting when no event took place and its anticipated use. Section 5.4 presents a description of the setting for the first event studied (the workshop), reports what took place on
the planning sessions of this event and what took place during the event. Section 5.5 presents a description of the setting for the second event (Scrapbook) and reports on what took place during this event. Finally, section 5.6 contrasts the observed actual use of the two events to the space's anticipated use and discusses emergent themes with respect to the literature.
5.2 The study

5.2.1 Choice of setting

Qspace was an innovative learning space primarily designed to support creativity in teaching and learning. Again there was some serendipity involved but mainly Qspace was chosen as the next setting to study due to its highly reconfigurable layout and the fact that it was facilitated. The initial outcomes from the analysis of the previous setting were indicating that the Dspace was used differently to what it was anticipated, that the technology in the space was rarely used and that users were confused as to the purposes of the space. Issues with the location/layout of the space and the provided kind of facilitation seemed associated to the above findings. Based on this, the researcher chose the next setting (Qspace) to be different in those two perspectives (facilitation, location/layout).

5.2.2 Data collection

Two events that took place in Qspace were studied for the purposes of this research. They were an academic workshop (involving participants from outside institutions) and a public event, the Scrapbook, that aimed to create and/or reinforce connections between the university and the local community. For the academic workshop, the researcher was a participant observer and also had access to the planning sessions that ran for three months before the event. The workshop took place in September 2008 (11-12th) and ‘The Scrapbook’ event in December 2008 (16-18th).

For the academic workshop, the researcher attended the planning sessions of the event, conducted a semi-structured interview with one of the managers of the space and observed and participated at the workshop itself. The data collected
were: fieldnotes from the observations, casual conversations and the interview with the manager, audio recordings from the planning sessions, photos and documents (email communications and brochures). For the Scrapbook event, there was no access to any of its planning sessions and participation and observations were limited to the day of the event. The collected data were fieldnotes, photos and documents (leaflets and brochures from the event).

5.2.3 Data analysis

The collected data was considered and analysed based on the approach of situated action, which was previously presented in Chapter 3. Similarly to the previous study what was observed actually taking place in Qspace was considered in relation –and often in contrast– with the plans for its anticipated usage as this was reported or envisioned by managers of the space. However, for Qspace due to the different nature of the events taking place in it, how people used it was considered both in terms of the aims and purposes of the event itself and also in terms of the broader aims/anticipated use of Qspace. The analytic approach allowed also for potential other themes that emerged to be considered as expressions of the situated action that took place independently of the desired or planned action. The outcomes of the analysis are presented later in this chapter as themes of actual use for each of the events studied and later on discussed with regards to the envisioned usage of the space, issues of context and related literature.

5.2.4 Participants

Qspace was studied in two events: the academic workshop and the Scrapbook event. The academic workshop was invitation only. Its participants, and in effect the study’s participants, consisted of academics such as researchers and students (the event organisers were part of the academic community too) as well as the
managers of Qspace. The workshop attendees were approximately 30-35 people and in total during the two days maximum 50 people were present in the event.

The Scrapbook event was a public event and as such there was no predefined group of participants. The majority however consisted of students and academic staff as well as members of the represented community groups. On the day of the observation approximately 30-35 people visited the Scrapbook event.

Three different stakeholders were identified as being involved in the setup and use of Qspace: the managers of Qspace, the event owners and the event participants.

### 5.2.5 Ethical considerations

For Qspace, similarly to Dspace the managers of the space as well as the organisers of each event were informed both verbally and in written form about the study taking place as well as the purposes of the study and were given the chance to ask questions or withdraw their consent at any given time. Regarding the participants of the workshop, they were also informed about the study taking place both in the form of an announcement before the workshop began and also through individual information sheet and consent forms that were included in their workshop folders. Those were signed by the participants and collected by the researcher on the first day of the workshop. For the Scrapbook event, the circumstances were similar to that of Dspace: the researcher had no control over who would enter the space and it was not possible to disseminate informed consent forms to everyone in the space. To address this, the researcher took only fieldnotes of what took place in the space and whenever photos were taken, separate permission was granted after individuals were briefed on the purposes of the study.
5.3 The setting

5.3.1 Setting Description

Qspace was a Centre of Excellence in Teaching and Learning (CETL) that was created in 2007 as part of the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE) joint initiative. Qspace was an all-white minimalist space that could be spatially reconfigured through movable walls depending on the needs of an event (see Figure 5.1). It was located on the ground floor of the Engineering department building of a UK university campus. It was the only recently renovated space in a building that dated at least 15 years old and its location was relatively hard to be found by people who were not staff or students of the Engineering department. Because of this, whenever an event took place, the managers of Qspace or the event organisers had to ensure additional signage was put in place guiding people to the space from the two entrances of the building.

![Movable walls](image)

**Figure 5.1. A 3D plan of Qspace showing its reconfigurable parts; movable walls are depicted in purple and brown**

Its furniture was versatile and portable: it included chairs, stools, bean bags and tables stored in a separate area in the space that could be added – or not – in Qspace depending on the needs of the event. When no event was hosted, Qspace
had no furniture (see top left picture in figure below). White curtains run through the ceiling to enable creating smaller spaces and or be used as projection surfaces to create immersive environments. Immovable PLASMA screens hung on some walls and the space featured an integrated AV system. A number of projectors, and individually adjustable multi-coloured LED lighting were mounted on the ceiling. The projectors were set up to cover every possible flat surface in Qspace, again giving the possibility of creating visually immersive environments. The LED lights could be setup to change colour to convey different moods of the activity at hand. Similar to a blank canvas, Qspace could be ‘painted’ into anything its users needed and wished. Some examples of Qspace’s potential transformations can be seen in Figure 5.2.
Its users were defined by the event hosted. So, for example, sometimes it was used by students and academics of the university; sometimes it was used by – and open to – the general public; and sometimes the nature of the event meant it was used by academics and researchers from outside institutions. Qspace’s physical layout and technological infrastructure differed for each of the events. For the example for the academic workshop event, Qspace had to accommodate for a set of formal and sequential activities throughout its duration e.g. keynotes, breakout sessions, demo showcase etc. In contrast, the Scrapbook event was less structured and formal and where, different activities (e.g. presentations, browsing, adding information) could co-exist in the space without requiring any re-adjustment of
the spatial layout during the event. How Qspace was setup for each of the events studied is presented later in this chapter in more detail.

Due to health and safety regulations, separate training was required in order to be allowed to reconfigure the layout of Qspace. This meant that only a specific number of people were allowed to alter the Qspace’s layout i.e. move the walls. Further, the AV system that was embedded in the space was not a commercial system – it was developed specifically for Qspace – and further its interface was password protected which again meant only a number of people were allowed to access it.

Every time, an event was considered to take place in Qspace, the managers had a lengthy process to ensure that the event was a good fit for the space and to arrange for the appropriate configuration of the space. They would meet with the event organisers well in advance, discuss the nature of the event and then suggest possible physical and technological configurations of Qspace based on the needs of the event. Their suggestions included both the spatial and technological setup of the space and other available arrangements such as the choice of furniture and catering options. The management team also oversaw the design of each event and asked the event organisers to make changes as they saw fit to better align the aims of Qspace with the aims of the event. They also were present during the running of the event making sure things run smoothly.

“The [name of the space] is not a “bookable room” in the same way as other rooms on campus. Users of the Zone will have first worked with D., the Learning Facilitator, to devise a session that will use the Zone, and its unique facilities, in innovative and appropriate ways. Courses using the zone will usually be identified at least one term in advance - and possibly up to a year.
[Name of the Space] staff are on hand to help with the planning, preparation and delivery of these sessions, and there is full technical support on the day.

If you are interested in using the Zone then please contact D., the learning facilitator for an initial chat; once use of the zone has been agreed your session(s) will be pencilled in. You will then engage in the design of the session(s) with the zone team, more complex sessions might require a substantial “run through” before delivery. Because of the flexibility of the space and the technology careful planning is needed well in advance of the session, particularly for new users. The role of the learning and technology facilitators is to make this process as interesting (and painless) as possible for tutors - but a time commitment to this planning process will be required.”

Quite often providing this kind of event facilitation was talked about by Qspace’s managers as “a necessary evil”: they didn’t enjoy having to work so hard to pre-set everything but felt it was their duty, so that the space could be experienced as it was meant to with respect to its aims. These are explained in more detail in the next section.

5.3.2 Anticipated Use

Qspace is a Centre of Excellence in Teaching and Learning (CETL) that was created in 2007 as part of the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE) joint initiative. The CETL initiative aimed to fund the creation of academic environments that would promote innovation in teaching and learning. In total, 74 CETLs have been funded, each with a different educational focus. Qspace’s focus was creativity; its main purpose was to teach and encourage creativity in learning through an innovative technology-rich environment:
• To inspire and support staff and students in those subject areas which require students to understand and display “creativity”

• To inspire and support staff and students to be more creative in their approaches to teaching and learning, across all disciplines and subject areas.

More specifically, the managers and facilitators of Qspace aspired to establish it as a place where creativity would occur spontaneously but also be taught; where students would be offered “exciting opportunities to work in an environment that fosters collaborative, self-directed and experiential learning”\textsuperscript{20}. Their vision included bridging more formal teaching with informal learning, as well as using technology to augment creatively – and even revolutionise – teaching. To realise this vision, the managers and facilitators designed Qspace to be an unconventional space, minimalistic and highly configurable as described earlier. Qspace’s management team assumed that creativity begins with fuzzy, low tech notions of structure and that technology can be an effective tool after ideas have already formed. Their goal was to create “technologically-rich, but not technology-driven learning spaces which free teachers and learners from the constraints of the traditional lecture hall and seminar room”\textsuperscript{21}. The need to maximise the users’ flexibility was considered a priority; both the physical layout and the technology in Qspace had been designed so that they would encourage users to configure and explore them.

Qspace’s notion of creativity was based on providing an unconventional space to work in without providing the usual artefacts for working with, such as desks and tables. Chairs were for the most part replaced with bean bags as they

\textsuperscript{20} Quote was taken from Qspace’s official website.

\textsuperscript{21} Quote was taken from Qspace’s official website.
provided a relaxing and casual means that would encourage creative ideas. The assumption was that the less conventional artefacts people are given the more they will have to think out-of-the-box to work with the new ones they are provided with. Low-tech materials were also preferred to high-tech. Unconventional activities were also encouraged and the design reflected that both the walls and the floor tiles were writeable. The walls had been covered from floor to ceiling with a special material which allowed them to be written on with marker pens and easily erased – similar to whiteboards, that typically only cover part of a wall. The managers of the space considered having whole walls for writing on, as a way of inspiring creativity amongst groups. They strongly recommended it to all who considered Qspace for hosting an event and when teaching a course.
5.4 Event 1: Workshop on Shareable Interfaces for Learning

5.4.1 Description of the setting for the workshop event

The choice of furniture and setting up of Qspace for the purposes of the academic workshop were decided upon in a series of pre-workshop planning sessions between two parties: the organisers of the workshop and Qspace’s managers. For this setup it was taken into account the activities that were scheduled for the workshop and Qspace’s aims regarding creativity. The activities scheduled for the two days of the academic workshop included: keynote presentations, breakout sessions, discussions and a demo session. These sorts of activities are quite standard for academic workshops.

An idea of how the space was configured during the workshop is shown on Figure 5.3. Qspace's arrangement varied over the workshop sessions both in terms of seating and the spatial layout. More specifically, (1) in Figure 5.3 shows the space's arrangement for the keynote sessions: the main area of Qspace was used; bean bags, chairs and stools – chairs being the majority – were arranged in an auditorium style and the keynote slides were projected to the wall while the presenter stood or wandered between the wall and the audience. For the conceptual breakout session, Qspace was divided into four smaller areas. One breakout group, see (2) in Figure 5.3, formed a circle of chairs in the reception area of Qspace; while another occupied part of the main area and formed a half circle of mainly bean bags and a few chairs facing the wall where their slides were projected, see (3) in Figure 5.3. The remaining two breakout groups shared a smaller part of Qspace’s main area that was separated by the movable walls. Both
groups formed a circle and used the chairs for seating, see (4) and (5). For the demo showcase session, Qspace’s main area was further separated in small areas by the walls and the curtains. This way each demo or slide presentation had its own separate space where they could show their work unobtrusively and it was easy for the participants to browse from one area to the other - see (6) in Figure 5.3. For the design breakout sessions on the second day of the workshops only two groups used Qspace. One group sat in the reception area of Qspace forming a big circle of chairs (7); and the other one occupied the main area of Qspace that was arranged as an auditorium with a mixture of chairs, bean bags and stools, as can be seen in (8), Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3. Different configurations of Qspace used during the academic workshop depending on the activity that took place: (1) Keynote session configuration; (2) (3) (4) and (5) Qspace separated in four smaller areas to accommodate for the four breakout sessions on the first day; (6) Demo and poster session configuration; (7) and (8) Qspace split in two areas to host two of the three groups for the design breakout sessions on the second day.

Most of the setting up (moveable walls, curtains, tables, cleaning walls, etc) took place between sessions, during lunch or coffee breaks, or at the beginning or end of each day. However, occasionally, it was observed that the managers rearranged part of the space during a session to change the lighting or open/close the curtains. These minor adjustments went on in the background. In terms of the technology, only one projector was used during the event for the keynote presentations, the round table and two of the breakout sessions. The PLASMA screens were used by the participants to present their work during the demo session. The workshop organisers also introduced a multi-touch tabletop surface to support one of the breakout sessions and some interactive technologies were brought by the participants to showcase their work during the demo session. An
example was the “Augmented Knights' Castle”\textsuperscript{22}, an interactive installation that uses music, sound effects, tactile and visual feedback to enrich children's pretend play.

\subsection*{5.4.2 Actual use}

\textit{Issues of technological infrastructure before and during the workshop}

The way technological infrastructure of Qspace would be set up for the purposes of the workshop was negotiated extensively during the planning sessions and the actual event between the managers of Qspace and the event organisers.

From the planning sessions, it was observed/clear that the organisers’ wishes regarding the technological needs of the event conflicted with Qspace's managers suggestions. The workshop organisers wanted to be able to use Qspace's technological infrastructure in a \textit{plug and play} manner in conjunction using their own technology. For example, for the keynote presentations the organisers wanted the speakers to be able to connect their laptops/netbooks to the projector just before the talk. This is a common practice for academic workshops and conferences where speakers often tweak their slides until the last minute. However, for the Qspace managers this was not a preferable option; they wanted to have all the keynote presentations available in advance – at least a week before the event – so they could store it in their system and make sure the presentations would run smoothly on the day of the event. Similarly, for all technological infrastructure Qspace's managers insisted on having a preset technological arrangement where pre-agreed devices would be used for specific sessions of the event. Until the day of the event, there were many negotiations regarding this

\footnote{\textsuperscript{22} For more information see \url{http://www.vs.inf.ethz.ch/res/show.html?what=akc}}
matter that sometimes were triggered by the keynote speakers and expressed through the event organisers to Qspace’s managers. Significant email communication\(^{23}\) was exchanged with insistence from all parties. In the end, it was decided that there would be one laptop set up in advance by the managers where the keynotes could plug a flash drive in with their slides, although it was clear from the communication between all parties that this was a compromise from everyone’s perspective. During the workshop, there were signs that to some extent the tension from this compromise had carried through. For example, during a slide show, one of the keynote presenters stumbled and almost fell on the table where the laptop\(^{24}\) was setup. At the first opportunity, the managers referred to that incident to make their point as to why they don’t allow plug and play and how “it would have been simpler if the slide show was pre-set”.

Another incident regarding plug and play was observed to take place between managers and workshop participants when the latter at different occasions tried to plug their devices into the existing infrastructure. They were discouraged by the management who argued that plug and play could “cause the system to crash”. For example, in the demo session, every participant who was using the PLASMA screens to show a slide presentation of their work was not allowed to set up on their own; instead they had to meet with the managers earlier in the day to set up their laptops or hand their slide presentations for pre-setting.

\(^{23}\) For an anonymised copy of the email communication see Appendix 2.

\(^{24}\) By ‘the laptop’ we refer to the one laptop that the managers had allowed in Qspace for the keynote session.
Other issues between the workshop participants and Qspace managers regarding the technological setup were prominent during the workshop. For example, providing the participants with the option to connect online was difficult; it took the first whole day of the event for this matter to be resolved. Plugging personal devices into the room’s power supply was also not encouraged as it required moving wall surfaces or part of the flooring to find the power sockets that were hidden. Likewise, the managers’ lighting manipulation – intended to create a relaxed atmosphere during the slide presentations – resulted in several complaints from the participants listening to the talks, as it was distracting and interfering with the visibility of the slides.

Overall, the observed use of Qspace’s technological infrastructure was limited during the workshop. Even in the occasions where participants were allowed to configure and use the infrastructure themselves, this did not happen. For example, the workshop breakout sessions provided participants with the opportunity to interact with projectors and the ambient room lights in a more creative or less ordinary use. Instead no such use was observed; and with a few exceptions no use at all was observed. Apart from two groups that had pre-arranged with the managers to project slides on the wall, the others did not use any other means such as the lights or the PLASMA screens to support their work.

In contrast, one of the breakout groups that had to work in a meeting room next door to Qspace (due to insufficient space in Qspace) was observed to use the technology available. They connected a laptop to the TV screen browsing online to find material and information about their prototype and switched between laptop and TV screen while preparing slides and sketches for the presentation (Figure 5.4). In the beginning of the design breakout session, the group sat around the
table and used the PLASMA screen to watch the slide presentation of the design problem, see figure on the left); later on, a member of the group connected his laptop to the PLASMA screen and along with two more group members, they discussed possible design solutions (sketches and slides) for their presentation (see figure on the right).

![Figure 5.4. Breakout group in more conventional meeting room using plasma screen for showing slides as created to others in the group](image)

**Issues of seating before and during the workshop**

The choice of seating was also an issue of negotiation during the planning phase of the workshop event. From the variety of seating arrangements (chairs, bean bags, stools) the managers opted for the use of bean bags as the main seating option given it was a central feature of the space’s design and in line with the aims of supporting creativity. Chairs suggested a more formal style that was not what Qspace was about. They made this explicit in the planning sessions and further continued with more implicit references such as “we have to make sure we have enough bean bags for your participants” and “our chairs are very uncomfortable, the bean bags are better”. To those remarks the workshop organisers replied that they would prefer to have mostly chairs given the workshop was a semi-formal event. Bean bags were also considered but not as the main option for seating. A week before the workshop, the issue over chairs versus bean bags was not resolved; the
managers suggested a compromise to “use all the bean bags and some chairs in the back” but the workshop organisers again expressed their preference to have “more chairs and just a few bean bags”.

On the first day of the event, when the workshop organisers arrived on site they found only bean bags in the space. They took it upon themselves to add the chairs and remove the bean bags. The managers were not very happy with this. One of them complained to the workshop organisers: “Nobody is going to sit on the bean bags if you give them so many chairs!!”. During the workshop the managers brought back the bean bags that were removed by the organisers and tried to encourage people to sit on them. They either sat on the bean bags, themselves, setting an example, or made encouraging remarks to the participants about the comfort and playfulness of the bean bags. Eventually a mix of bean bags, chairs and stools was placed in the space, providing the participants with the choice of where and how to sit for different sessions. A few tried out the bean bags, but most sat on the chairs.

During the two days of the workshop, bean bags were a topic of conversation amongst the participants. Their presence and use were explicitly talked about, eliciting both positive and negative reactions. The positive ones were accompanied by some participants jumping for joy onto and lying on them. For example, during lunch time one participant jumped onto a bean bag and exclaimed to two of his colleagues, “This is great! They are very comfortable! We should buy some for our lab!” . In contrast some participants expressed puzzlement and showed hesitancy when faced with sitting on a bean bag. Others thought they were inappropriate and suggested that the use of chairs was more suitable for an academic workshop. For example, one participant said, “I have never seen this in a workshop before [annoyed expression]”. On another occasion, one participant was
invited by another to sit on a bean bag and replied “...it doesn’t feel right... It is very unusual [puzzled facial expression]”. In many ways, this difference in opinions echoed that of the workshop organisers and the management team. Some were prepared to be more playful whilst others considered such activity as not appropriate for a workshop.

Participants also expressed concern about their clothing when considering or having to sit on the bean bags - either by words or body language. Most of the concerns involved participants worrying or joking about their clothes not being appropriate for such a type of seating. For instance, one participant wearing a skirt said to another, “I would like to sit on the bean bags but I don’t think I have the right outfit [laughing]. The other nodded in agreement and added, in a more serious and concerned manner, “I know... I would like to sit, too, but I feel a bit embarrassed...”.

In addition, people who had sat on the bean bags in contrast to those sitting on chairs, were often observed trying to adjust their clothing either consciously or unconsciously. In general, it was observed that more men than women chose to sit on the bean bags; and of the women who wore a skirt, none sat on the bean bags.
Further concerns about the presence and use of bean bags were expressed relative to the postures that they enabled. Stools and chairs proved less comfortable and people were often observed to seat in a leaning forward position (see (1) and (2) in Figure 5.5). The bean bags allowed for more comfortable seating but also for a variety of free-formed, relaxed and reclining postures (see (3-8) in Figure 5.5). Bean bag postures included lying feet-up, lying face up or down and a yoga-meditating. These more unusual postures were commented on negatively and considered inappropriate by a few of the other participants. For example, during
the keynote one participant pointed to another one who was ‘belly up’ on a bean bag and whispered to the person next to him: “What is he doing!? [disapproving facial expression] [inaudible] I could never do this!”.

**Writing on the walls**

Negotiations between managers and organisers also occurred before the workshop for planning regarding the use of writable walls. The workshop organisers were not in favour of using the writeable feature of Qspace’s walls. However, this was strictly non-negotiable from the managers’ part. Qspace’s managers had communicated this to the workshop organisers at the very beginning. Writing on the walls had to be integrated into the event’s various activities, as it would help the participants “loosen up and unwind their creative self”. The organisers conceded on this point, and agreed to use the writeable-wall feature, but only in one workshop activity. They acknowledged the novelty of wall-writing but considered using it excessively would be unproductive for the workshop’s purposes. Again, the managers insisted and called on their expertise from previous events hosted in Qspace. Finally, as a compromise, writing on the walls was incorporated in both breakout sessions of the workshop.

During the breakout sessions, participants were instructed or encouraged to write on the walls. At first, participants were observed to be hesitant or embarrassed writing on the walls. They approached the wall, but paused before writing, almost as if they wanted to make sure it was all right to write on the wall. Some of them later mentioned that they waited for others to start writing because they didn’t want to be the first to do so. In particular, for one of the groups, that was instructed to write on the walls, it was observed that only towards the end of the

---

25 Similar to (7) in Figure 5.5
session they approached the wall and write up their ideas. Others mentioned that they worried they might use the wrong markers and damage the wall. Some people apologised in advance or made self-conscious comments about their writing being bad, or not very clear. In order to overcome the hesitancy and to write on the walls, it took encouragement and cajoling from the managers and organisers. For most participants, though, it was observing others writing on the wall that convinced them to have a go.

When people eventually wrote on the wall, they tended not to overwrite on others’ work. Several participants were observed trying to shield the content of their writing from others by placing themselves in front of it. Legibility of writing on the walls was found to be an issue in cases where the content had to be shared by a group of people. It was difficult to read others’ handwriting, when written with marker pens on the wall. There were occasions where the text illegibility obstructed the content’s understanding and sharing. On one occasion, the letter characters were small and unclearly written; one of the participants pointed out that it was impossible to read if standing further away and suggested they re-write them more clearly and in bigger letters so that people in the audience could read them as intended.

During one of the breakout sessions, there was one occasion where writing on the walls became a more creative and expressional activity. This breakout session was run by a tutor with previous experience of Qspace. The tutor began by describing some of the techniques she uses with her students to get them to think and work creatively. Specifically, she introduced the participants to a game using their senses and imagination. They had to smell, touch and hear things while blindfolded (guided imagery) and afterwards they had to draw on the walls
concrete notions in abstract shapes and formations. The participants – although reserved at times during this unusual exercise – were observed to think out of the box. Some commented feeling quite inspired by this “liberating” experience, even laying on the floor or the bean bags to work prototype sketches (see (4) in Figure 5.6). Others gathered around a wall and started to brainstorm on ideas about their design (see (1) and (2) in Figure 5.6). Interestingly some of their suggestions were influenced by their recent creative experience. These included visualizing 3D-taste, creating musical mazes in an adaptable space and using light as ambient signage in the musical maze (see (3) in Figure 5.6).

Figure 5.6. (1) Participants drawing on the wall as part of the guided imagery exercise; (2) brainstorming; (3) Suggested design solutions on the wall, and (4) participants lying on the floor and bean bags to work on their drawings
Creating tables and corners

Tables were not set up in Qspace as a default. There were only a few tables in the space and most of them were either stored or folded up against the walls. For the purposes of the workshop, several tables were necessary for placing technological artefacts that the participants had brought for the demo session in the end of the first day. All of Qspace’s available tables were already being used for catering and as a result managers and organisers had to source out their need for tables by carrying more tables from other rooms in the building. Meanwhile participants had already worked around their need for extra surfaces by creating tables.

In most cases, tables were needed to place equipment on, such as laptops, notebooks, markers etc. In particular, when participants broke out into smaller groups, several wished there was a table where they could gather around to work on the given task. Others noted the lack of tables as “unusual and inappropriate for a workshop”. A few were sceptical about Qspace’s value as an innovative collaborative workspace. For example, one of the participants – that happened to be the manager of another CETL space – was particularly annoyed with the lack of tables and the managers’ attitude towards this matter and commented in frustration: “I don’t understand how this is a collaborative workspace...it doesn’t even have tables! How are we supposed to work?!”. Participants eventually succeeded in making do with the lack of tables. They appropriated chairs, stools and boxes to create tables. Any surface they could use to put their materials on, they did. These make-shift tables served a number of functions. First, tall cardboard boxes, stools and parts of physical walls that stood out, were used by participants in order to place laptops, leaflets, print-outs and other material on (see Figure 5.7). Second, the tall cardboard boxes were also used as work surfaces for some groups during the breakout sessions. Small groups of three to four people
gathered around the boxes and built paper and other low-tech prototypes on them (see Figure 5.8). The stools, which were much lower, were mostly appropriated by the workshop participants as tables for individual use. They used them to place their coffee cups, notepads, pens and pencils on. They also drew and wrote on them individually during the breakout sessions (see Figure 5.9).

Figure 5.7. Use of surfaces to create make-shift tables (1) and (2) tall cardboard boxes; (3) parts of physical walls; (4) and (5) stools and cardboard boxes

Figure 5.8. Group doing low-tech prototyping on cardboard boxes
Figure 5.9. (1) and (2) stools were appropriated as individual tables for placing personal objects or working on them; (3) and (4) chairs being used as auxiliary storing areas

Similarly, during the breakout sessions, chairs served as auxiliary tables where participants could place their markers and colourful pencils, while drawing on a stool or the floor (see Figure 5.9). Chairs, on these occasions acted as storing areas.

We have seen how the participants appropriated what was around to create make-shift tables. Also what was observed was how they created corners. Participants were observed to create corners whenever they wished to engage in a more focused discussion by either re-arranging the seating or positioning themselves around the PLASMA displays to indicate private sessions (see Figure 5.10).
Figure 5.10. Semi-private zones, created by participant’s posture and their positioning towards the screen or stands
5.5 Event 2: The Scrapbook event

5.5.1 Description of the setting for the Scrapbook event

The Scrapbook event was a public event that aimed to create and/or reinforce connections between the university and the local community. Information material about groups in the university and the community was provided in Qspace to encourage visitors to “Be part of the Big Picture” (see (i) in Figure 5.12). The main concept of the event was that visitors would go through the provided material and comment or add to it similar to a scrapbook. A range of discussions and presentations were also scheduled for the three days of the event.

The physical and technological layout of Qspace was fixed during the Scrapbook event. The facilitators had settled on a specific setup for the space and this was maintained for all three days. The space was set up in three areas: the reception, the main exhibition area and the workshop area. The reception area hosted snacks and drinks, the timetable of the day's events and three information stalls. The majority of the information stalls and performances took place in the main exhibition area, (1) and (2) in Figure 5.11. The workshop area was mainly used as a seminar space late in the afternoon - see (3) in Figure 5.11. The PLASMA screens were used as slideshow stalls and only one projector was used for the seminar purposes.
Figure 5.11. Two of the three areas that were set up for the Scrapbook event: (1) and (2) main exhibition area and (3) workshop area

The intended feel of the event resembled an academic poster session and research showcase. A selection of academics and representatives from various community organisations were asked to publicise their work to the participants. They did this by putting posters and other printed material (leaflets, print-outs) on the walls of Qspace. Digital information was also shown on the PLASMA screens spread throughout the space. During the event, the representatives were standing next to their information stalls and were trying to entice people in approaching and contributing actively to their stall. They chatted to people who walked in the space and, occasionally set up mini performances to attract more attention (see (2) in Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12. (1) Advertising banner of the Scrapbook Event; (2) Stall owner advertising his cause with a mini-performance

Again for this event three stakeholders were identified: the managers of Qspace, the event organisers and stall owners and the people who visited the event.
5.5.2 Actual Use

*Interacting with the technological infrastructure*

For the Scrapbook event the technological setup was more fixed compared to the workshop event. One projector was setup where PowerPoint slides were projected either in a continuous loop during the day or later in the afternoon for the purposes of the seminars. Digital information was also shown on the PLASMA screens spread throughout the space. This also consisted of static PowerPoint slides or a presentation of them in a continuous loop. These were setup for visitors to watch and no interactivity was intended to take place from the visitors’ part.

The only device that was setup for visitors to interact with was a keyboard and a mouse connected to one of the PLASMA screen with internet access where visitors were invited to browse information and potentially add it to the walls of Qspace. Many of the visitors did not understand the purpose of this setup nor that the mouse and the keyboard were connected with the PLASMA screen as the table where they were placed was not facing the screen and further there was a laptop on the same table that despite appearances was not operated by the mouse/keyboard. When its purpose was explained (by the managers) and a few people were encouraged to use it, it was found to be rather uncomfortable and hard to use as people had to turn their head back every time they wanted to look at the screen. This was quite an unnatural position and restricted the interaction as users could not type or use the mouse and look at the screen at the same time (see Figure 5.13).

The screen was also connected to a printer so that visitors could print out information instead of re-writing it on the walls. However, the printer was located in the managers’ office and not in the room. In the few occasions where
information was printed, the managers had to be reached and asked to collect the printouts for the visitor to add on the wall which was making the whole interaction cumbersome and more laborious that it needed to be.

Figure 5.13. Awkward interactions with plasma screen: (1) the participant has to turn his head towards the back in order to see the content in the screen; and (2) the participant has to sit to use the keyboard and mouse

Writing on the walls

During the Scrapbook event, both the event organisers and the people visiting the space were encouraged to write and/or add printed material on the walls. The event organisers that were also members of the different groups that were publicising their activities wrote and added material to the walls significantly more than the people visiting the space. From the moment the event began the stall owners together with the managers of Qspace started adding information to the walls of the space. The information written or posted continuously changed throughout the day as more stall owners arrived in the space. Stall owners added print-outs or handwritten comments to Qspace’s walls and to banners. For example, early afternoon of the observed day (first day of the event) two stall owners were observed sello-taping printouts and writing comments on two banners as most of the wall surface was already occupied (see (i) in Figure 5.14). The banners were laid on the floor for a couple of hours before being hung to allow for more visitors to add comments to them.
Visitors were equally strongly encouraged to write on the walls or add printed information at any time. Similarly to what was observed in the workshop event, people were initially hesitant writing on the walls. They approached the walls and read the existing information. Only if someone explicitly encouraged them verbally or after they had ask someone for permission were people seen to start writing. However, when other people were already writing on the walls nearby, people were seen to start writing too without any hesitation. For example, one visitor while reading about the university drama club's performances grabbed a marker from a nearby chair and added information on an interactive installation for performative arts that some engineering students had recently built and presented at a workshop (see (2) in Figure 5.14).

![Figure 5.14. New information being added to the walls and banners during the scrapbook event](image)

When people wrote on the wall, they tended not to overwrite on others’ work. For example, when a poster or print-out was already on the wall and people wished to add information, they tended to write around it and never on it. On the other hand, when someone added a print-out or a poster on the wall, he/she was often observed to write on it as well as on the wall area around it (see Figure 5.15). Also, people were observed to erase or scratch out information only from their own wall writings and never from someone else's.
As the day moved on more and more people who visited the event drew or added post-its and other hand-written bits of information on the walls. The contributions varied both in content and presentation. Some of them were very personal – as if the person who wrote it was confessing to a close friend – and some were quite formal; others were humorous. Others questioned particular issues that were important for the student community (e.g. (2) in Figure 5.16). Some contributions were plain (written in black or just a post-it note added on the wall); others matched the decor and/or theme using eye-catching colours and drawings (e.g. leaves+trees+green=eco-friendly in (3) Figure 5.16). In general, most of the people who wrote in the walls got very engaged with the task.
Creating tables and corners

At the scrapbook event, there were no similar strong reactions about the lack of tables, as in the workshop, but then there were also no breakout sessions or any need for people to collaborate towards a given task. In addition, compared to the workshop there were considerably more tables and yet the stall owners requested the managers to provide them with more.

Still people were seen create tables were necessary. This was mostly common with the event organisers and stall owners as they required surfaces to place their advertising material or other props for interaction with the walls (markers) and their posters. As in the workshop, they appropriated chairs, stools and boxes to create tables. Any surface they could use to put their materials on, they did. These make-shift tables served a number of functions. Tall cardboard boxes, stools and
parts of physical walls that stood out, were used by stall owners to place laptops, leaflets, print-outs and other material on (see Figure 5.17).

![Figure 5.17. Use of surfaces to create make-shift tables (1) and (2) stools and cardboard boxes; (3) and (4) chairs being used as auxiliary storing areas](image)

We have seen how the participants appropriated what was around to create make-shift tables. Also what was observed was how they created corners. Participants were observed to create corners whenever they wished to engage in a more focused discussion by either re-arranging the seating or positioning themselves around the PLASMA displays (see Figure 5.18). This was observed in both events, but it was more prominent in the scrapbook event. One possible reason for such behaviour to occur more in the scrapbook event seems to be the public nature of the event. Visitors in the scrapbook event were not acquainted with each other and the space was treated as public for the occasion, whereas in
the workshop event, the participants were specific and shared a priori common interests.

As a result, in the scrapbook event, whenever people wished to engage in a more focused, private discussion, they created corners with their bodies and their actions (re-arranging seating) to express their need to separate and protect their discussion from the unfamiliar crowd. Their posture and positioning towards the screen or the stand – especially while already talking with someone – was creating a semi-private zone, almost a kind of territory that was not easily accessible by bystanders. Even in the public spaces, however, not all actions were public.

Figure 5.18. Semi-private zones, created by participant’s posture and their positioning towards the screen or stands in Scrapbook
5.6 Discussion

5.6.1 Actual versus anticipated use

Before considering each of the events separately, it is useful to first consider Qspace's original aims with respect to its actual use as this was exhibited by the two events that were hosted in the space.

Qspace was designed to support creativity in teaching and learning through an innovative technology-rich environment. Qspace was meant to be an environment for collaborative, experiential learning and where formal and informal teaching would happen in more unconventional ways that would foster and inspire creativity. While Qspace was certainly an unconventional space, its actual use did not often involve teaching. None of the two events observed were strictly related to any teaching activities of the university. As a result, it is difficult to even consider actual versus anticipated use in a strict manner. Through various conversations with the managers and other members of staff in the university, it was explained that only one course from the Design department was using Qspace for a limited number of lectures. The managers also explained that they had tried, since the space was created, to attract a number of tutors to use the space for their courses. Some of them used Qspace once but they found it hard to continue doing so due to the significant planning involved. Other tutors that the researcher spoke to, questioned the value of the unconventional design and counter-argued that most of the lectures could incorporate creative features in a conventional space. Qspace could enhance aspects of the teaching, but not using Qspace did not automatically mean that the teaching was not creatively approached or delivered.

Due to the tutors reluctance or unwillingness to use Qspace, the managers
had resorted to using Qspace for other activities that were of broader scope to the original. Interestingly though, they kept ‘supporting creativity through unconventional design’ high on their priorities even for events that were of different scope.

For example, in the planning of the workshop event, it became apparent that although the managers tried to help the workshop organisers in planning a creativity-based event in Qspace, it was not what they wanted. Conflict and tension arose between the two parties as to how best run the event. This asymmetry between original aims and anticipated use of Qspace and the different aims of the events taking place propagated to the way users perceived and used the space. Considerable effort was made to reconcile the different stakeholders (managers, event organisers, users); what was desired and expected and what was actually happening. Qspace’s facilitation of physical and technological configurations resulted in a strenuous pursuit of managing facilitation between managers, organisers and participants that most of the times proved more hurtful than inspiring for creativity.

One example of this can be found in the choice of seating. Typically, arranging seating involves accommodating the number of people participating by providing enough chairs. In contrast in Qspace, seating was considered an important aspect of configuring the space to both get people out-of-the box and/or facilitate feeling relaxed and comfortable. On the one hand, the bean bags encouraged people who sat on them to be more relaxed and casual - which in the workshop was fine for breaks and occasionally for breakout sessions. However, when a talk, like a keynote, is happening the speaker likes to see an alert audience. Seeing a lounging audience can be off putting, suggesting they are not paying
attention. Many participants in the workshop felt that others lounging on bean bags was not appropriate. In general, the use of bean bags had a socially charged meaning. For some, it represented a welcome innovation and for others, a distraction to the ongoing event. Either way though, bean bags attracted attention; often this attention – negative or positive – was observed to be used as a social enabler, a starting point for breaking the ice between unacquainted participants. For the Scrapbook event, seating was not a contested matter but at the same time it was not a main feature of the set up as people were meant to browse around the space and not be seated.

Likewise, writing on the walls was a main feature of Qspace’s design for engendering creativity and it was found – especially during the Scrapbook event – to inspire creative expression. However, it is important to stress that such creative expressions were manifested under particular circumstances. Sometimes, it was the events’ agenda (scrapbook) or a particular task combined with a preparatory session (workshop) that enabled the creativity. Those activities fitted well with Qspace’s unconventional design. Incorporating writing on the walls for every event would not warranty similar success as they didn’t share the same circumstances. This was a weak point when it came to the managers’ choice as they insisted on incorporating those features (writing on the walls, bean bags) on every event. They assumed that in order to engender creativity, staging or controlling the setting was required. However, trying to make creativity happen by following a plan seems to contradict the very nature of creativity and the two events observed raise questions as to whether such prescribed creativity can succeed. This form of contested terrain – between what the managers thought were essential ingredients for creativity, what organisers want and participants appropriate and do –
demonstrates how creativity is not a straightforward process but one that might be understood in different ways, depending on the people and the situation.

5.6.2 An unconventional space

Another issue with Qspace regarding the way people used it was its unconventional design. Similarly to the activities of writing on the walls and seating on bean bags, an all-white minimal design can be useful to inspire creativity under specific circumstances. It is possible that its free-formed and minimal design can remove to some extent social inhibitions and users feel comfortable and relaxed being and working in Qspace. For example for the Scrapbook event that had many characteristics similar to an art exhibition, having a minimal, malleable space with a broad range of lighting was optimal.

In addition, in both events observed, basic furniture (e.g. tables) would have facilitated group activities or simply comfortable being. People were seen creating tables i.e. appropriating available surfaces to to make up for the lack of tables and so that they could put their belongings, advertising material. For the workshop breakout sessions these make-shift table surfaces enabled the groups to share both the space and the information placed on the surface; use objects on the table as conversational props or interact with shared artefacts to help maintain the group focus and facilitate awareness within the groups.

The tables also provided a “social shield” (Goffman, 1963), through shared and private spaces. People tended to maintain a distinct workspace on the table (usually the area directly in front of them) as their “personal territories” (Scott, 2003) in order to mediate their interactions with the task-related and non task-related (food and beverage) objects and with each other. A personal territory appears to be an extension of one's personal space, providing him/her with
dedicated space on the table for performing independent activities. Therefore, tables in Qspace were not just created to accommodate group collaboration; instead, most of the created tables were observed to accommodate for personal space.

Setting boundaries between private and public spaces was a strategy that the participants used as their way of contesting the space. They created tables that served as personal territories and, similar to Dspace, they also created corners whenever they wished to engage in an extensive conversation with others. Similarly, the publicness of writing on a wall without being able to know who is reading or to protect one’s private self, seemed to be an issue for several participants in both events. When encouraged to write on the walls, participants were observed to feel uncomfortable and at times tried to shield the content of their writing from others by placing themselves in front of it. Hence, even in public (Dspace) or semi-public spaces (Qspace) not all actions are public. Even for actions that eventually may become public, people tend to need some personal space to start with. Moreover, personal and group territories appear to be separate with associated accessibility properties, defined and controlled through social norms. People restrict their personal territories to a *socially appropriate* area. For instance, people generally refrain from using the table space directly in front of others or, in Qspace people never deleted or wrote on top of other people’s writing on the wall.

In terms of the use of technology, it was found that for most activities a low-tech rather than high-tech approach was adopted. In addition, the managers restricted *plug and play* modes of interaction and opted for more passive and pre-arranged uses of Qspace’s infrastructure. A tension between encouraging reconfigurability to support creativity and imposing a top-down rigid technological infrastructure is apparent. It is unclear whether this rigidness was sustained
because of real problems with Qspace’s infrastructure (bugs, malfunctions) or whether it was fabricated according to the managers’ assessment of each event.

Further, familiar tasks such as browsing online were seen become unfamiliar as with the keyboard/mouse incident in the Scrapbook event or the use of the LCD screens in the workshop. The contrast becomes clearer when considering the use of the standard meeting room during the breakout sessions of the workshop. While the availability of the technology was the same in both contexts (TV screen, laptops, internet connection), they were used quite differently. So why did one group use the technology and the other did not?

One reason as to why this happened could be because of the pre-configured and hidden infrastructure of Qspace. First, all the technological infrastructure of Qspace is centrally managed by a rather complex interface and as a result all of the video, audio or other settings are either preset before an event or, if needed, setup on the spot by the managers. Second, the minimalist architectural design of the space hides most of the visible cues of interaction; cables are hidden behind walls or on the ceiling, plugs are underneath floor tiles, and computers were out of sight. In contrast, in the more conventional meeting room they were highly visible and afforded plug and play (see Figure 5.19). Participants were observed to be more comfortable using their laptops with the technology provided. As a result, the everyday technology of plasma screens and PCs was unfamiliar in Qspace whereas it was much more familiar in the other meeting room. In the former it is not obvious what to do even for a simple task such as finding a plug socket. In the latter, the participants readily used the available equipment, such as plugging a laptop to a PLASMA screen because it was obvious what to do.
Figure 5.19. In contrast to Qspace, while in the conventional meeting room, the workshop participants were seen using all the available infrastructure (Projector, Plasma Screen) in combination with their personal devices.

5.6.3 Facilitating an unconventional space

The findings from the two studies revealed many activities and decisions were concerned with facilitation of the events. These were polyvalent, including how Qspace’s managers planned in advance the technological, spatial and other configurations for each event, how facilitation and creativity were realised during the event and how both the planning and its realisation were experienced and negotiated between the involved parties (managers, event owners and participants).

To begin, we consider how the managers tried to facilitate events. The nature of the managers’ facilitation activities was akin to *patrolling*. For example, they insisted on the use of bean bags, the writing on the walls and the pre-determined, pre-set use of the technological infrastructure irrespective of the needs of the event, its organisers and participants. In general, the managers were very hands on in setting up the events but at the same time their tight control of
management was a source of tension. From the observations of the activities organised for Qspace and the conversations with the different stakeholders, it became apparent that the management team assumed that by setting up everything themselves to the very last detail before and during each event, they would better support creativity and also make things easier for the participants and the event organisers. In this context, the managers’ expectations of Qspace’s ideal use were often observed to clash with the actual needs of the event.

Moreover, the careful planning and assistance, that was intended to facilitate teaching and inspire creativity, quite often hindered rather than facilitated them. This raises the question of whether such careful planning and constant facilitation was necessary in this space. For the managers of Qspace it is clear that they felt it was necessary. Only through their planning and facilitation, creativity could be provoked; and this needed to be patrolled.

Secondly, creativity was also viewed by the managers as an activity that could be facilitated. Designing a specific physical arrangement of furniture (bean bags) and particular unusual activities, such as writing on the walls would lead to creative behaviours. Their approach, therefore, was to *anticipate creativity with a plan*. While well intentioned, their efforts and ideas were problematic. The nature of the events and the characteristics of the group were resistant to being organised in such a way. Creativity cannot be engineered as such but needs to simply happen. For example, more creative instances were observed in the occasions where Qspace was used in a more open-ended manner with minimal planning and facilitation such as in the Scrapbook event. Often creativity is engendered through some degree of discomfort (which is what Qspace’s minimalist design was intended to do in the first place) but also requires a level of comfort that would motivate and
allow individuals to express themselves out of the ordinary thoughts and behaviours. Furthermore, maintaining the same conditions for every event (writing on the walls, using bean bags, etc) can become ordinary and in doing so, too, comfortable to inspire or provoke any creative processes.

However, most of the times, it required one or the other to give up. Reality turned out to be different than the ideal. While the role of the managers was central to how Qspace was used; it would have been interesting to see what would have happened without their facilitation. Would participants appropriate and be more creative with the space and the technology in Qspace or would they be lost in the unfamiliarity of Qspace’s minimalist design?

5.6.4 Further reflections on the facilitation of Qspace

Qspace was closed down in 2010 after 3.5 years in operation. The CETL initiative that was funding Qspace along with 73 other innovative learning spaces around the UK came to an end. As part of this process a final evaluation report was published. Here we examine some of the points raised in the report.

In particular, we refer to issues that have been identified by the managers as matters that needed addressing. Most notable are the planning and facilitation issues:

1. timetabling,

2. time and resource implications of the facilitation model,

3. inappropriate use of Qspace

4. tutors’ fears over the level of investment and preparation required to use Qspace
5. lack of ownership over the space

6. lack of ownership and fear of the technology

These points resonate with some of the findings of our study of Qspace. For example, as observed in the studies reported here, the need for much planning and facilitation acted as a deterrent for its subsequent use. Similarly, the lack of ownership resulted in the space not being appropriated and used as it was meant to. For example, while Qspace's desired use was to involve users re-configuring the space technologically and spatially to provoke and teach creativity, in reality such reconfiguration was only accomplished by or through the managers of Qspace.

The managers also report on how they addressed the identified issues. Ironically, one recommendation was to have additional planning and facilitation strategies. For example, the problem of timetabling was proposed to be resolved by the managers through negotiating with the event owners; and by developing strong work relationships with the institution's timetabling team. This was acted upon, enabling Qspace managers to book and plan for events even more in advance (e.g. two terms in advance). To address the time and resource implications from the facilitation model, the managers resolved imposing restrictions on the use of Qspace by: a) limiting the events organised in Qspace to one per day; b) enforcing and maintaining a specific spatial and technological setup per session (thus suspending frequent re-configurations); c) encouraging the combination of sessions so they take up less time and; d) pausing Qspace's use during holidays or term breaks. To address avoiding any inappropriate use of Qspace, they proposed that they vet all proposals to use Qspace. For this, all event owners had to meet in advance with the managers to discuss the nature of the event, their needs and expectations from Qspace and also they had to fill a lengthy
form that included descriptions of the above along with other specifications. To
address the tutors’ fears over the level of preparation required to use Qspace, the
managers proposed reinforcing their role in facilitating the sessions so there is less
for the tutors to do.

The lack of ownership over the space was considered by the managers as
being caused by health and safety issues and consequently addressed by: “(1) High
levels of health and safety signage; (2) Health and safety briefings at the start of
every course, tailoring of permissions to suit levels of tutor experience and specific
usage; (3) Exploration of management and legal models for Health and Safety from
theatre; (4) Revisiting of furniture, e.g. removal of some sliding screens to remove
‘shearing’ risk”. In the same spirit, the lack of ownership over the technology was
addressed by: “(1) User diagrams showing device position and clarifying connections;
(2) Grouping of related hardware into local orientation pods; (3) Dedicated time for
system development and upgrade”.

This evaluation report highlights a number of points that were identified as
problematic during the operation of Qspace by its managers. Many of these points
resonate with this work. Further, what is noted here is the specific way in which
the managers understood and accordingly responded to those issues which is with
further facilitation. While this is not how this work understood these points, it is
important to identify such differences in perspectives and find ways to bridge
those.

---

26 The full report is not included in the appendix due to size (70 pages), but is available and can be
provided upon request.
5.6.5 Summary of outcomes

The study presented in this chapter reports on the everyday use of Qspace, an unconventional innovative learning environment designed to support creativity in teaching and learning, as this was observed and experienced by the researcher and talked about by its users. The descriptions of Qspace’s everyday use answer the question of what takes place in this innovative learning space at an everyday context or in this case whenever it is used. Together with the descriptions from the other two studies, they provide an answer to the first research question (How do people interact with the architectural and technological infrastructure and each other in innovative learning spaces on an everyday basis?).

Further the discussion of this chapter contrasts the everyday use of Qspace with what was envisioned and anticipated by its managers and answers in part the second research question (How do actual everyday interactions compare with those envisioned by the designers and managers of these spaces?). Findings showed that Qspace’s actual use was different to what it were anticipated by its designers and managers. The nature of the events that took place during the observation were not in line with the creative learning agenda of the space. Further, instances of creativity were often forced or lost in conflicts between the managers, the event organisers and the users.

The discussion in this chapter also begins to account for the potential reasons of this tension between actual and anticipated use, as part of a framework that will satisfy research question 3 (How do we account for the differences between actual and anticipated use of the spaces?). More specifically, the model of facilitation and the unconventionality of Qspace’s design were found to make it difficult for people to use and appropriate. Contrarily to Dspace, Qspace was
facilitated to the extent of patrolling, with participants and event organisers left with minimal or no freedom to do things their own way (customisation and appropriation). The unconventionality of its design further made Qspace ‘hard to read’ both infrastructurally (technology and layout) and socially (e.g. what people were allowed to do, feelings of exposure). Accounting for these issues and finding ways to address them can allow for a re-alignment between actual and anticipated use. This is elaborated further in the Discussion Chapter of this thesis.
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6.1 Introduction

The study in this chapter follows from the previous two studies. Similar to Dspace and Qspace, Cspace was space that was designed to support a variety of learning activities in a comfortable and innovative way. However, it differs from the previous two settings in that its architectural layout was fixed.

The main purpose of Cspace was to support group work among computer science students. Another motivation was to accommodate for a variety of formal and informal learning activities such as teaching, studying, programming (document production and coding) and testing. Previously in Chapter 4, findings from Dspace suggested that the more functions are added in one setting the more ambiguous and confusing it can become to onlookers which, in turn, can hinder its original, intended use. Considering that Cspace’s agenda was multipurpose, it remains to be seen whether tensions similar to those found in Dspace will arise. Following on from this work, a central focus for the analysis in the Cspace study was to examine what took place in Cspace at an everyday basis and compare that with its anticipated use. This included examining the use of the technology and people’s interactions with the space and each other.
6.2 The study

The methodological approach employed in the Cspace study was again ethnographic, involving participant observation of naturally occurring activities and semi-structured interviews. Access and consent were negotiated and granted at all the different occasions and with all the involved parties (director, tutors, and students).

6.2.1 Choice of setting

Cspace was a CETL space chosen as the third setting for our ethnographic exploration. Cspace was an innovative learning space designed to support collaborative work between students as well as various other activities (individual study, practical sessions, programming etc). The reasoning behind this choice was that Cspace shared several common features both with Dspace and Qspace but at the same time it had a significant difference regarding how the concept of flexible design was materialised in terms of its spatial layout. In contrast to the previous two settings Cspace’s furniture was fixed/immovable. The vision of flexible design that is a crucial feature of innovative learning spaces was however accomplished/embodied through the technological infrastructure of the space that involved a combination of movable and immovable, personal and shared devices.

In addition, Cspace was chosen as its design was less unconventional to Qspace’s: the initial analysis of Qspace's data had shown that the unconventional design was relating to the users’ not being able to use the technology and the managers’ having to continuously provide facilitation. Similar to Dspace and Qspace, Cspace was designed to accommodate for a variety of activities - formal and informal - in a comfortable and innovative way. Again a central focus for this
study was to examine whether and how multi-purposeness was negotiated and realised in an everyday context. This included examining the use of the technology and people’s interactions with the space and each other.

6.2.2 Data collection

Prior to the first visit in Cspace, a two-hour meeting was set up with the director of the space. During this meeting, the purposes and other specifics of the study (e.g. methodological approach) were communicated to the director and as a result consent and access to Cspace were finalised. Further, the discussion with the director provided details about the making of Cspace, the initial ideas and motivation, its everyday usage along with issues that emerged after its making and occasionally led into changes. This information along with the collected online material about Cspace contributed significantly to gaining a deeper initial understanding about the agenda and use of the space. The manager further introduced the researcher to the tutors that used the space. The tutors were also informed about the purposes of the study and had the chance to raise concerns or provide comments. The tutors further provided input on how the specifics of the study could be communicated to the students and volunteered to enable that process. A short observational session of Cspace was also arranged for the researcher to get acquainted with the space and how data would be collected.

The observation and data collection in Cspace was completed in three phases. This provided the opportunity to observe a broad diversity of its everyday practices. Fieldnotes, documents and photos were collected in all three phases. The first observational phase took place in May 2009 for a three-day period. This coincided with the beginning of the Easter term exam period; as a result examination sessions, individual and group study sessions for exam purposes were
taking place. On average approximately 20-25 people (students and tutors) frequented Cspace during that time. There were more people in the two days when the examination took place and less (~10) on the other day.

The second phase took place in October 2009; a week of observational sessions was carried out in Cspace. The second phase took place at the beginning of the academic year so that newcomers27 interaction could be observed. The interest with the newcomers followed on from the previous findings arising from the Dspace study, where newcomers’ assumptions and use of the space were found to be influenced by the activities already taking place in the room. In addition, our analysis from the first phase indicated that Cspace users interacted with the space and the technology confidently and effortlessly. This raised an interest as to whether newcomers would find using Cspace as intuitive as it seemed for the users already observed or whether they had to learn how to use the space. For the second phase, we observed a week of the everyday life in Cspace that consisted of informal (study groups, individual reading sessions) and formal learning activities (tutored practical sessions) as well as non-learning activities (having lunch, rendez-vous point). The researcher also took part as a member of one of the teams in the practical sessions that just began that week. In addition to collecting fieldnotes, documents and photos, questionnaires were handed out to the student population of the practical sessions. The reason behind the questionnaires was to gather some collective information about when the students started using Cspace, whether they used other spaces in campus to study and also what they thought about Cspace. The questionnaires mainly served as a way for the researcher to

27 The term newcomers is chosen on purpose instead of first-year students as our study established (from casual conversations and the results from the questionnaires) that the great majority of newcomers were second-year students.
corroborate some of the themes already emerging from the observations. Video footage that was already being recorded using existing facilities in Cspace were also scheduled to be given to the researcher, but these were not captured due to technical problems. On average, 20-30 students frequented Cspace on a regular day. For the practical sessions, the students consisted of two groups of 20-25 students.

The third phase of the study was conducted in February 2010 for a period of two days. During this period, issues that emerged from the analysis of the previous two phases were followed up. In particular, a focus was on the students’ groups from the practical sessions that were observed in October and issues concerned with collaboration, seating and use of the technology. This time video recordings were captured for each booth, enabling us to examine the interactions during the practical sessions. However, the recordings were without sound due to some further issues with the recording software.

6.2.3 Data analysis

Similarly to the previous two settings, the collected data was considered and analysed based on the approach of situated action. The everyday interactions taking place in Cspace were considered in relation to the plans for its anticipated usage as this was reported or envisioned by managers and designers of the space. The analytic approach allowed also for potential other themes that emerged to be considered as expressions of the situated action that took place independently of the desired or planned action. The outcomes of the analysis are presented as themes of actual use in a section 6.4 and later on discussed with regards to the envisioned usage of the space. All the emerging themes are further considered in relation to existing literature and the research questions.
6.2.4 Participants

Participants in this study were all the students and tutors that had access to and entered Cspace during the three phases of the data collection. Primarily these were Computer Science tutors and students both undergraduates and postgraduates.

6.2.5 Ethical considerations

The manager of the space was informed about the research scope of this study (research questions, methodological approach) and the reasons why Cspace was chosen among the settings under investigation. Following, she granted access to the space and introduced the researcher to all tutors that might be using the space. Accordingly, the tutors using the space were informed in advance about the details of the study (research agenda, methodological approach) and agreed to the researcher's presence in Cspace as well as to data being collected in the form of fieldnotes. Further, in the later phase of the study all official gatekeepers (managers, tutors) verbally agreed for the researcher to have access to the booth video footage that was already being recorded daily. Students using the space were already informed that they were being recorded by signage around and outside Cspace.

Upon the manager's and tutors' recommendation, information about the study taking place in Cspace was communicated to the students i) verbally by the researcher; ii) verbally by the tutors and iii) in written – both via individual handouts and in the form of posters inside Cspace. At any point, participants (students and tutors) were given the choice to opt out and their data would be deleted immediately.
6.3 The setting

6.3.1 Setting description

Cspace was a Centre for Excellence in Teaching and Learning (CETL) in Computer Science, situated on the third floor of the Engineering Department building in a UK university campus. Similarly, to Qspace, it was the only recently renovated space in a building that dated 10-15 years old and mostly consisted of engineering workshops and laboratories. The location of Cspace was not easily detected as the numbering of the rooms in the building was not marked clearly and the only other signage of its presence consisted of printed A4 papers posted in the staircase of each floor.

![Printed A4 papers posted on the bottom of the staircase of each floor of the building to indicate the location of Cspace](image)

Access to the space was granted only to engineering and computer science students and controlled via the use of a swipe card – similarly to Dspace. Cspace consisted of ten booths – five on each side of the room separated by a large corridor of high tables with laptops on them – that could accommodate from 6 to 8 students each. In every booth, there was an interactive SmartBoard, one or two tablet PCs and laptops. Lighting (top and back lit to avoid glare on screens) could be controlled independently in each booth by dimmer switches. The booths had
some soundproofing qualities; ensuring groups working in adjoining booths did not disturb each other. At the entrance, there was a smaller area with some benches and a vending machine that sold snacks and drinks.

Several months after the opening of Cspace, the manager together with the tutors using the space, considered that it would be useful to add some additional monitoring equipment to support formal teaching in the space. This was based on the concern that, due to the booth design, the tutors were unable to see and keep track of what happened in each booth and intervene if any group was in need of assistance. To address this, a podium with a PC and two monitors attached to it was installed in the space (see Figure 6.2); specialist software, developed specifically for Cspace, ran on the podium PC and communicated with the cameras installed in the booths. The cameras provided real-time feeds from the booths, allowing the tutor to monitor the activity within the booths and control input image projection from his/her PC to the SmartBoards. The sound and video capturing facilities could also be used by the students for podcasting, and Skype sessions with non-co-located groups.

![Image of a podium in Cspace](image)

**Figure 6.2. The tutor’s podium at the front of Cspace**

Access to Cspace was available to all computer science and engineering students and staff. However, as the director explained, it was mostly computer science
students and staff that used it. One reason for this was that computer science students had to use Cspace as part of some of their courses while engineering students did not. Also, as it will be described in section 6.4.2, computer science students eventually claimed total ownership of the space.

Cspace was designed by the combined contributions of its manager and an architect that was hired to assist with both structural and aesthetic aspects of design. For its design, a number of requirements relating to its use were taken into account as well as some specific layout constraints from the manager. These are elaborated in the next section.

6.3.2 Anticipated use

Cspace's main purpose was to support collaborative work among computer science students. The idea for having an innovative space to support collaborative learning between computer science students emerged from a reported lack of a similar work environment on campus. An evaluation of the existing campus spaces, together with the findings of a focus group and a survey, described the available spaces and IT laboratories as suitable for individual work but not well suited for group work. In addition, the students described the existing spaces (e.g. IT labs and library study rooms) as functional but not pleasant and, also, expressed their discontent at not being able to consume food or beverages in those settings. These concerns and the overall feedback from the students fed into the initial requirements for the design of Cspace. This identified need that led to the inception of Cspace was also in tune with the broader scope of the CETL initiative that encouraged a shift away from passive learning in higher education and sought to “facilitate a shift towards far higher levels of active student engagement where knowledge is obtained by sharing, problem-solving and creating”. In Cspace, same as
in other innovative learning spaces, features of flexible design were brought in to accommodate this goal: “[Cspace will] allow students to work together in a comfortable environment supported by flexible and time-saving technologies”.

In addition to its main purpose regarding collaborative work, Cspace aimed to support and possibly enhance a variety of formal and informal activities. More specifically Cspace’s anticipated use involved supporting:

- Teaching; as a space where formal teaching could take place
- Thinking; as “a quiet study area for individuals”
- Coding and testing; as an area where computer science students could program and produce documentation relevant to their code as well as test and experiment with hardware solutions
- Communication; as an area where informal group discussion is facilitated (...) where students can email, use mobile phones, have coffee and lunch without disrupting others.

To accomplish these aims a particular design was chosen for Cspace. The designer and director of Cspace decided – with the aid of an architect – on the final design of Cspace, taking into account these initial requirements together with her personal ideas on how computing students could work more effectively in groups. The director’s vivid memories of spending hours in a Pizza Express,28 with diner style booths, while working on group assignments as an undergraduate student gave her the inspiration to make the space look like a diner and this resulted in the cocoon-like design of Cspace (see Figure 6.3). Such a design afforded privacy and

---

28 Pizza Express is a chain of pizza restaurants with over 300 restaurants in UK and Ireland.
face-to-face communication but at the same time presumed a considerable degree of intimacy for people to co-exist comfortably in the confined area of the booth. In typical diners, people sharing a booth usually know each other in advance and are comfortable – to some extent at least – sitting so close to each other. However, in Cspace not all students were friends or acquaintances with each other and, in particular, for their practical sessions they were expected to share the booth with people they didn’t know as the teams were chosen randomly by the tutors. A question this raises is how comfortable would they be in such an intimate setting? What would the appeal of a space so different from the traditional IT labs be for computer science students?

Figure 6.3. (1) A typical American diner contrasted with the design of Cspace (2) with high tables and stools and booths with tables and facing couch seating to allow for prolonged use; (3) and (4) show friends seated and sharing in diner booths
6.4 Actual use

In Cspace diverse activities co-existed in harmony; students collaborated in a variety of ways; they also switched seamlessly between studying and socialising, using their personal devices and the space’s.

6.4.1 Activities across booths: Coexistence of diverse activities

Cspace was found to accommodate a diversity of activities from socialising to formal learning. The different activities occurred in parallel at the different booths, be it during software engineering practical sessions, exams or other events. In contrast to the cornering and whispering behaviours observed in previous settings, users of Cspace engaged in diverse activities and co-existed without exhibiting similar ‘quiet’ behaviours.

Cspace’s users were not disturbed by others’ activities. For example, a common occurrence in Cspace during lunchtime involved one group of students having lunch in one booth and in the adjacent booth another discussing or working on an assignment. The loudness of the group eating lunch didn’t seem to bother the focused readers and similarly the quietness of those working didn’t seem to affect those eating lunch from being loud. The body language and the overall demeanour of the students in both sides indicated they were comfortable co-existing; no whispering, no angry staring and no creating corners were observed. Figure 6.4 shows four screenshots of the interactions that took place at the same time in four booths during one of the practical sessions. In the first screenshot, two students are working on a joint assignment; in the second, one student is studying individually; in the third, one of the student teams from the practical sessions is reporting to the tutors on their progress; and in the fourth, two students are relaxing after having spent a few hours working in the booth.
Another example of diverse activities co-existing in Cspace took place during an exam event. This particular example illustrates how the co-existence was unproblematic even during formally structured teaching activities, such as an exam. More specifically, at the time of the exam, six out of the ten booths were occupied. In three of them, there were groups of three people, two of which seemed to be academic staff and not students. The interaction in the three booths was more or less the same and looked quite formal. The two of them were seated on one side of the booth while the student was on the other. A PowerPoint slide was displayed on the shared screen and the two people on the one side were asking questions while pointing to the document. Later it was confirmed to the researcher that an exam was taking place. In the two other occupied booths, groups of students were chatting relatively loudly and having coffee. In the remaining occupied booth, two students seemed to be studying – later on the researcher talked to them and they said they were postgraduate students revising for an exam.

This coexistence of diverse activities was unnoticed by the locals (students and tutors). As mentioned earlier, no whispering took place; no one’s posture or
demeanour indicated that they were unhappy or uncomfortable with what took place in Cspace. Furthermore, when some of them were asked directly about it by the researcher (e.g. “Are you not distracted by the noise from the other booths?”), the majority replied that they didn’t even notice and a few of them tried to provide some explanation by linking it to the spatial layout of Cspace, i.e. the booths.

The unproblematic coexistence of the different activities seemed to happen – at least to some extent – due to the efficacy of the cocoon-like design of the booths. As mentioned earlier, the booths were soundproofed to some extent. Apart from their soundproofing quality, visibility had an effect: the view in each booth was restricted to outsiders; usually only the group sitting in the booth across could see what happened in another booth. By blocking view to/from others, the booth design might have allowed students and tutors to occasionally forget the presence of others and work as if it was only them in the room.

6.4.2 From working to socialising

Another theme that emerged from the analysis was a continuous shifting between work and non-work-related activities within each booth. Students switched effortlessly between reading, writing code, debugging, solving problems to chatting, checking their emails and Facebook, browsing YouTube and then returned to their previous work state. This kind of, what we are calling, socio-work just happened naturally; to-ing and fro-ing between the students in the booth, without being pre-negotiated, forced or discussed.

Furthermore, socio-work took place regardless of whether students were working individually, in groups or tutors were present. Individual workers in Cspace often shifted their attention from their monitor or their notes and books in order to check the messages on their mobile phone or make a phone call and then
immediately returned back to working. Similarly, they briefly checked their emails and Facebook updates and depending on what they found, might move to another booth to share with others, pause for a short or long period of time and then return to their work.

In groups, shifting between the social and the course-related activities often took place without any explicit signal. For example, there were individuals within a group that shifted from working to checking emails, messages etc, and imperceptibly back again. In this case, the individual socio-work usually had no effect on the rest of the group. A variation of the previous case involved the socio-work of one individual being transferred to the group. In that case, for instance, one person within the group would have a break, browsing Facebook, YouTube etc, and find something that he/she decided was interesting or funny enough to share with the rest of the group. Automatically, his/her sharing with one or more members of the group initiated the shift towards all having a look, indicating it was OK to have a social break. Another variation, involved the group shifting to a social break mode due to someone from another group interrupting their work. It was a common occurrence especially during the practical sessions, for students to go to other booths, either to catch up or to discuss some work-related issue. Even if the interruption involved a work-related issue, it was observed that the majority of the interrupted group would go into socialising mode. However, there were also instances where members of the group did not follow others but instead continued working without any indication of being annoyed or interrupted and had their own break at a different time.

To illustrate in more detail how these switches took place, two examples are provided of the seamless, interchanging and diverse nature of socio-work in
Cspace. The first took place in booth 3 during one of the practical sessions. The students were working on a group assignment until the arriving of some newcomers created the opportunity of a social break. From that point on, students were moving from work to non-work activities and vice versa for the next two and a half hours, either as a group or individually. A summarized version of the fieldnotes that describe the selected screenshots is provided to help understand the storyline:
15:04 Three students (one is not visible) are working in the booth on their assignment.

15:30 Two newcomers are joining the group. There is a commotion that spreads to the pre-existing members; working is not the prevailing activity anymore.

15:31 Two of the students that were working until 2 minutes ago have stopped; one of them is chatting with one of the newcomers (girl in purple) and the other -previously non visible- is stretching and yawning. The other student has left the booth.

15:40 Guy on the left is still chatting with the girl in purple, while girl on the right grabs the opportunity for a short nap.
**16:00** Back to work: almost 30 minutes later the group is back to work.

**16:12** Changing seat in the booth to work with student across. The girl in the corner continues work as well. Two members of the group are not present.

**16:39** Another impromptu break as the group is re-organising; some are leaving and some are staying to continue working. The guy on the right continues to work while the others are chatting.

**17:02** The two remaining members of the group are using the shared display for collaborative debugging.

**17:58** 'Joke time'; a fifteen-minute fun break before heading home.
As it can be seen, over a period of three hours, there were social breaks almost every thirty minutes. Some of them were long (30 minutes) and some of them were short (5-10 minutes). The breaks were not always synchronous for all members of the groups; some had a break while others continued working. This was a main feature for this style of work: not everyone had to participate in the break or for the whole duration of a break and not everyone had to work when others worked. Work and socialising were not antagonistic but complementary practices and were both understood – or tolerated – as such by the members of the booth.

The second example shows instances from the group work, taking place in booth 1 from 16:40 until 17:40pm; this group's practical session has finished but they didn't leave Cspace. Instead, they stayed to work on their assignment some more. They first work together and then have a break to stretch, check their mobile phones and Facebook. Then, they go back to work, later some of them leave and another break takes place. For the third time, they return to work until it is time for one more student to go.

16:50 Four students are in the booth, working on their software engineering assignment.

17:00 Ten minutes later one of them is standing, (to stretch?) and another one grabs his mobile, while still chatting with the student next to him about the assignment.
17:02 Break time: Student in yellow stretching while chatting about YouTube videos with student next to him. Student in grey one is checking his iPhone and the one in the corner is checking his emails.

17:08 Less than ten minutes later the majority of the group returns to work. Only the student in grey with the iPhone is not [Seems to be playing a game on the iPhone].

17:19 Student with the mobile phone has left, the other three continue to work. Seems like another one is ready to leave: he stands next to the student in yellow, discussing about some part of code while getting his things ready.

17:21 Student previously standing just left; the other two are having a break, checking and texting on their mobile phones.
17:23 Back to work.

17:34 Student previously sitting in the corner just left; student in yellow stood up so the other could leave, but still working. He is chatting with one of the tutors that are still in Cspace about some problems with his code.

17:38 Checking the mobile phone (arranging to meet with others for dinner/drinks?) while finishing on some work.

In this example, the transitions between having a break and going back to work are more swift and subtle. A simple action, such as one person standing or stretching or checking their mobile phone goes almost unnoticed but is enough to signal that at least one member of the group has stopped working and potentially got other members to join. Body postures also indicate gradations within the work or break period. Students change from slouched positions to more upright and then stand while still engaged in working or talking about work related things before leaving (see for
example, photo with time stamp 17:19 and transition from 17:23 to 17:34). All of these examples show that between checking Facebook, typing messages on mobile phones, stretching, napping, joking, eating, drinking coffee, work still gets done.

### 6.4.3 Technology use

In this section, the way the students used both their own and the technology provided in Cspace, is examined. A main observation was that students were continuously ‘plugged in’ either by using their personal devices and/or the space’s infrastructure. Depending on what they wanted to achieve, they moved between the different technologies. For the students, these transitions and plugging in were part of their everyday practice and happened effortlessly. The tutors, on the other hand, rarely used the technology in Cspace.

**Connecting personal devices in Cspace’s infrastructure**

Students using Cspace were found to bring in their own personal devices (e.g. laptops, netbooks and smart phones) and seamlessly integrate them with the existing technology (see Figure 6.5). For example, during the practical sessions, there were many instances where students brought their laptops into Cspace and connected them to the SmartBoards installed in the booths in order to show their work group and the tutors what they had been working individually. The majority of the students – newcomers included – plugged their personal devices into the existing infrastructure without asking for help and without being instructed on how to do so. This practice was performed in such a familiar and automated way that it was barely noticeable. Moreover, students felt comfortable enough to even unplug the other students’ devices from the shared display without asking specifically for permission. Permission was unanimously and tacitly granted the moment one member of the group indicated there was content in their device that needed/had to be shared.
To illustrate the effortless use of personal and existing technology in the space, two examples from the fieldnotes are provided. On one occasion, a group of four students walked into one of the booths to work on their group assignment. All the students carried their personal devices; two of them had netbooks and the other two laptops (see (1) in Figure 6.5). They took the devices and their power cables out of their bags and plugged them into the power strip under the SmartBoard. One of them used the Ethernet cable to connect to the internet. The students casually chatted while setting up their devices in the booth. For the most part, the students went through the process of plugging in, without any checking or negotiation taking place. The only time they checked was when they glimpsed at the power strip to make sure there was a free socket for their device. Later, one of them connected his laptop with the SmartBoard to share his work with the rest of the group. Again he didn’t ask or check with anyone before doing so; he briefly looked at the cables in the booth, grabbed the one connected to the SmartBoard and then focused back on his screen while plugging the cable to one of the USB ports on his laptop.

In addition to their netbooks and laptops, students carried their mobile phones with them. While the mobile phones were not used in combination with the booth’s technology – at least on this occasion – they laid them onto the table next to their laptops/netbooks (same as before, Figure 6.5). This enabled students to check their messages or take calls while working. At the same time, this message checking and call receiving reinforced socio-work, as it enabled opportunities for interruptions. Phone calls and messages brought news from the outside world that occasionally were shared with the rest of the group – and led to a social break from work; or meant that the students had to stand or move to answer them which, again, triggered possible interruptions from work.
On another occasion, a group of students was working in one of the booths during a practical session. One of the students was working on the tablet PC provided in the booth, while the other three had their personal devices; two of them had laptops and one had his personal tablet PC. During the session, three of the students alternated between using the SmartBoard to share the content of their devices with the rest of the group. On most occasions, one student passed the cable to the other and less often one disconnected the cable himself from the other’s device. When the student with the personal tablet PC was the one sharing content – which was often the case – he used his smart phone to browse for work-related content in the web (see (2) in Figure 6.5) instead of the tablet PC. It is possible that he did this to preserve the shared content on the SmartBoard while retrieving relevant information. As in the previous example, the students plugged their devices in the booth without any negotiation or difficulty.

Figure 6.5. Students (1) using their own laptops and (2) plugging them into the SmartBoard in the booth

In addition, the ease with which students could connect and disconnect their devices or their content from the shared SmartBoard display allowed them to maintain some aspects of their work or screen as private. For instance, it was observed that the person whose laptop was being shared through the SmartBoard with the group, occasionally took his screen out of projection-shared mode just with a single tap on his
keyboard in order to perform more private online activities such as check his emails or chat.

During the study, there was only one incident where a group of newcomers was having trouble using the technology in Cspace. The students wanted to use the SmartBoard. Unfortunately, the SmartBoard in their booth was not responding. For fifteen minutes the students tried a variety of possible solutions to get the SmartBoard to work (e.g. fiddled with the cabling, checked software and plugged different devices). In the end, they managed to figure out the source of the problem – the SmartBoard was switched off – but they couldn’t locate the switch and decided to ask the students in the adjacent booth for help.

Similar troubling encounters with technology have been reported in our previous settings and particularly in Dspace. However, Cspace was different, both in terms of the frequency of such incidents and in terms of the coping mechanisms observed. In Cspace, the students did not hesitate or question at any point whether they were allowed to fiddle with the cables or make changes to the software to fix the problem. Also, the decision to ask for help was not negotiated as a critical decision but was acted upon in a casual way similar to asking someone what time it is. Some possible explanations for the observed differences in interacting with and troubleshooting technology between Cspace and the previous settings will be discussed in section 6.5.

Moving between technologies

Depending on the specifics of the activity at hand, students moved between using the technologies available to them. Students did not negotiate with one another or the
tutors as to what they could use; they were not instructed towards or restricted from any type of device. Again, as in the previous setting, the infrastructure provided in Cspace along with the existing culture of practice seemed to have contributed to the creation and smooth realisation of this phenomenon.

To illustrate this ‘moving between technologies’ some examples are provided. When working in groups for an assignment such as the software engineering project, students often used the SmartBoards to show, discuss and reflect on shared and private work content. Moreover, when students used Cspace fleetingly for their lunch break or for a coffee break between lectures, it was common to use Cspace’s laptops to check their emails or catch up with Facebook updates. On these occasions, one of the students usually turned on one of the laptops in the booth and the group took turns to use it. Furthermore, most of the students used the laptops and tablet-PCs already existing in Cspace – instead of their own – during initial phases of the software engineering project or for document production. As the students explained, the reason for this was because most of the templates for these documents were uploaded in the university server and could be easier to access through the spaces’ infrastructure. In addition, the space’s laptops contained software that enabled using the interactive features of the SmartBoard whereas if they used their own laptops they could share the content of their screens without being able to interact with it.

The interactive features of the SmartBoards (see Figure 6.6) were not used very often but, for particular tasks, students described them as “quite useful and nice to have”. In particular, for document production and for study groups during the exam period students preferred to use the SmartBoards as their interactive features allowed them a range of interactions that would not have been available otherwise. These included: to underline and edit text while it was shared; to add hand-written
comments to the content of the display or write the solution to mathematical problems and then save the combined content as an image file to their personal devices.

![Figure 6.6. A demonstration of the interactive features of a SmartBoard](image)

On the other hand, in later phases of their project assignment, groups tended to use their personal devices more frequently and Cspace’s laptops and tablet PCs less. A main reason for this shift was that students were often working on sections of the assignment at home individually and their personal devices carried the contents of this work. Students brought their devices in Cspace to show their individual work to the rest of the group and the tutors, to coordinate and discuss which sections needed further work and to carry on working during the session. In addition, in the later phases of the project, the students’ work involved a considerable amount of programming and debugging. For this activity, Cspace’s laptops and tablet PCs were considered by the students “very slow” and “severely underpowered (for computer science applications)” and as a result were not preferred.

**Tutors’ approach**

As mentioned earlier in section 6.2, an audio-visual monitoring system was added in Cspace after its launch to support formal learning sessions. More specifically, the system installed aimed to support the tutors in addressing the whole classroom, monitoring the students’ activities in each booth and being able to intervene if
necessary. Because of Cspace’s unconventional seating arrangement, traditional ways of teaching30 were not possible without the help of the technology. Technology was brought in to compensate for the tutor’s lack of visibility of the groups in the booths, and for establishing their control and feedback to each of the groups. A form of videoconferencing software was used so the tutor could switch between seeing what was happening at each of the booths remotely on their screen and make comments to each group on what they were doing.

However, during the study, the tutors were never seen to use this particular technology. Instead, they walked around the booths to chat with the students, answer questions and provide feedback to their progress. Doing this took longer in time but the students used the waiting time to continue working on other parts of the assignment, to discuss issues that they had stumbled upon, to research possible solutions to problems, to decide on the questions they had for the tutors. One example from the fieldnotes illustrates this. On one occasion, at the very first practical session, a group of four students was observed to familiarise themselves with the problem space while waiting for the tutor to provide further guidance. The tutors had instructed all the groups to upload the documentation of the assignment on the SmartBoard and read through it. In the particular group observed, one of the students read the problem (assignment requirements) out loud while the rest of the group listened. Occasionally, the ‘reader’ would pause and address the others about a specific requirement “Has anyone worked on anything similar before?” or comment on his experience “I have worked with Visual Studio in the past for another course assignment...”. They also used online search engines to research parts of the problem that were unfamiliar or unclear to them. During these interruptions the group engaged

30 ‘Traditional ways of teaching’ refers to the way a teacher/tutor/lecturer would address and instruct their audience in a typical classroom/lecture theatre layout.
in discussion, slowly built an understanding of the problem and sketched an initial division of labour for the assignment. When the tutor arrived at their booth, she provided a more detailed description of the specifics of the problem and answered the students’ questions. She also asked clarification questions to identify whether the group had understood what was expected to do.

When the researcher asked the tutors why they did not use the dedicated monitoring and facilitating system, various responses were provided. For example, one of them claimed that it was “too much of a fuss” to set it up and it was “not worth the trouble”; the other one said that she preferred a face-to-face interaction with the students as to her “it was more suitable for this type of work and also much more meaningful”.

6.4.4 Patterns of collaboration: transcending booth limitations

The analysis of Cspace in this chapter has demonstrated several kinds of smooth transitions between the student’s interactions when working and socialising together. Their collaborations were supported occasionally by the design of Cspace and occasionally despite of it. Students collaborated in a variety of ways, both within the booth and across booths; most importantly these collaborative configurations happened intuitively and effortlessly.

In most cases students were observed collaborating in pairs. The booth layout promoted such pairings to occur; either the physical proximity or the face-to-face communication enforced by the couch seating or better the combination of the two. For example in a group of four students sharing one booth, the two students on one side of the booth often worked with each other and not with the person sitting across from them. On such occasions, it was also frequent for them to share one laptop and a notepad or alternate between using one and other’s laptops (see (1) and (2) in Figure
Although more rare, students worked in pairs across the two sides of the booth, vertically or diagonally (see (3), (4) and (5) in Figure 6.7). On both these occasions students used either the SmartBoard to acquire a shared view of the task or document at hand (see (4) in Figure 6.7); or turned their screens for the other person to see/contribute to the task (see (3) in Figure 6.7). When a group bigger than two people was working together (and not in pairs as described previously), they would use the SmartBoard to share content with the rest of the group as in (6) in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.7. Patterns of collaboration: (1),(2) Students working in pairs side by side sharing one screen or alternating between monitors and notes; (3),(4),(5) students working in pairs across the
booth and either using the SmartBoard or turning their monitors; and (6) whole group collaboration while sharing information on the SmartBoard

While the booth design enabled within booth collaborations, it restricted across booths collaborations. Students couldn’t interact with their peers unless they physically moved from one booth to the other. Still, students quite often did so. Members of one group or individual users visited the groups in the neighbouring booths (especially during the practical sessions). These visits most of the times were motivated by the need to request some information or clarification about a work related subject; however, as discussed in 6.4.2 they often triggered socialising or a fun break.

Furthermore, along with walking around the booths, students found other ways of transcending the restrictions of the booth design. During the study there was one incident where students instead of walking to each others’ booth, were actually yelling to each other over them to communicate. It is possible that at first the students hadn’t realised there were other students in Cspace and thought it was just them. At some point though, it was clear they were aware of the presence of others; the frequency of their yelling across booths reduced but did not cease. More specifically, the incident took place during the exam period at the first phase of the Cspace study and involved three post-graduate students, all working individually in separate booths adjacent to one other. They talked – and sometimes shouted - through the walls of the book about a course-related problem, without leaving their booth. To achieve this, it took time and effort as often they couldn’t hear each other clearly and they had to repeat more than once parts of the solution. Keeping the pace between all three of them also seemed to be a challenge and some of the repetitions were to make up for the catching up.
Another way to deal with the lag was to pause after every sentence to give time to the other two. Often, during these pauses, the person reading or one of the other two interrupted the process with a comment that was not related to the exercise. Usually these comments were jokes, gossips or mentions to something that the person had read or watched, such as funny video or a post on Facebook. Triggered by those comments the students would have a short or a longer break from their solution walkthrough. Similar to how the students worked within the booth, this group of students, while seating across three booths switched from working to having social breaks.

These examples illustrate how students worked together in Cspace in a variety of ways, accommodating the physical limitations imposed by the booth-like design. Students were comfortable working within the booth and equally comfortable working across the booths, when necessary.
6.5 Discussion

6.5.1 Actual versus anticipated use

Cspace was designed to support collaborative work among computer science students as well as:

- Teaching (formal and informal)
- Thinking ("a quiet study area for individuals")
- Coding and testing
- Communication; as an area where informal group discussion is facilitated (...)

As described extensively in the previous sections, Cspace's anticipated use was very much in line with its actual use. Students in Cspace worked collaboratively or individually on their assignments, browsed the web, attended teaching sessions, programmed and chatted online and/or with each other while eating and having coffee. Those activities took place seamlessly across and within the booths, with students and tutors going from/to one another, from/to personal and existing technological infrastructure, work and socialising, formal and informal learning and different collaboration styles. In more traditional teaching approaches, this constant moving between working and socialising could be considered as hindering or disrupting the flow of the learning process. However, in Cspace such changes occurred seamlessly providing a flow of a different kind. It seems that to a great extent, the booth-like design of Cspace enabled the co-existence of the various activities as well as the fluid transitions observed.
Cspace was meant to look like a diner and was identified as such by its inhabitants. As mentioned in section 6.2 the booth-like design of Cspace was inspired by the manager’s memories of spending her undergraduate years working on group assignments in Pizza Express dining booths. The manager asserted that the booth design would better support group collaboration because of its intimacy and made sure to see this aspect was maintained in the final architectural design of the space. Compared with other lab areas or study rooms in the library (see Figure 6.8), food and drink consumption and the use of mobile phones was allowed in Cspace. Students quickly identified with this and appropriated the space as a diner/coffee place where they could either ‘hang out’, work or both. While eating and having coffee, students in Cspace surfed the web for work and social reasons using a variety of devices (tablet PCs, laptops, SmartBoards, smart phones). In Cspace, eating and drinking were closely associated with surfing the web or just being online. While no one (students or tutors) explicitly referred to Cspace as such, the activities that took place in an everyday context and how they co-existed (for a detailed description see section 6.4.1) demonstrated this kind of appropriation. In addition to what was observed to take place in Cspace, some of the students’ statements from the questionnaires illustrate how they thought of Cspace very much to be like a diner or a coffee place. Specifically, in the section of the questionnaire where students were asked if there is anything they would like to add about Cspace31 several students replied “A coffee machine” or “Hot drinks vending machine” and one student wrote “A waiter, a menu”.

---

31 This was the last question in the questionnaire and the exact phrasing was: “Anything you would like to add about Cspace?”. A sample of the questionnaires can be found in Appendix 3.
The diner metaphor and booth-like design seems to have made a big impact in priming – and maintaining – diner-like behaviours; a casual eating and drinking coffee environment where people mostly came together to have a relaxed time. It also allowed for privacy while at the same time, intimacy. Similar to an actual diner, students seating in different booths could bond while enjoying their privacy. The booths provided an enclosed space that separated each group from the others physically. It is possible that this made the group feel protected from outsiders and, at the same time, promoted feelings of belonging-ness and commitment towards the group itself. Moreover, the seating arrangement – two couches facing each other – constrained the students to be intimate with those working in the booth; students had to share the table surface, squeeze next to each other on the couch while engaging in face to face communication. While this form of intimacy was occasionally found to act positively as a social catalyst for unacquainted students, at the same time it was shown that such a design required mechanisms that ensured private moments to the co-habitants of the booth. Privacy – or at least the sense of control over one’s private information – has been reported often as an important factor for the success of collaborative work and experience (Harrison et al., 2004; Metz Bemer et al., 2009).
Quite often, people working in groups or in a public setting wish to keep parts of their activities private; even more so in Cspace, where the physical layout (booth) imposed very close encounters. As described earlier, the technology in Cspace was often used for that role, to act as a shield for students’ private communications and moments. The ability to shift with one keyboard stroke or with the unplugging of a cable from the publicly shared SMARTBoard to the private screen of the laptop enabled the swift and smooth transitions between private and public aspects, which in turn, were critical to a harmonious co-existence and collaboration between the group members.

Technology was further employed to make up for the limitations of the booth design. For one, it compensated – or better complemented – for the lack of mobility. The laptops provided in the space and the ease with which students could plug in their own devices offered portability and allowed students to move and work beyond the area of the booth. In terms of formal teaching, the lack of direct visibility to all booths had significant implications as the tutor could not be aware of the status of what each group was doing in their booths. Likewise, the students could not see and often could not hear the tutor and as a result they could not ask for help, or ask a question unless they were on the outer part of a booth. Interestingly, these limitations did not appear to affect negatively the fluidity of the interactions and the podium technology that was added to the space to overcome these limitations was not used.

Instead, the tutors walked around the booths and approached each group individually and the students worked on their own while waiting for the tutors to arrive. If they had used the monitoring system available, they could have finished their rounds faster or – even better – addressed only the groups that needed help. Other aspects of the teaching experience could have equally improved. For example, when tutors needed to address or make an announcement to the whole classroom, the
system would be ideal. Similarly, the tutor’s notes and documents could be shared on the spot effortlessly by all booths with a single tap on the relevant command button. But the system was not used even for simple tasks such as these and yet no issues were observed being caused by its non-use.

A possible reason for this could be that, by the time the new system was installed, the tutors had already adjusted their teaching style to the design – and the limitations – of the booth. Also, such systems are often developed and used for teleconferencing applications, to support the communication between groups that are located in different cities or even countries. They are meant to compensate for groups not being able to meet in person and while they are increasingly being used in many settings, findings suggest that they cannot replace all aspects of the richness of face-to-face interaction (Heath and Luff, 2000; O’Hara et al., 2011). In Cspace, the groups and the tutor were in the same room, physically co-located, so it is possible that this kind of tele-conferencing system was redundant. Possibly some other device might have been more useful in supporting the particularities of Cspace’s co-presence.

6.5.2 Sense of community

Some of the activities observed in Cspace could have equally been observed taking place in a coffee shop or a diner and that was partly what the inspiration behind Cspace was; yet, unlike diners and coffee shops where people who share the space but sit in different tables are usually unacquainted with each other, in Cspace most people knew each other or knew that they belonged to the same community. As a result, students in Cspace were comfortable walking around and sitting at other occupied booths to chat with others, ask for advice or help on an assignment; in a diner, similar behaviours would have been considered at least odd unless between friends. Still, not all students using Cspace were friends with one another; occasionally they were not
even acquainted with each other: for example, during the first day of the practical sessions, it was witnessed that members of several groups introduced themselves to one another. While boundaries between the private and public were still present, the social etiquette that Cspace afforded was different to that of a diner. In fact, it was observed that such boundaries – or the need for them – were more present within booths than across booths.

Cspace users were *inhabitants* of the space and developed a strong sense of community. It became a space that reified their everyday practices; their place to be. One potential reason for this might have been that the space's design had to some degree been shaped by the community that use it. The users – both students and tutors – had a say in the design through the survey and the focus groups that preceded and fed into the design of Cspace (see section 6.2). To this extent, Cspace agenda matched and supported the practices of its community. The fluidity of the collaborative patterns and transitions within Cspace was not just a result of the booth like design but also of the students' shared understanding of the ways in which this design could be appropriated.

Also, unlike a coffee shop or a diner, Cspace was *owned* by the students. Diners and coffee shops are open to the public. By open, we mean that – with the exception of issues of dress code and maybe some other owner-imposed rule – anyone who purchases a drink is welcome to sit there. In that sense Cspace was not like diners or coffee shops. Since its creation, Cspace was specifically a space for computer science students, engineering students and their tutors only. Having a keycard access door – similar to the one in Dspace – entrance was not allowed to students from other departments of the university. In reality though, Cspace had become a space for computer science students only. Soon after Cspace opened its doors, computer science students claimed ownership of the space at the expense of the engineering students. As
the director described: “Our [computer science] students often wrote on papers statements such as “STRICTLY COMPUTER SCIENCE” and “NO ENGINEERS ALLOWED” and stuck it on the door, which at first was just a tease between the students but slowly resulted in the engineering students coming in Cspace less and less”. As mentioned earlier, for computer science students, some of their courses involved using the space, whereas this was not the case for engineering students. The manager considered that, partly because of that, computer science students felt that Cspace belonged to them rather than the Engineering students. Consistent to this sense of ownership – and possibly relating to the fact that Cspace was located in the building of the Engineering department – computer science students felt strongly about advertising and claiming the space for themselves. By the time we visited and ran the study, Cspace was incontestably a computer science ‘turf’ and some of the tutors and the postgraduate students reminisced the director’s stories with a smile.

6.5.3 Summary of outcomes

The study presented in this chapter reports on the everyday use of Cspace, an innovative learning environment designed to support primarily collaborative work between students, as this was observed and experienced by the researcher and talked about by its users. The descriptions of Cspace's everyday use answer the question of what takes place in this innovative learning space at an everyday context. Together with the descriptions from the other two studies, they provide an answer to the first research question (How do people interact with the architectural and technological infrastructure and each other in innovative learning spaces on an everyday basis?).

Further the discussion of this chapter contrasts the everyday use of Cspace with what was envisioned and anticipated by its managers and answers the second research
question (How do actual everyday interactions compare with those envisioned by the designers and managers of these spaces?). Findings have shown that the actual use in Cspace was for the most part in accordance with the visions and the expectations of its manager. The discussion in this chapter also begins to account for the potential reasons of this alignment between actual and anticipated use, as part of a framework that will satisfy research question 3 (How do we account for the differences between actual and anticipated use of the spaces?). The significance of a strong sense of community is pointed out as a major facilitating factor. Cspace’s agenda matched and supported the practices of its community providing a sense of ownership among its users. This sense of community combined with the simple and legible technological and spatial infrastructure accommodated for the collaborative patterns observed and the fluid transitions between various coexisting activities. These issues of legibility and legitimacy are elaborated further as part of our framework in the Discussion Chapter of this thesis.
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7.1 Introduction

The aim of this work has been to provide a way to gain a deeper understanding of the everyday interactions that take place in innovative learning spaces and provide insights for future design. The following questions were set to inform our aims:

- How do people interact with the architectural and technological infrastructure and with each other in innovative learning spaces on an everyday basis?
- How do everyday interactions compare with those envisioned by the designers and managers of these spaces?
- How do we account for the differences between actual and anticipated use of the spaces?
- How can spaces be designed or recover from breakdowns so that actual and anticipated use (re) align?

Regarding the first two questions, chapters 4-6 of this thesis have provided detailed descriptions by means of ethnographic investigation of how three innovative learning spaces were used; and discussed how their use compared with what managers and designers of the spaces had envisioned. Chapters 4-6 have also initiated a discussion with respect to how we can account for the tensions between actual and anticipated use.

In this chapter, we review the differences between actual and anticipated use of the three settings and propose a framework that accounts for these differences and offers three factors that aim to sensitise and inform the design of innovative learning spaces. In section 7.4 we reflect on the broader socio-political context and the different perspectives offered in this thesis regarding the use and
design of innovative learning spaces. Finally, we provide some further suggestions for the design of innovative learning spaces.
7.2 Tensions arising from the challenges of a multi-purpose agenda

A particular focus of this work has been to compare the everyday interactions observed in each of the three innovative learning spaces (Dspace, Qspace, Cspace) with what was envisioned and/or anticipated by those who designed and managed these spaces. Identifying and explaining these tensions has formed the content of the study chapters. Before presenting the proposed framework that accounts for the tensions between actual and anticipated use, a brief review of those is provided in this section.

As described extensively in the previous chapter, Cspace’s anticipated use corresponded with its actual use. Cspace was designed to support collaborative work among computer science students as well as a number of other activities: teaching, coding and testing, individual study, informal communication and socialising over food and refreshments. Our studies showed that students in Cspace worked collaboratively or individually on their assignments, browsed the web, attended teaching sessions, programmed and chatted online and/or with each other while eating and having coffee. Those activities took place seamlessly across and within the booths with students and tutors going from/to one another, from/to personal and existing technological infrastructure, work and socialising, formal and informal learning and different collaboration styles. Cspace was designed to look like a diner and was identified as such by its inhabitants. The booth-like design encouraged collaboration, primed and maintained relaxed diner-like behaviours, allowed for privacy and intimacy but also went beyond the etiquette of a diner as its users took ownership of the space.
The shared SmartBoards supported collaboration by allowing students to share their work and ideas while the laptops, tablet pcs and the feature of plugging personal devices offered portability. The technological infrastructure was also found to allow – along with the physical setup – for transitions between private and public to take place fluidly.

In Qspace actual use was found to be different to anticipated use. Qspace was designed to foster and inspire creativity and similarly to Cspace, it aspired to be a space that supports collaborative, experiential formal and informal learning activities. In Qspace however, those activities were envisioned to happen in a significantly more unconventional minimalistic space than Cspace. Qspace’s unconventional design along with the managers’ specific vision of creativity required considerable planning before it could be used and the university tutors were reluctant or unwilling to use it for their lectures and courses. As a result, activities of broader educational scope – different to the ones anticipated – took place in Qspace such as the workshop and the Scrapbook event observed for this study. The rigidness of the managers’ views on facilitation and creativity was further found to ensue various conflicts and tensions between the managers and the workshop organisers regarding its realisation. Likewise, during the event, various aspects of the unconventional design of Qspace were seen to clash with the participants’ expectations or impede the use and appropriation of the technology.

Some creative expressions – that were closer to the anticipated use of Qspace – such as the writing on the walls were manifested but under particular circumstances. Sometimes they were engendered by the events’ agenda (as in the scrapbook event) or it was a particular task (as part of the workshop) that
enabled the creativity. The facilitation of Qspace’s physical and technological configurations was a strenuous pursuit of balancing the needs and expectations of managers, organisers and users that most of the times proved more hurtful than inspiring for creativity.

The actual everyday use of Dspace was found to be very different to that hoped for and envisioned by its managers. Dspace was designed to be a space where people would come to explore new ideas and knowledge regarding teaching and learning in an informal playful manner; try out new technologies; and serendipitously meet others with common interests and consider new collaborations. Dspace did not share Qspace’s unconventional design or strict management, comprised a variety of technological devices and its furniture was more flexible than Cspace’s (chairs and tables on wheels) yet, for the most part, Dspace was not used. And when it was, it was seen to be used primarily as a meeting space or a breakout room without any obvious playful exploration of ideas, nor experimentation with new digital technologies. First time users were confused as to what Dspace was meant to be used for and what they were allowed to do. This confusion was potentially due to a combination of the regular users’ appropriation and the space’s location in the library building, which is associated with a non-playful social etiquette of use.

Some of the technology in the space was used, though rarely, but its usage reflected the repurposing of the space as a meeting room or a break room: the desktop workstations were used to discuss work, to present slide presentations, to check emails or to browse online content while having lunch. Serendipitous acquaintances and collaborations did not take place, as Dspace could hardly afford the co-existence of people. The space being perceived as a non-public
space, together with it being a relatively small space, affected the coexistence of more than one group in the space.

Dspace, Qspace and Cspace were all innovative learning spaces sharing a multi-purpose agenda in which a number of activities were expected to occur in the same space and often at the same time with the support of the furniture (and physical layout) and the technological infrastructure. The evidence presented in this thesis has shown that it might be a big and difficult task, yet not an impossible one. A multi-purpose agenda is not problematic per se; given the mechanisms that support this multiplicity and consequently bridge actual and anticipated use are understood. Accounting for the differences between anticipated and actual use requires an analysis that goes beyond the arrangement of the flexible furniture and technologies. Instead, it requires an understanding of how fluid transitions are supported.

The analysis of Cspace showed that it is possible for one space to support a wide range of activities in the same space and at the same time. However, this was not achieved due to – or at least not only due to – its technological infrastructure and physical layout. Cspace’s success was shown to be relating to how a number of transitions (e.g. from one activity to another, from work to socialising, from formal to informal, from private to public, from familiar to unfamiliar) took place fluidly. In Cspace, various activities from snoozing to being examined took place unobtrusively at the same time, students switched from socialising to working, from working privately to working in groups.

On the other hand, in the other two settings tensions often arose when transitioning from one to another. For example, in Dspace conflicts arose when people wanted to use the space for playful, informal activities, while other users
were using it for more formal activities (interview, work demo, etc). Even for less conflicting activities (concurrent informal meetings), people were seen to leave the space instead of co-existing and returning later when it was free. In Qspace, the minimal and unconventional design of the space, made it difficult for people to engage with the technology in the desired way as familiar devices were arranged and/or controlled in very unfamiliar ways.

7.3 A framework for supporting fluid transitions in innovative learning spaces

How can we account for, understand, and make practical use of the differing tensions in the three (distinctly different) settings? We do this via a framework that utilises three empirically grounded (in our ethnographic studies), emergent factors that mediate the way people interact and further support – or obstruct – fluid transitions in innovative learning spaces. These are valuable for the various stakeholders (policy makers, architects, designers, managers) of innovative learning spaces when thinking about the design of innovative learning spaces.

These factors are:

i) Legibility (infrastructural and social)

ii) Legitimacy and sense of ownership

iii) Customisation and appropriation

These are interdependent and need to be considered as such. The order they are presented indicates a hierarchy that is not strict but it is helpful to take into consideration. Customisation and appropriation depend to a great extent on notions of legitimacy and legibility. Accordingly, legitimacy and sense of ownership can be conditioned by legibility (infrastructural and social). These concepts and their interrelation are explained next.
7.3.1 Legibility

Legibility refers to whether people understand how they can use the space and its infrastructure (technological and physical), what kinds of activities can or are expected to take place in it. It is useful to think of legibility in two ways: *infrastructural and social*. These are interrelated.

*Infrastructural legibility* refers to whether technological devices or the furniture or the physical layout is arranged or positioned in such a way that it makes it clear for people to understand what it is for, i.e. its purpose and affordances. The spatial architectural setup and the technological artefacts in innovative learning spaces should be sufficiently visible and legible for users – and in particular newcomers – to approach and interact with, while at the same time provide extendable choices to those that have more advanced needs (see later customisation).

As shown in the study chapters and discussed earlier, the way devices or furniture were arranged in the three settings made it easy or difficult for users to understand how or even whether, they could be used. In Cspace the power sockets, the cabling and all the controls for using the laptops and the SmartBoard screens were visibly laid out on the tables of the booths.

In Qspace, in contrast, due to its minimalist unconventional design, the same infrastructure (power sockets, cables, controls) was hidden either behind the moving walls or under the floor tiles, which made it hard for people to find them and use them. The interface that controlled all the technological infrastructure of Qspace (lights, screens, projectors etc) was equally problematic as it was not a familiar off-the-shelf interface, making it difficult for anyone but the managers to use. Dspace, although not as unconventionally designed as Qspace, faced similar problems. The arrangement of the technology and the
interface that controlled it – both the input (game consoles, laptop, desktop) and output (projector screen, LCD screen) – confused the users and rendered potential interactions with the technology difficult. For these two cases, it seems that having one interface to control multiple functionalities goes hand in hand with poor legibility. However, legible is not only about visibility and simplicity, it is also about familiarity. A familiar design and layout, technological devices that users are familiar with can equally reinforce legibility. Too much familiarity though might limit users to established, familiar practices and obstruct innovative approaches to teaching and learning. In general, users need to be able to understand how to go about things.

The physical layout in the form of physical constraints can also allow for better legibility. Physical structures can encourage or hint on specific interactions. Hornecker and Buur, 2005 describe this as “embodied constraints” in their framework for Tangible Facilitation. Embodied constraints refer to the “set up or configuration of space and objects” and they can: “ease some types of activity”, “limit what people do” or “provide implicit suggestions to act in a certain way”. Hornecker suggests the usefulness of using such constraints to “encourage or induce” people to collaborate. An example of embodied constraints used to promote and support collaboration was the booth layout in Cspace. The booth design allowed and further encouraged for interaction and collaboration to take place. Another way to think about this is in terms of f-formation configurations (Kendon, 1990). What the booth design did is that it supported a variety of f-formation configurations to take place between the people occupying the booth, increasing the chances of them collaborating or merely interacting. This does not suggest that physical space determines behaviour; it simply says that there is an interplay between physical and social, which brings us to the notion of social
legibility.

*Social legibility* refers to how the social context or social cues can help people understand how to use and interact with the space and others. Social context, social cues and/or perceived social etiquette can support – or hinder – fluid transitions, hint towards or discourage specific activities and interactions. In Dspace, the way regular users used the space and the uncomfortable co-existence between unacquainted groups, gave newcomers the impression that the space was a meeting room that was private or needed booking to be used. Further, Dspace being in the library building and a library’s social etiquette potentially conflicted with its playful, experimental agenda. Social cues, as discussed earlier, can be embedded in or implied by the architectural layout and the technological infrastructure. An example of this is Cspace’s design based on a diner setting. Its booth-like design had strong associations with what it feels/means to be in a diner; a casual eating and drinking coffee place where people come together in a relaxed setting. As such it encouraged a wide range of interactions to take place without any conflicts.

Legibility both infrastructural and social is essential to encouraging interactions between people, technology and the space in innovative learning spaces and further to mediating fluid transitions. Legibility is the basis for appropriation and customisation and further contributes to notions of legitimacy.

### 7.3.2 Legitimacy and sense of ownership

Legitimacy refers to how the normative status regarding interactions in innovative learning spaces is conferred and established; and sense of ownership refers to whether and how people perceive they are allowed to interact and use

---

32 And also its name that pointed to a café.
the physical and technological artifacts. For people's interactional transitions to take place fluidly in innovative learning spaces, it was shown it is important that users have a sense of ownership or at least co-ownership on the space.

In Dspace, people were observed to be confused as to whether they were allowed to use the technology or other artefacts (lego, magazines, books) in the space or even the space itself. Dspace being located in the library building in combination with the positioning of technologies in the shelves might have led to playfulness and experimentation being interpreted by people as a non-legitimate use of Dspace given the typical etiquette of libraries. In general, and especially for newcomers, it was unclear what it was allowed or expected to take place in Dspace. While legitimacy was not clear among newcomers, the regular users of Dspace indicated a clear sense of ownership over the space. When conflicts of co-existence in the space arose, regular users were more likely to be the ones that would stay in the space either due to their knowing it was public and non-bookable or due to their being more acquainted and more comfortable with the space.

Notions of ownership and legitimacy regarding use of technology vary among places, private and public ones. For example, earlier in Chapter 2 it was reviewed how there were varying ways of granting access to the use of Wifi in coffee shops and people relied on social conventions to make sense of these (Sanusi and Palen, 2008). When legitimacy is unclear and individuals are unsure as to whether they are allowed to use a space or the technology in it, they will often conform to social norms or the closest appropriate etiquette. In this respect social and infrastructural legibility are central. As mentioned earlier for Dspace, newcomers were confused as to what Dspace was for and what they were allowed to do in it. It was partly based on social and infrastructural cues (e.g. the locked
door, the technology on the shelves, the private use established by its regular
users) that they made inferences as to the use and legitimacy of Dspace which
contributed to its mixed identity and tensions between actual and anticipated
use.

Qspace was clearly regulated and to a great extent policed by its
managers. As described in Chapter 5, the managers of Qspace were involved
laboriously in each event from its planning to its realization. In this respect, they
were the ones that primarily defined what was allowed to take place in Qspace
for each event and their authority was hardly disputed. Negotiations about what
was allowed - which often became conflicts - between the managers and the
event owners and users were observed taking place in particular during the
workshop event. The tight management and facilitation together with poor
legibility and the fact that for each event there was a new set of users and event
organisers made it very difficult for Qspace users to experience a sense of
ownership over the space with clear implications on the appropriation,
customization and use of the space (see next section). Health and safety issues
regarding the moving of the walls and the cabling infrastructure of Qspace
intensified the managers’ facilitation and limited further the sense of ownership
of the users or the event organisers. A mixed message was also delivered: the
space was designed and advertised to be fully configurable by the users and for
the users, creativity and freedom of expression were also principal to the space’s
vision and yet all these had to take place within very strict constraints that were
set by the managers.

On the contrary, in Cspace, legitimacy was not problematic and people
were seen to use the space and interact with each other with ease. For instance,
all users of the space – even newcomers – were seen to plug and unplug their
personal or existing devices in the space without being concerned it was allowed or not and without asking anyone beforehand. The users were co-deciders and co-constructors of what it was allowed to take place and as such they had a strong sense of ownership over the space. The lack of legibility issues as well as the fact that the community of users was a coherent and well bounded group further contributed to Cspace being used as well as appropriated.

7.3.3 Customisation and appropriation

Customisation refers to providing the option for an artefact – or a space – to be adapted, appropriated by its users. Appropriation refers to how the users took the space and used it as their own. The studies showed that it is important for innovative learning spaces to provide customisable tools or infrastructure along with mechanisms that will allow for users to appropriate. However, there is a delicate balance to be handled when users are appropriating for their own rather than intended use.

Customisation and appropriation further depend to a great extent to the previous concepts of legibility and legitimacy. The less clear what is available and how and when and where are, the less likely users of innovative learning spaces are to appropriate. For example, in Qspace the poor legibility of the tailored control interface and the unconventional physical layout made it very hard for people to appropriate the technology in the space. Further, issues of legitimacy made it problematic for people to even use their own devices in the space. The negotiations, the planning, the safety regulations made it that spontaneous appropriation in Qspace was difficult, while in the workshop event, the meeting room next door was appropriated almost instantly by the same users. Upon entering the room, participants of the workshop sat around the table and plugged
their devices to the power strip underneath the table. Two of the members of the group further turned on the LCD screen facing the table and took turns in plugging their laptops to present slides and share ideas for the design process. It is not that appropriation was impossible in Qspace but it certainly required significant effort and hassle both from the users and the event organisers. An example of this for the workshop organisers was the extensive negotiations that took place for the keynote speakers to be allowed to plug their own devices in Qspace's infrastructure. The same happened for the choice of seating, and when it came to introducing new elements in the space (such as the tabletop surface), the organisers had to sort out themselves everything that was required for it to work.

In Dspace, users appropriated for their own use and needs rather than the intended ones. People had coffee and lunch and informal meetings but very rarely experimented with the technology in the space or interacted with people they did not already know or co-existed with others. The technological infrastructure did not invite great customisation to begin with as the set of activities that one could do was pretty prescribed. Also, issues with the legibility and the legitimacy of the space (mentioned earlier) impeded more creative or playful appropriations.

In Cspace, users appropriated the space both in the intended ways and also in ways that were not expected when it was designed. These unexpected uses (such as having a nap or being used as a meeting point for going on a date) were not relevant to the anticipated use of the space but at the same time they were not conflicting. The technology in Cspace was also appropriated by its users. They both used the existing set up of devices in the space and further added a number of other devices (personal ones) customising the existing infrastructure
to their needs. How people appropriated the technology in Cspace illustrates how it is important to start with legibility and then customisation and appropriation are more likely. The technology was visibly laid out and provided the basic tools (e.g. laptops, shared display) for those who just wanted to have a browse during lunch while at the same time there was infrastructure that allowed people to plug their own devices which addressed more advanced needs and tools.

**How this framework relates to others in the literature**

The above framework is descriptive, similarly to the ones mentioned earlier in the literature (see Chapter 2, section 2.2.3) and its application can complement the existing ones. Unlike the other three, our framework emphasises on interactions in the space and how the factors identified can be used to mediate those interactions.

Radcliffe’s et al.’s framework (2009) identifies the value of stakeholders and having a shared understanding regarding design, which is in line with the findings of this thesis. Further, Radcliffe’s framework is formed in an interrogatory style with a set of generic questions addressed to each of the stakeholders. The line of questioning is purposefully kept simple so that it is equally applicable to all, but this can lead to generic or aspired answers about design and use of learning spaces which – as our work has shown – can result in tensions between actual and anticipated use. To address this limitation, it is suggested that the questions provided by Radcliffe can be used complementary to our factors. Our factors can be used to narrow the focus of the questions by targeting specific aspects of design or evaluation. To take as an example one question from Radcliffe’s framework ‘*What technologies were most effective at enhancing teaching and learning? Why?*”, the term ‘effective’ is quite vague and can confuse the design or evaluation unless considered in more specific ways. By
thinking of 'effective' in terms of promoting and supporting legibility (infrastructural and social), legitimacy, customisation and appropriation, the focus of the design is narrowed down and, in the case of evaluation, not only it is narrowed down, but also grounded in examples of actual use.

Similarly, our factors can complement the pedagogy-driven framework of Bielaczyk (2006). The Social Infrastructure Framework (SIF) suggested by Bielaczyk emphasises on the usefulness of considering aspects of learning design along with the cultural and social background of the learners. However, it is limited in a number of ways: i) focuses on the tutors' input for the design and evaluation with no mention to other stakeholders; ii) focuses on learning tools rather than learning spaces as a whole and iii) despite its popularity in the literature of designing and evaluating higher education innovative learning spaces, the framework itself has been formulated from K-12 classroom studies which have distinct differences to the spaces studied in this work (age, curriculum etc). In this respect, the approach our framework takes can contribute to Bielaczyk's framework by: i) considering the inclusion of other stakeholders, ii) considering the learning tools as part of the space and with respect to particular interactions. Further, the learning goals that the tutor considers/chooses from can be translated to activities and then facilitating those can be considered in terms of our three concepts. Our framework can also be complemented by the SIF framework; for example with respect to social legibility, the cultural identities of learners suggested by Bielaczyk can be considered to enrich or broaden our understanding.

Finally, the FELS framework (Pearhouse et al. 2009), as described earlier, categorises the existing evaluation work and metrics on the design of innovative learning spaces and shows the wide range of approaches that exist as well as the
ambiguity that might emerge in terms of the results of such evaluations if the lens is not clearly stated. While the FELS typology provides great insight as to the range of evaluation metrics that exist, as a framework it is more of a meta-framework that can be used to identify kinds of evaluations and their motivations rather than be used for the design and evaluation of innovative learning spaces, which is what our framework is addressing.
7.4 Three perspectives on the design and use of innovative learning spaces

In light of the findings from our studies and the literature reviewed, there emerge three strands, or perspectives, on the design and use of innovative learning spaces. These perspectives further inform our understanding of why tensions are likely to arise. The findings of our studies showed that often many aspects of the design of innovative learning spaces fall apart or prove inappropriate when it comes to actual use. Actual use as represented by the users’ situated practices, needs and expectations portrays one perspective on the design of innovative learning spaces. This perspective was often found to clash with the design visions and expectations of anticipated use. Those design visions and expectations of anticipated use represent two more perspectives on the design and use of innovative learning spaces.

The first perspective relates to innovative learning spaces' design visions and expectations as expressed by HE advisors and specialists that are often involved in the policymaking and/or the task of assessing and producing guidelines for the design of such spaces. As presented earlier, their visions and expectations address the design and use of innovative learning spaces in rather vague terms (see chapter 1 and 2). For example, among Oblinger's guidelines for designing innovative learning spaces are: “design spaces around people”, “support multiple types of learning activities”, “accommodate information technology” (Oblinger, 2006), all of which are sound advice but hard to put into practice without further detail. How can we support multiple learning activities? What kind of activities can be supported simultaneously? How is information technology accommodated and what kind of technology will that be? These and
other similar questions need answers in order for such guidelines to translate to design. Equally, flexible and adaptable design and technological infrastructure were presented as main characteristics of innovative learning spaces in all such guidelines, but when it came to the actual detail it remained unclear for example how mobility (in the form of movable furniture such as chairs and tables on wheels) as a design feature can link to specific learning activities and the broader scope of the student-centered approach.

The second perspective is that of the actual managers and potentially designers of these spaces. Their interpretation of the existing trends and guidelines on innovative learning spaces along with their own visions and expectations are reflected in the design and the management of the spaces. Sometimes these interpretations and visions prove problematic. For example, in Qspace, the conversations with the managers both before and during the planning of the workshop revealed a rigid but not well defined vision of creativity with respect to learning. The vision included a ‘thinking-out-of-the-box’ approach, which the unconventional design of Qspace addressed, but there was no consideration or continuity from this broad vision to learning activities or means to support it. Some ad hoc choices that were in line with what the managers considered appropriate and relevant to creative learning and teaching (writing on the wall, mood lighting) were made, and from that point on were followed rigidly for each event.

There is also the perspective of the users that is located in the situated needs, expectations and design interpretations of those who occupy and use these spaces. While these three perspectives are relevant, and to some extent overlapping, currently they are not aligned. It is important that designers attend to the specific context that shapes the everyday use and interactions in innovative
learning spaces and also acknowledge the particular impacts of a given socio-economic-political context to elaborate designs that are sensitive to these contexts. In the case of innovative learning spaces, the socio-political context can be educational policies and curricula, cultural or institutional values as well as funding allowance. Aspects of the design or its funding are sometimes tied to specific policy decisions that cannot be designed away or ignored, like the recent policy on school architecture (Booth, 2012). In this respect, when considering the design and use of those spaces, it is useful to include approaches that integrate or account for the socio-political context. Such approaches are described by Dourish and Bell (2011). Dourish and Bell focus on issues of infrastructure and suggest that given the ubiquitousness of technologies, infrastructures need to be treated as socio-political and experiential. Infrastructures are not just another layering where technologies can lie; technological infrastructure has to recognise the social meanings, norms and traditions that are mediated through infrastructures (architecture is a great example of this) and only through this sort of social sensitivity, it will be possible for technologies to become relevant and appropriate for existing practices.

Further, an alignment between broader policies, visions and expectations and local visions and expectations (such as the managers’) for these spaces can be informed and achieved by understanding the specifics of everyday use. The HCI community is ideally placed to act as an intermediate. To investigate and communicate the desires and everyday practices of users and facilitate their translation into design requirements and/or guidelines. This thesis already provides an example of how encompassing an HCI perspective towards understanding of innovative learning spaces can contribute useful outcomes both with respect to their everyday use and to their design. Hopefully, more research
will be undertaken in the future towards this direction.
7.5 Broader suggestions for the design of innovative learning spaces

In section 7.3, we proposed that legibility, legitimacy, sense of ownership, customisation and appropriation need to be taken into consideration when designing for innovative learning spaces. They can support fluid transitions while people interact with each other, the space and the technology and in this way regulate tensions between actual and anticipated use. In addition to these three concepts, we offer some broader suggestions regarding the design of innovative learning spaces that have emerged from reflecting on the findings of this thesis within the broader context of HCI and innovative learning spaces.

7.5.1 Involving the stakeholders in the design

Involving the stakeholders is a key part in the design process and discussed thoroughly in the literature of innovative learning spaces (Oblinger, 2006; Radcliffe, 2009; Jamieson, 2005). However, in the settings observed, the users, as obvious stakeholders, were only once really involved in the actual design of the spaces. The obvious stakeholders are the users (students and tutors) and the managers of these spaces but it might be useful to look beyond these two and involve policy makers, university administrators and potentially others too in this discourse as they contribute to different stages of the decision making. In all three of our studies, managers of the spaces were central to their design and use. Managers are often responsible or co-responsible for the design of the spaces and further for its daily upkeep. That includes providing ways to ensure that things will run smoothly and the aims set for the use of the spaces will be fulfilled. Given this central role, managers have to be included in the design process from its beginning - as they were in our studies, and acknowledged as main stakeholders.
Users of those spaces are primary stakeholders too. Understanding the users’ needs, their existing practices, their expectations and feeding those to the design of spaces beforehand is essential to the success of such spaces. Cspace exhibits the value of including the users in the design requirements and Dspace shows how important it is to map this feedback in an appropriate way. This doesn’t seem to happen very often. Both in the literature and in our studies, users’ input is usually assumed or ignored or miscommunicated. HCI and Interaction Design have a long tradition of involving users into the design process and many examples of good design practice and results. It will be foolish not to introduce these in the design of innovative learning spaces. User centred studies that can be carried out beforehand and inform their design such as focus groups, interviews, surveys, questionnaires, participatory design or even ethnographic or observational in situ studies that will provide an understanding of existing practices and needs.

Also, from the three settings studied, only in the design of one was reported that there had been feedback or direct involvement of a professional designer. Cspace's design was consulted and some extent overviewed by an architect. In the other two settings, no mention of an architect, interaction designer, educational technologist or similar was mentioned. It seems that often it is up to the managers to decide about the spaces’ design, the spatial and technological infrastructure and/or intervene at a post-occupancy level to balance or resolve potential tensions that have arisen and can jeopardise fluid transitions. While this can be understood from a cost-efficiency perspective, given the complexity of the interactional interdependences between architectural space, technology and people uncovered by this work, it seems crucial for other stakeholders to be involved in the design (and the evaluation of innovative...
learning spaces). Some obvious ones in addition to the ones mentioned already would be architects, educational technologists, interaction designers or similar professionals with expertise in the field of HCI.

7.5.2 Post-occupancy studies

The design of innovative learning spaces is couched in formal metrics and procedures that are often quite specific but yet at the same time quite vague when it comes to how these spaces are actually being used. Involving all stakeholders and introducing the principles and/or methodological tools of user-centred design in the design of innovative learning spaces is a significant step towards successful spaces but more is required.

Tensions between actual and anticipated use can only be fully exposed, understood and addressed after the spaces have been designed. Unfortunately though, there is not enough qualitative investigation at a post-occupancy level to help balance whatever tensions might have arisen. Architects of such spaces only engage with assessments of structural integrity (e.g. if there is enough air, enough light etc) after the space has been designed (Boys, 2011). University authorities are equally focused on managerial, ergonomic and administrative metrics (Scottish Council, 2008; JISC, 2009) and it is only up to the managers’ best judgement and intentions to go about regulating actual and anticipated use.

It is important that these tensions between actual and anticipated use are addressed and understood more systematically and to do this more in depth qualitative post-occupancy studies are necessary. As shown in this work, there are many factors that shape what takes place in these spaces and whether they are being used as anticipated. For example, Qspace’s unconventional layout made it hard for people to interact with the space’s technological infrastructure,
Dspace’s library location along with the arrangement of its technology in shelves resulted in the space not being used as intended, the tutors’ podium in Cspace proved redundant as tutors and students found ways to communicate without it. Our framework presented these factors in a structured manner that can be used both to account for tensions between actual and anticipated use, but also to consider re-alignments between the two with respect to the post-occupancy circumstances. For instance, in Dspace it was suggested how a more hands on facilitation approach could prompt more people to engage playfully with the space. Learning from detailed descriptions of use, situated/local moments and using those to balance existing tensions can be very powerful.

7.5.3 Appropriate facilitation

Throughout this thesis, facilitation was talked about and shown it had an impact on how innovative learning spaces were used. For instance, Qspace was overly facilitated to the extent of patrolling, while Dspace was suggested it required a more active approach of facilitation. Given the significance of facilitation, a number of questions arise. Do innovative learning spaces always need to be facilitated? Who (or what) is facilitating, what and who is facilitated and how is this happening? Going through the processes of design suggested above and taking into consideration the proposed concepts (legibility, legitimacy, customisation etc) can provide significant guidance regarding these questions.

Yet, it is clear that the answers to these questions are unique to each setting and should be considered in relation to its specific circumstances. Facilitation can take many forms; it can be infrastructural where physical and technological structures can encourage or enforce specific interactions (Hornecker and Buur 2005, Benford et al., 1999; Marshall et al., 2011) (see
legibility section); or it might involve behavioural change where people will be nudged or directed into engaging with specific activities (Kalnikaite et al., 2011); or it might mean that someone has to be present in the space at all times. In terms of cost this might not be possible but on the other hand, without facilitation, there is a chance people won’t use the space or will use it sub-optimally. In Dspace, for example, the managers facilitated the use of the space in a way that involved substituting their presence with instructions and manuals with the further option of them being available to help out on request. However, several people who wished to use the technology in Dspace had trouble doing so, as the instructions deemed insufficient for providing guidance and people were hesitant to call the managers. Retrospectively, given the “technophobic” or ‘not particularly interested in technology’ community of users and the location of the space (library), Dspace could have benefited from a more active or continuous form of facilitation such as someone being present in the space to guide the users and in particular the newcomers. The role of the manager could have been simply having someone responding to newcomers’ insecurities and questions while boosting the enthusiasm of those who were eager to experiment with the technology as it was meant by the space’s agenda.

On the other hand, too much facilitation/mediation from the managers’ part can be equally harmful as it can take more the form of patrolling as in Qspace. To a great extent the managers’ viewpoint on facilitation and its application obstructed or restricted people’s interactions in the space. Similarly to Windschitl and Sahl (2002), where the teachers’ perceptions about technology were reflected in their introducing the technology to the classroom, it seems that the managers’ perceptions about Qspace’s agenda, architecture, technology and,
eventually, about its purpose influenced how they viewed and practiced facilitation.

Overall, this work has shown that considering how to best facilitate interactions in innovative learning spaces is vital. Facilitation can take many forms and link back to our framework concepts (legibility, legitimacy and sense of ownership, customisation and appropriation) as a means to re-align actual and anticipated use.

7.5.4 Simple infrastructure (less is more)

Beyond the importance of considering issues of legibility, legitimacy and customisation in the design of innovative learning spaces, a general disposition towards simplicity in terms of infrastructure proved beneficial. Both architecturally and technologically, a simple infrastructure was found more successful. Of course simple here can include previously discussed notions of legibility, such as familiarity and visibility. The simple – and rigid – booth design in contrast to the variety, mobility and configurability of the design and furniture in Dspace and Qspace proved better in supporting the multi-purpose vision of the space and innovative learning spaces in general. Similarly, basic and off-the-shelf technological devices (laptops, desktops) and configurations were found to be the most popular in all of our settings, while the multifunctional and tailor-made interfaces designed for Qspace, Dspace (for controlling) and Cspace (for monitoring) were rarely used.

Further, providing a simple and lightweight infrastructure that does not require special handling and people can use on their own can potentially prevent or minimise issues of health and safety, accessibility or other regulations that can add further restrictions and hurdles to how users interact with innovative
learning spaces. Some of these hurdles such as the health and safety issues in Qspace, are harder to overcome once a space has been designed; so being proactive sometimes pays off.

7.5.5 Prioritising the experience of one activity

Another thing that seemed to have contributed to the success of Cspace, compared to the other two settings, and might be a useful consideration for future innovative learning spaces is supporting at least one activity well.

Innovative learning spaces are meant and designed to support a number of varying activities often at the same time. As established, this can be quite hard to achieve, at least straight away. As with the adoption of new technologies, the multi-purpose nature of innovative learning spaces might take some time to be accomplished. What can help this process though is creating interactional hooks that will be used to build upon. It will help if the managers or designers of the space consider the activities they hope or envision to support, then chose one as the primary and make sure they create the conditions that will support this activity successfully. With appropriate prioritisation and implementation, this one activity can gather a significant number of users and create a momentum in its use or a “honey-pot effect” (Brignull and Rogers, 2003) for the rest of the activities to start happening. In a way this happened in Cspace, small group collaboration was well supported and once students started using the space for this purpose, it started being appropriated for other purposes too. Equally, one can imagine how in Dspace if people successfully engaged with playing Wii or other games, eventually it could evolve into serendipitously chatting about research or thinking about these technologies in terms of teaching, etc.
7.5.6 Community of users

In many instances, we have reported and stressed on how the social context has a central role in the ways innovative learning spaces are used. Earlier, we suggested how users (as principal stakeholders) need to be involved in the process of designing innovative learning spaces. Now, we wish to revisit and stress more specifically on the significance of a community of users in terms of social legibility and facilitation. For social cues to work (such as the diner paradigm mentioned in the section about legibility), they have to be understood and/or shared by the people who use the space. A coherent and bonded community of users is more likely to share such social understandings and practices. Further, the particulars of the technological infrastructure are often learned over time, as being part of its membership, “the taken-for-grantedness of artifacts and organizational arrangements is a sine qua non of membership” (Bowker and Star, 1999).

The case of Cspace, also showed how important is the community of users as a facilitation mechanism. Potential breakdowns were prevented and newcomers’ queries resolved within the community, as most of the users were regulars in the space and in using the technology. Students became owners of the space taking on the facilitator’s role themselves whenever necessary; often without even having to explicitly do so, just by leading by example. Contrarily, the regular users of Dspace were not “gamers” and did not tend to use the technology in the space so help and facilitation by proxy – similarly to what took place in Cspace – was not an option for Dspace.
7.6 Chapter Synopsis

In this chapter, we reviewed actual and anticipated use of the three settings that had been discussed in detail in chapters 4-6. Users of Cspace collaborated in a relaxed diner-like fashion, as had been intended with the design of Cspace. The unconventional design of Qspace coupled with the way in which the space was facilitated constrained actual use. Dspace was used as a meeting space or a breakout room without the playfulness and experimentation with technology that had been intended by its designers.

In order to make practical use of these tensions in the three (distinctly different) settings a framework empirically grounded in our ethnographic studies was developed. This framework elaborated three factors that mediate the way people interact and further support – or obstruct – fluid transitions in innovative learning spaces:

i) Legibility (infrastructural and social)

ii) Legitimacy and sense of ownership

iii) Customisation and appropriation

We differentiated between three perspectives on the design and use of innovative learning spaces: i) design visions and expectations as expressed by HE advisors and specialists, ii) managers and designers, and iii) users.

Finally, we provided some concrete suggestions for the (re)design of innovative learning spaces that come from the analysis of the three innovative learning spaces included in our study, with supporting arguments from the literature: involving stakeholders in the design, post-occupancy studies, appropriate facilitation, simple infrastructure (less is more), prioritising the experience of one activity and community of users.
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8.1 Conclusion

This thesis has described how innovative learning spaces lie at the interface of learning activities, flexible architecture and technological infrastructure. Looking into how various off-the-shelf technological devices are being integrated in one single space with the purpose of supporting a range of learning activities, collaboration and socialising and into how users appropriate them, is an essential activity to justify the costs – in terms of money, effort and time – of developing such spaces.

Three innovative learning spaces were investigated through an ethnographic approach that, following the analytic orientation of Lucy Suchman’s situated action (2007), considered the situated interactions and juxtaposed anticipated versus actual use. The findings contribute to an empirically-grounded understanding of how innovative learning spaces are being used and appropriated on an everyday basis, which has implications for the (re)design of current and future innovative learning spaces.

The first research question was stated as:

• How do people interact with the architectural and technological infrastructure and each other in innovative learning spaces on an everyday basis?

The accounts in chapters 4-6 describe how people in these spaces engaged in collaborative and individual work, teaching and learning sessions and even eating and having coffee. The first key contribution of this thesis are the written ethnographies in chapters 4-6, which are the first known sustained academic investigations into describing and explaining the everyday use and interactions in innovative learning spaces.

The second research question was stated as:
• How do actual everyday interactions compare with those envisioned by the designers and managers of these spaces?

The focus in chapters 4-6 was on how the use of innovative learning spaces compared with what managers and designers of the spaces had envisioned at the time of designing and planning these spaces. Each space had a multi-purpose agenda that was successful at times and unsuccessful at others. The analysis of Cspace showed that it was possible for one space to support a wide range of activities in the same space and at the same time. However, its success was not only attributable to its technological infrastructure and physical layout. Accounting for the differences between anticipated and actual use required an analysis that went beyond the arrangement of the adaptable furniture and technologies to an understanding of how fluid transitions were supported. The tensions between actual and anticipated use revealed by the analysis, the situated nature of adaptable design, as well as the complex and contested processes through which interactions in innovative learning spaces are accomplished, adapted or superseded is the second key contribution of this thesis.

The third research question was stated as:

• How do we account for the differences between actual and anticipated use of the spaces?

As mentioned above, the findings of this work have pointed to the importance of supporting fluid transitions in innovative learning spaces. Chapter 7 presented three factors that are valuable for the various stakeholders (policy makers, architects, designers, managers) of innovative learning spaces to take into account during the design process, since they mediate the way people interact and further support – or obstruct – fluid transitions in innovative learning spaces.
These factors are:

i) Legibility (infrastructural and social)

ii) Legitimacy and sense of ownership

iii) Customisation and appropriation

Further, three perspectives on the use and design of innovative learning spaces were identified and suggested as a source of tensions. These three perspectives were:

i) HE advisors and specialists involved in the policymaking and/or the task of assessing and producing guidelines for the design of innovative learning spaces

ii) Managers and designers of innovative learning spaces

iii) Situated user needs

The final research question was stated as:

- How can spaces be designed or recover from breakdowns so that actual and anticipated use (re) align?

In order to make practical use of the differing tensions in the three (distinctly different) settings a framework empirically grounded in our ethnographic studies was developed in chapter 7. The framework elaborates the three factors (mentioned above) that mediate the way people interact and further support – or obstruct – fluid transitions in innovative learning spaces. The framework presents a coherent vocabulary that has a role to play in the design decisions relating to these spaces. By considering each of these aspects both before and after an innovative space has been designed, anticipated and actual use can be closely aligned. The framework also allows for tensions to be identified – as it was the case in our studies – and, accordingly, addressed. To provide an example, we take Dspace. It is suggested that for Dspace a re-alignment between actual and
anticipated use can be achieved first by addressing issues of legibility both infrastructural and social. Many different solutions can apply, but as always they bear different costs. A relatively cost-free step would be that the devices (consoles, mobile phones etc) are untagged, removed from the shelves and positioned on tables or anywhere else within reach of people. Accordingly, the interface that controls the gaming consoles, the projector and screens should be changed. Most people are familiar with the handling of such devices so it would be easier if they could be used in the way they normally are in other settings and not mediated by an unknown interface. An alternative would be, as suggested earlier, to have a facilitator present in the space until people (especially newcomers) familiarise themselves both with the space’s vision and its infrastructure. Albeit this might be more effective, it is also more costly. With respect to social legibility, moving Dspace out of the library could resolve much of the confusion and the established appropriations that were observed in our study. However, same as with the facilitator, this is a costly solution. Removing the key card access door or organising regular playful, experimental sessions with various academic populations (different departments, students and staff etc) could be another way of increasing social legibility and also reinforcing the sense of community, particularly of those who wish to use Dspace as a creative play space.

In addition to the framework, Chapter 7 presents concrete suggestions for the (re)design of innovative learning spaces that come from the analysis of the three innovative learning spaces included in our study, with supporting arguments from the literature:

i) Involving the stakeholders in the design

ii) Conducting post occupancy studies
iii) Appropriate facilitation  
iv) Simple infrastructure (less is more)  
v) Prioritising the experience of one activity  
vi) Community of users  

The sensitising framework along with the broader set of concrete suggestions for design comprise the third key contribution of this thesis.
8.2 Limitations

The studies presented in this thesis are ethnographic. Ethnographies provide in-depth knowledge of specific contexts and situations. Innovative learning spaces and their users are not all the same and the interactions that occur in those spaces are highly situated. The framework to inform the (re)design of innovative learning spaces is grounded in the ethnographic accounts and its strength is that it provides general guidelines, as opposed to specific prescriptions. Any specific prescriptions taken from this work should be viewed with caution.

The framework presented in chapter 7 is sensitive to the situated nature of the interactions that take place in innovative learning spaces. An extreme view of this situatedness is that predicting interactions in settings other than those included in this study is impossible. However, the aim of the framework is not to account for, nor predict, every possible variation – whether architectural, technological or user-related. Rather, the framework is intended to propose general guidelines grounded in empirical evidence to inform the (re)design of innovative learning spaces. An evaluation of this framework and subsequent extensions and adaptations is suggested as one avenue of future work.

The analytic orientation selected, situated action, was not only appropriate to answer the research questions, but also served to differentiate this work from other studies of innovative learning spaces. It should be noted that situated action is, however, only one lens through which data can be collected and analysed. Through the lens of situated action, it was possible to investigate the social processes and sustain the framework with empirical evidence. It was not possible to evaluate which space was “better” than another space, or which technologies were better suited to the space than others.
8.3 Future work

Future work could extend the research in this thesis in the following ways:

1. The settings investigated in this work have been relatively small in size. As shown in the literature review in chapter 2, larger scale (whole buildings) innovative learning spaces do exist. A natural continuation of this work would be to expand the locus of the investigation to larger size settings.

2. Following from the previous, investigating the factors of the framework proposed in this work and whether and in what ways these fit and address larger scale settings would be an interesting challenge.

3. Longitudinal ethnographic studies tracing the development of spaces from inception to built environments in use. This approach could span years, identifying patterns of use over a longer period and monitoring changes in those patterns over time.

4. Evaluating the framework using two types of case studies: One case study could apply the framework during the design process of innovative learning spaces before they are built, while another could apply the framework retrospectively as a kind of post occupancy evaluation of innovative learning spaces. Applying the framework at the design stage would be evaluating whether it is useful for producing a successful innovative learning space. Applying the framework retrospectively would be evaluating whether the factors in the framework identify breakdowns in existing spaces and can suggest solutions. In both cases the following questions can be addressed: Is the framework complete? Are there any concepts that can be added? Is it useful to the stakeholders? Does it generate useful design ideas and solutions to breakdowns? Can the framework be used to predict which learning spaces will be useful and accepted by users? The results from these evaluations
could provide further/new insights and/or more detailed considerations for aligning actual and anticipated use of these spaces.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Dspace Sociograms

This appendix is referred to in Chapter 4, section 4.3.2. It includes six sociograms capturing the current activity different observational sessions in Dspace

Sociogram 1

Date: 13/02/08
Start Time: 13:08 / 13:15
End Time: 13:15 / 13:30

No of persons: 1 (A) + 1 (B)
Activity: Drinking coffee + Reading (Both of them)
Second Activity: 
Collaboration: NO YES
Dialogue: NO YES
General Comments:

Other Comments: A (w) most of the time she wasn’t even reading or drinking coffee (she drank 2 in the first 10 minutes) but just looking outside the window (maybe waiting for somebody??)
Sociogram 2

Date: 13/02/08
Start Time: 12:50
End Time: 13:09

No of persons: 2 
(A + B) with C observing telling to B
Activity: B playing with the robot, A playing NERO
Second Activity: Meeting (casual break)
Collaboration: NO YES
Dialogue: NO YES

General Comments: A took the Lego but did not play at all. Why?
B played with the robot for 5 minutes and probably was
play more but I think she felt embarrassed or exposed.

Other Comments:
Sociogram 3

Date: 3/3/2008
Start Time: 13:29
End Time: 13:45

No of persons: 2
Activity: Interview
Second Activity: Recommendation

Collaboration: NO
Dialogue: YES

General Comments: Talking softly. He was taking notes in his book all the time. Although he had the lights on, the others' lights were off in the room.

Other Comments: A great distance between them, as far as seating is concerned. Talking very softly because the interview taking place. They both of came up and stood very close to him, because...
Most of the things are placed like that because the architect designed them like that.

Library was chosen that why it was chosen. If it happened in a department, people will feel strange like in another person's office department.
Sociogram 4

Date: 10/3/2008
Start Time: 14:00
End Time: 14:55

No of persons: 1

Activity: Podcasting / E-course

Second Activity:

Collaboration: NO YES
Dialogue: NO YES Occasionally

General Comments: (Handwritten notes)

Other Comments:
Sociogram 5

No of persons: 2
Activity: Talking (usual meeting) / podcasting (see reasons)
Second Activity:
Collaboration: NO, YES
Dialogue: NO, YES
General Comments:

Other Comments:
Whispering, left after 10 minutes when they realised the other person was podcasting.
A and B returned as soon as C left. Continued on their meeting this time more normally (loudly) speaking.
Sociogram 6

Date: 10/13/2009
Start Time: 15:00
End Time: 15:45

No of persons: 2
Activity: Casual Meeting
Second Activity: Moved to the wing zone to view some presentation
Collaboration: NO
Dialogue: YES
General Comments:

Other Comments: A4 and B4n are the same from previous observation paper. Who had left 30 minutes after... They continued their meeting. This time talking normally (not loud through...
Appendix 2: Records of email exchange for the workshop event

This appendix is referred in Chapter 5, section 5.4.2. It consists of two (extended) email communications between the managers of Qspace and the organisers of the academic workshop.

Email communication 1: This chain of emails exchanged between the workshop organisers and Qspace’s facilitators was forwarded to the researcher by one of the workshop organisers. It is indicative of the negotiations that took place for the planning of the event and how facilitation was pursued.

Hi nadia

dthis email thread should be interesting for you to read. It seems it is a nightmare to get anything to work in the CETL. Not really allowing you to improvise!

[Name of organiser 1]

Anfang der weitergeleiteten E-Mail:

> Von: [Name of Facilitator 1] <facilitator@university.ac.uk>
> Datum: 20. August 2008 16:08:57 GMT+01:00
> An: [Name of organiser 1] <xxx@email.com>
> Kopie: "xxx-workshop@university.ac.uk"
> Betreff: Re: [Name of workshop]
> 
> Hi [Name of organiser 1],
> 
> Doing a digital poster session would be great as long as it’s
> planned far enough in advance. It’s getting too near to the event
> to do a large digital poster session now. We would need to give
> people quite specific instructions as to the size and format of
> their posters, and they’d have to be single static images rather
> than powerpoint shows. I’d also need to do some additional
> formatting of the posters after receiving them and write a number
> of xml files to govern when the posters should appear and on what
screens.

I think we should be fine with what you've suggested, but I'm worried about the potential of people turning up on the day and there not being space to show their posters.

We've found that the key to making things work in the CETL space is ensuring that we know exactly what needs to be shown where and when in good time before the event. This avoids disappointment for organisers and participants and unnecessary stress for us on the day.

How many individuals projects are being presented? I can see that the email list has 30+ names on it, but I know that many of these are co-authors so won't want to show a separate demo or slide show. We only have 10 plasma screens and projectors can be quite problematic to use in market place style demo environments (which is what I'm gathering this will be).

I'm actually on holiday at the moment but am keen to make sure that any additional information is sent out to participants in good time. I think we need to be clear that if they require use of a screen for the demo event they need to let us know in advance, even if they don’t bring the content along until the day. Otherwise it will be impossible to plan what will be shown where.

Thanks,

[Name of facilitator1]
[Name of organiser1] wrote:

>> Hi [Name of facilitator1],

>> actually [Name of facilitator2] had strongly encouraged us to do this kind of
digital poster session... So far there was only 3 or 4 people that
wanted to show videos.

>> I've just sent off an email telling participants what they can do,
and indicating that simple printed posters will be the easiest in
terms of setup...

>>

>> [Name of organiser1]

>>

>> Am 20.08.2008 um 15:43 schrieb [Name of facilitator1]:

>>

>>> Ok. Can you tell me a bit more about what you're hoping for with
the digital posters? Where are you hoping that they will show
them? Do you know how many there will be and are you wanting them
to all be shown at the same time?

>>> We had a digital poster session in there once before and it was
very complicated. It took me a full day to set it up, which we
don't have time for this time! But that was for about 30 posters, so hopefully this one won't be as complicated.

They can send them directly to me. If they could put '[Name of Workshop] poster' in the title of the email that would be helpful.

The format we choose will depend on how many there are and when/where you want them to be shown.

Thanks,

[Name of facilitator1]

[Name of organiser 1] wrote:

do you want to have people send you digital posters by email? It might be easier if they go directly to you than if they first send them to us and we forward it again...

digital posters are not the 1 minute thing. We'll put that together ourselves, so it will be all one file.

[Name of organiser 1]
Am 20.08.2008 um 15:25 schrieb [Name of facilitator1]:

Workshop participant 1 can either send/direct us to a copy of his software before hand or we can try using his laptop.

We could connect a laptop with two vga connections to two plasma screens as long as we used the plasmas in the entrance space which are close together.

Are the digital posters the slides for the 1 minute presentations? I agree it might be worthwhile having these in advance to save trouble on the day.

[Name of facilitator1]

[Name of organiser 1] wrote:

I think Workshop participant 1 has his own software, so we’d need to find out whether that software would run on your system or whether he can hook his laptop to two of the projections/monitors.

If you could send us any instructions that we should send to our participants on what can easily be put on projectors and data formats etc., that would be great.

I guess they could send you the slides for their digital posters.

If people come with a CD with their own software, we don’t
have any time to test - I guess most will arrive for the start of the workshop.

[Name of organiser 1]

Am 20.08.2008 um 15:09 schrieb [Name of organiser 2]:

Hi [Name of facilitator1],

Thanks for this. Meeting on friday 8th from 10 - 1 should be fine for most of us. I agree it'll be a good idea to sort things out earlier rather than later.

Some people have asked if they for demo space. Mostly this seems to be to show some video. Here is a list of what people have asked for - should we be giving them any specific instructions re formats etc.

Workshop participant 1: Demo My-E: Needs pc to demo software and wants to show video (can bring own laptop or just disc - need to let him know).

Workshop participant 2: pc / monitor for video presentation.

Workshop participant 3: PC and with two VGA connections to 2 projectors (or monitors)
[Name of facilitator 1] wrote:

Hi [Name of organiser 2],

I booked in Friday 5th 10-1 and all day Monday 8th in the diary.

I would slightly prefer to be able to meet with some people on the Friday morning. That would give [Name of facilitator 3] and I Friday afternoon to get on with working out how to solve any technical requirements and allow me to report back on progress on Monday and let you know about any problems.

I’ve seen from [Name of organiser 1]’s email to participants that people might want to connect laptops to screens or load content onto the system to display through projectors. This should all be fine but we’ll need to have a think about the best way to do this and also to see whether we need to give any specific instructions about format etc to participants.

Thanks,

[Name of facilitator 1]
>>>>>>>

>>> [Name of organiser 2] wrote:

>>> Hi,

>>> We'd like to arrange a time to meet for finalising arrangements for the workshop. The last time we were down [Name of facilitator 1] provisionally booked us a slot (I think friday 5th or monday 8th before the workshop) but I'm afraid can't remember the exact time. If you think that meeting on Monday the 8th leaves enough time for all the arrangements this would be our preference. Otherwise most of us can make friday 5th. We will of course send you an outline of the workshop and any requirements we know of before this (e.g., some people are bringing technology to demo and will need monitors etc). Is there anything else from your side that we should be doing?

>>> Thanks

>>> [Name of organiser 2]

>>>
Email communication 2: Similar to the previous, this chain of emails exchanged between the workshop organisers and Qspace's facilitators was forwarded to the researcher by one of the workshop organisers. However, in this communication one more of the interested parties – a participant – is involved (even indirectly) in the negotiations.

From: [Name of organiser 3] [mailto: organiser3@university.ac.uk]
Sent: 08 December 2008 16:46
To: K.Pantidi
Subject: Fwd: demo

Begin forwarded message:

From: [Name of Facilitator 3] <Facilitator3@uni.ac.uk>
Date: 10 September 2008 12:16:32 BST
To: [Name of organiser 3] [mailto: organiser3@university.ac.uk], "[Name of facilitator 1]"
Subject: RE: demo

Hi [Name of organiser 3],

In response to your "insistence" to provide a VGA lead connected directly to a projector for your key note speakers, we have dropped a cable to a position that we hope is acceptable. We are also putting in an audio connection via a 3.5mm jack. [Name of facilitator 1] and I ran through this morning and all seems to be fine.

As a side note. The technology within Qspace is not configured to plug laptops into the control system, which I'm told you were made aware of at the beginning. We are often asked to provide VGA or DVI inputs to our system which we resist not to be difficult but because in doing so it has implications to the balancing of assets (computers and output displays) within the system. This also restricts innovative use of display and audio outputs (one device to one output) no use of the various matrix boxes available. Interestingly, people who at first were quite unsure about using our computers and wanted to plug in theirs have become quite comfortable with passing over to us a usb drive of their content (Mac users as well), we still have problems with content transfer but the advantages of using our control system are seen to outway the content transfer overhead.
There is of course an argument to say we should allow for an integrated (laptop plug in) to the system, and this is something that we are looking into, but the problem of doing so is not trivial.

We are keen to make the two days workshop a success and will do our best to keep people happy.

Cheers

[Name of facilitator 3]

Ps. We had [Name of Participant 1] four URL driven demo (old flash version) working this morning

-----Original Message-----
From: [Name of organiser 3] [mailto: organiser3@university.ac.uk]
Sent: 09 September 2008 17:00
To: [Name of facilitator 1]; [Name of facilitator 3]
Cc: 
Subject: Re: demo

Hi [Name of Facilitator 1],
Yes it is the 4 projector demo

The email with the URLs on it's way (sorry, thought I'd forwarded that already)

All 3 of our keynotes are really against the idea of not being able to use their own laptops. As keynotes, it would be expected that they might change their talks throughout the workshop in line with what the other participants talk about. Also, they can do without the added stress of worrying whether or not their presentation will work properly.

I talked with [Name of Organiser 4] [about this and she's pretty insistent that we should do all we can to keep them happy (and I agree: they are flying halfway across the world and giving a talk for no money)

I think we're going to have to insist that we can go with the messy hardwired cable option for all three. With this in mind, would it be possible to remove that projector from the matrix for the whole workshop? We can bring long VGA extensions if useful for getting the
wire to a more acceptable location.

Thanks,
[Name of organizer 3]

On 9 Sep 2008, at 16:32, [Name of Facilitator 1] wrote:

Hi [Name of organizer 3],

Is it [Name of Participant 1]'s '4 projector' demo that needs the legacy version of flash?

It will be a bit of a nightmare to try and downgrade 4 of the PCs to an earlier version of flash.

Is there any way he can give us the URLs now so we can test it on the machines? It may be that we don't have the latest versions of flash installed anyway.

R.e. people plugging in laptops - [Name of Facilitator 3] has suggested that we ask both [Name of Participant 1] and [Name of Participant 4] to convert their presentations and give us the powerpoint versions, but that we keep the messy hardwired cable option as a 'plan B' if they are not happy with the converted presentations. This seems sensible to me.

[Name of Facilitator 1]

[Name of Facilitator 3] wrote:
FYI

*From:* [Name of organizer 3],
*Sent:* 09 September 2008 12:35
*To:* [Name of Participant 1]
*Cc:* [Name of Facilitator 3]
*Subject:* Fwd: demo

Thanks for the info [Name of Participant 1]. I'll check with [Name of Facilitator 3] in the CETL to see if we can arrange the demo

(I'll also see if there's a way we can arrange to let you use your own laptop)

Cheers,

[Name of organizer 3],

Begin forwarded message:
*From: *[Name of Participant 1]*

*Date: *9 September 2008 05:17:07 BST

*To: *[Name of organizer 3]*,

*Subject: **demo**

hi [Name of organizer 3],

we’re having a little trouble with our demo...

it runs under Flash plug-in 9.0.47.0

but it doesn’t work with the newest Flash plug-in 9.0.124.0

that means your people would likely have to install the legacy version for it to run there.

that's a bit of a pain, and if you'd like to skip it, that's fine.

if you want to move forward with the bigger show, let me know and i'll send the setup details. it's very easy, really, just typing a URL, logging in, and a few mouse clicks.

also...
you said in an earlier note that you wanted me to upload my presentation. i am ALWAYS fearful of that because i'm a Mac user and invariably images or video don't come through correctly. is there ANY chance i could use my own laptop to give the talk? PLEEZE :-)?

[Name of Participant 1]
Appendix 3: Qspace and Cspace Information Sheet

This appendix is referred to in Chapters 5 and 6. It includes the information sheet and consent form that was used for the studies in Qspace and Cspace.

Qspace Consent Form and Information Sheet

Consent Form: How technology-rich multipurpose spaces are used: An ethnographic study

The Open University's Human Participants and Materials Ethics Committee requires that all participants in our observational study, give their written consent:

I agree to take part in this research project and I may withdraw from the study at any time. An Information Sheet highlighting the salient points about this research, including ethical and confidentiality considerations, has been made available to me.

Signed____________________ Date____________________

Email____________________
Information Sheet: How technology-rich multipurpose spaces are used: An ethnographic study

My name is Nadia Panditi and I am a first year PhD student in Computing at the Open University. We are delighted that the <name of spaces> will be helping us with our research into technology-rich multipurpose spaces. The research is investigating how technology-rich multipurpose spaces are appropriated in practice at a daily basis and for different types of activities. This information sheet gives you some background on the research and what is involved in taking part in the research project.

Who will carry out the research?
The research team is from the Computing Department at the Open University and consists of a PhD student, Nadia Panditi, and her supervisors. Yvonne Rogers and Hugh Robinson. Their details appear at the end of this document. Nadia Panditi will be carrying out most of the observational work.

What is the research about?
Our research is about how people appropriate and use technology-rich multipurpose spaces. When we refer to multipurpose spaces, we mean that the same space can be configured for a variety of work, social and learning activities and for different user groups. Technology-rich multipurpose spaces are multipurpose spaces equipped with technological devices and applications that create new affordances for the space itself and promote the reconfigurability already in place. Our research aims to improve that understanding by sharing our findings with the community via appropriate journals and conferences.

This study builds on previous results from Nadia’s pilot study. For her previous study, she carried out an observational fieldwork study of a technology-rich multipurpose space based in a library. This study will extend the previous work by investigating the context of actual use of another technology-rich multipurpose space, <name of spaces>.

What does the research involve?
Observational fieldwork involves a researcher observing, in a non-intrusive fashion, some aspect of the spaces' daily activities and capturing details via field notes and sometimes, photographs. Informal conversations (that occur during lunch or other natural breaks in the work) between the researcher and participants may provide further insights that can feed back into the study.

How will I know what’s happening on a day-to-day basis?
Nadia will attend the daily update and will keep you informed of what’s planned for the day in terms of observational work, etc. and whether or not it involves you.

What if I don’t want to be involved?

For whatever reason, that’s fine – just let us (Nadia, or any member of the team) know and we will respect your wishes. You can also request that any data that you have provided is destroyed. You can do this for the whole study, if you wish, or as and when you need to on a daily basis.

What about the results of the research? – in confidence?
All our research activities will be conducted so as not to bring the <name of spaces> into disrepute. Any analysis of the field notes, we will hold a feedback session to discuss our findings.

We expect to eventually publish our research findings in appropriate journals and conferences. Any use of the research data from the observation will be anonymised so that the identity of individuals remains confidential.

Is the research ethical?
We all at the Open University are committed to high standards of professional conduct in all research activities. As researchers, we are required to adhere to guidelines provided by the university’s Human Participants and Mammals Ethics Committee, who approve research undertaken with human participants. One of the requirements is that participants acknowledge an anonymous consent form that they understand the purpose of the research and all that participation entails.

Nadia Panditi
PhD Student
k.panditi@open.ac.uk

Prof. Yvonne Rogers
Principal Supervisor
Y.Rogers@open.ac.uk

Prof. Hugh Robinson
Co-supervisor
h.robinson@open.ac.uk
Cspace Information Sheet and Consent Form

Information Sheet

My name is Nadia Portielje. I am a second year PhD student in Computing at the Open University doing research on technology-rich learning spaces. Specifically, I am looking into how people use and interact with these spaces; how they negotiate and appropriate the affordances of the physical space and the technology in respect to the activity at hand. This week I will be conducting research at the TechnoCell. I would be delighted to answer any questions or provide further information about my work to anyone interested. Feel free to ask me in person or email me at np496@open.ac.uk.

Thank you,
Nadia
Consent Form: How technology-rich multipurpose spaces are used: An ethnographic study

I agree to take part in this research project and I may withdraw from the study at any time. An Information Sheet highlighting the salient points about this research, including ethical and confidentiality considerations, has been made available to me.

Signed____________________  Date________________

Email:____________________
Appendix 4: Cspace questionnaires

This appendix is referred to in Chapter 6, section 6.4.2. It includes samples of the filled questionnaires that were given out to the students during the practical sessions.

Sample Questionnaires

---

**Techno Café Questionnaire**

1. When did you first visit/use the Techno Café (approx. date and occasion)?
   - 21st day - Feb '08

2. How often have you been using the Techno Café after your first visit?
   (Please indicate on a weekly/monthly basis depending on frequency)
   - Very occasionally, until now

3. For which type of activities do you mainly use the Techno Café?
   - Presentations, but now for group work

4. What do you think of the space?
   - Physical layout (e.g. seating, booths etc)
     - Spacious, informal
   - Technological infrastructure (e.g. interactive SmartBoard, tablet pcs etc)
     - Usable

5. Do you use the interactive features of the SmartBoard? If yes, please indicate frequency and occasion.
   - No

6. Do you use the study areas in the library? If yes, please indicate how often and for what type of activities.
   - No

7. Anything you would like to add about the Techno Café?
   - Hot drinks would be nice

I may need some more feedback later & if you are happy to contribute, write your email here:

Thank you for participating!
Techo Café Questionnaire

1. When did you first visit/use the Techno Café (approx. date and occasion)?
   20/10/09

2. How often have you been using the Techno Café after your first visit?
   (Please indicate on a weekly/monthly basis depending on frequency)
   Weekly

3. For which type of activities do you mainly use the Techno Café?
   Group project work

4. What do you think of the space?
   • Physical layout (e.g. seating, booths etc)
     Very nice
   • Technological infrastructure (e.g. interactive SmartBoard, tablet pens etc)
     Very nice

5. Do you use the interactive features of the SmartBoard? If yes, please indicate frequency and occasion
   Not yet

6. Do you use the study areas in the library? If yes, please indicate how often and for what type of activities.
   Weekly, working between lectures

7. Anything you would like to add about the Techno Café?
   Could do with a hot drink machine

I may need some more feedback later. If you are happy to contribute, write your email here:

Thank you for participating!
Techno Café Questionnaire

1. When did you first visit/use the Techno Café (approx. date and occasion)?
   Open Day, there were presentations by the departments.

2. How often have you been using the Techno Café after your first visit?
   (Please indicate on a weekly/monthly basis depending on frequency)
   Infrequently

3. For which type of activities do you mainly use the Techno Café?
   Group work

4. What do you think of the space?
   - Physical layout (e.g. seating, booths etc)
     Good
   - Technological infrastructure (e.g. interactive SmartBoard, tablets, PCs etc)
     Useful for groups

5. Do you use the interactive features of the SmartBoard? If yes, please indicate frequency and occasion.
   Occasionally

6. Do you use the study areas in the library? If yes, please indicate how often and for what type of activities.
   Every few weeks for study

7. Anything you would like to add about the Techno Café?
   
   I may need some more feedback later. If you are happy to contribute, write your email here:

   Thank you for participating!
Techno Café Questionnaire

1. When did you first visit/use the Techno Café (approx date and occasion)?

   First day, fewer space... other then kidps...

2. How often have you been using the Techno Café after your first visit?
   (Please indicate on a weekly/monthly basis depending on frequency)

   Once a year.

3. For which type of activities do you mainly use the Techno Café?

   Staff meetings

4. What do you think of the space?
   - Physical layout (eg, seating, booths etc)

      Comfortable for group work.

   - Technological infrastructure (eg, interactive SmartBoard, tablet pcs etc)

      Hard to use. Main reason: I don't use it here.

5. Do you use the interactive features of the SmartBoard? If yes, please indicate frequency and occasion.

   No.

6. Do you use the study areas in the library? If yes, please indicate how often and for what type of activities.

   No.

7. Anything you would like to add about the Techno Café?

   No.

I may need some more feedback later ☺ If you are happy to contribute, write your email here:

Thank you for participating!
Appendix 5: Interview Scripts

This appendix is referred to in Chapter 3, section 3.3.1. It provides the interview scripts used for the three studies. Note that the interviews were semi-structured and as a result the scripts below do not provide the full list of questions asked during the interviews.

Space managers and facilitators

- How did you first come up with the idea of making <name_of_space>?
- What exactly is <name_of_space>?
- Did you hear about other similar spaces that helped or inspired you into designing <name_of_space>?
- Who can use <name_of_space>?
- What can somebody do in <name_of_space>?
- What would be the ideal use scenario of <name_of_space> for you?
- What feedback or comments do you get from OU staff or visitors? Do they like <name_of_space>?
- Do they want anything changed?
- Do you know any similar spaces that were created after <name_of_space> in other universities?
- Any future plans?

Regular Users

- What do you think of <name_of_space>? (General idea ex. interesting, comfortable,cosy etc)
- In your email you told me that you come here often. How often is that?
- What do you usually do in the <name_of_space>?
  [After initial response ask more specifically: Chatting / Meetings /Supervisors meetings /Planning papers/ Dry-runs of presentations/
   Playing PS3,Wii,XBox etc]
- Why do you prefer doing (whatever mentioned before) in the <name_of_space> and not somewhere else?
• When you have meetings or planning papers doesn’t it bother you that anybody can enter <name_of_space> and interrupt?
• Have you ever used the: PS? Wii? Xbox? Podcast Zone? Mac Zone?
• [If no, would you like to?]
  Ask for all (PS/ Wii Xbox /Podcast zone /Mac Zone)
• [If no, why?] 
  If no answer, prompt:  Not enough time? Not interested? They were occupied?
• What do you think <name_of_space> is for?
• Who do you think uses the <name_of_space> ?
  [If more than one mentioned, clarify who uses primarily/more e.g. librarians/Teaching staff/Phds/Research staff]
• Would like any future changes in <name_of_space>?
• [If yes] Why?
  Do you find them necessary?

First-time Users

• Have you been in <name_of_space> before?
• What do you think this space is for?
• Do you think it is private or public/open access?
• What are your first impressions about the space?
• [If not mentioned] What do you think of its architectural layout?
• [If not mentioned] What do you think of its technological infrastructure?
• [If not mentioned before] Who do you think uses this space and for what reasons?

First-time Users (after having used the space for the first time)

• Have you been in <name_of_space> before?
• What do you think this space is for?
• Do you think it is private or public/open access?
• What are your first impressions about the space?
• Let’s talk about the event you participated (what the event was about, topic, participants, duration)
• Can you talk me through the day (activities that took place)
• How was the space configured (wall/curtains/seating technology arrangement)?
• Did the physical layout of the space change at any point during the day? If yes, can you remember how this happened (who did it, on what occasion)?
• Did you use any of the technology in the space during the event? If yes, which ones?
• Did you encounter any difficulties when using the space?
  [If yes] Can you provide some more detail/examples?
• Was there anything you would like to be different in <name_of_space>?